Second Session
Thursday, October 11, 2012 at 4:00 P.M.
Lots 458-569
United States Postal History
New Yorker Hotel, Gramercy Suite, 481 Eighth Avenue at 34th Street, New York, NY

U.S. POSTAL HISTORY
Autographs

458

460

)
[Indian Territory] Camp Supply Ind Ter, 3¢
War Dept cork cancelled with "Camp Supply Ind.
Ter./Oct/8" double circle cds on cover addressed to Fort
Lyon CO, cover is missing upper left corner, still a rare cancel, Fine. Scott O85.
Estimate $200 - 300

461

)
Wells Fargo & Co, three used covers, includes San Francisco CA to Carson City NV, Bonnersville
CA to New York City, and Mass to Nantucket Mass, needs
some research, clean lot, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
Harry Truman autograph on FIPEX FDC, bold
autograph on cover piece pasted to FDC, typewritten address, attractive, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

Postal History by State

459

)
[California]
Stockton,
blue
"Stockton
Cal/Apr/16" cds with matching "10" rate on 1852 folded letter sheet addressed to Wilmington NC, vertical filefold, discusses returning to the placers to try Ladt Fortune again,
Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com
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U.S. POSTAL HISTORY: State Postal History - Railroad Covers

Railroad Covers

462

463

2

)
Wells Fargo & Co., imprint unused envelopes, five covers, includes 5¢ with Kingdom of Hawaii
imprint, special Columbian imprint on U349, and a 2¢ and
6¢ cover and 2¢ Columbian U349 with imprint, excellent lot
for the specialist, minor edge flaws, Very Fine. Estimate
$300 - 400

)
Stampless cover group, eight covers, includes
blue matching "2" in circle drpo rate with matching Philadelphia PA cds, red Philadelphia PA octagon with matching
"Paid" in octagon, red Boston MA with matching "20" rate in
circle, 1859 Pittsburgh PA with large "Paid/3" in oval, and a
red Richmond VA with matching "5" rate in circle, great lot
for the retail or internet dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

464

)
Connecticut Western Railroad, 1¢ postal card
cancelled by fancy “Circle of Hearts” cancel with "Conn.
Western R.R./Feb/14" cds addressed to Connor CT,
F.-V.F. Scott UX1.
Estimate $150 - 200

465

)
Housatonic Railroad, red "Housatonic Railroad/5" double circle cds, on 1847 folded letter sheet addressed to Lakeville CT, light toning, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

info@kelleherauctions.com
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U.S. POSTAL HISTORY: Exposition Covers

Exposition Covers

466

467

468

)
1901 Pan-American Exposition cover,
18/D/99 mute third class Barry involute slogan flag cancel,
Bomar type B01-16A, ties 1¢ to cover with multicolor illustration of Buffalo in tuxedo with top hat, addressed to Gardiner ME, ad for The Larkin Soap Mfg Co Buffalo NY, light
edge wear, F.-V.F. Scott 279.
Estimate $300 - 400

469

)
1901 Pan-American Exposition cover, 1¢ tied
by 1901 Buffalo Barry Machine cancel on multicolor illustrated corner ad cover of stylized female hemispheres on
globe, with ad for Raynor Hubbell Stamp Co, producer of
many poster stamps for the expo, and example of stamp on
reverse, addressed to West Springfield PA, F.-V.F. Scott
279.
Estimate $200 - 300

470

)
1901 Pan-American Exposition cover, 1¢ tied
by Jul 1901 Barry Machine cancel, Bomar type B-01-15C,
to multicolor ad cover for the Avondale, showing buffalo
over falls and globe, addressed to Chicago IL, F.-V.F. Scott
294.
Estimate $200 - 300

1901 Pan-American Exposition Company
stock certificate, for 1-$10 share with 5¢ battleship documentary tied by red fair office handstamp, scarce, Very
Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

)
1901 Pan-American Exposition cover, very
rare boxed “Secretary US Government Board” cancellation
on official gold embossed Exposition cover, cancel reads
"Secretary/Oct/21/1901/US Government Board", addressed to within the Exposition, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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U.S. POSTAL HISTORY: Exposition Covers

471

472

4

)
1901 Pan-American Exposition cover, Nov 7
1899 Barry Machine cancel, Bomar style B01-14A, ties 5¢
to entire with blue embossed illustration showing stylized
women on hemispheres on globe, addressed to Rio de Janeiro Brazil, returned to writer with purple Dead Letter Office handstamp on reverse, Very Fine. Scott 288, U377.
Estimate $200 - 300

473

)
1901 Pan-American Exposition cover, Jul 3
1901 International machine cancel, Bomar type B-1-07, ties
2¢ to beige illustration of the US Government Building, addressed to New York City, Very Fine. Scott 295. Estimate
$150 - 200

474

)
1901 Pan-American Exposition cover, 2¢ tied
by 1901 Buffalo Station C flag cancel on multicolor illustrated corner ad cover of stylized female hemispheres on
globe, with ad for Raynor Hubbell Stamp Co, producer of
many poster stamps for the expo, addressed to Watertown
NY, light corner wear, F.-V.F. Scott 295.
Estimate $150 - 200

475

)
1901 Pan-American Exposition cover, 1¢ tied
by Barry Machine cancel, date and style obscured by background, to allover black & white illustrated ad cover showing
Electric Illumination Machinery & Transportation Bldg, addressed to Worcester MA, ad for Ransom's Hive Syrup on
reverse, possibly an patent envelope, F.-V.F. Scott 294.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
1901 Pan-American Exposition cover, 1¢ tied
by Apr 1901 Buffalo NY Barry Machine cancel, Bomar style
B01-15B, on blue embossed Exposition cover showing Exposition Board of Women Managers, with imprint below,
addressed to City, edge flaws and toning top edge, F.-V.F.
Scott 279.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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U.S. POSTAL HISTORY: Exposition Covers

476

477

)
1901 Pan-American Exposition cover, 2¢ tied
by Jul 19 1901 Buffalo NY Barry Machine cancel, Bomar
style B01-15A, on embossed red illustrated Exposition
cover showing stylized women on hemispheres on globe,
addressed to New York City, from Treasurer's Office,
F.-V.F. Scott 294.
Estimate $150 - 200

478

)
1901 Pan-American Exposition cover, cover
franked with 2¢ tied by Feb 2 1900 Buffalo NY Barry Machine cancel, Bomar type B01-14C, to multicolor allover design addressed to Syracuse NY, card franked with 1¢ tied
by Buffalo duplex on multicolor allover design with three additional labels addressed to Lambertville NY, scarce expo
card with advertising for Raynor Hubbell Stamp Co on reverse, manufacturer of Pan Am labels, card is toned,
scarce pair, F.-V.F. Scott 279, 279B. Estimate $400 - 600

479

)
1901 Pan-American Exposition cover, Oct 16
1899 Barry involute slogan flag cancel, Bomar type B01-16,
ties 2¢ to cover with multicolor illustration of Buffalo in tuxedo with top hat, addressed to Neponset MA, ad for The
Larkin Soap Mfg Co Buffalo NY, light edge wear, F.-V.F.
Scott 279B.
Estimate $300 - 400

)
1901 Pan-American Exposition cover, 2¢ tied
by Jun 18 1901 Buffalo NY Barry Machine cancel, Bomar
style B01-15A, on embossed red illustrated Exposition
cover showing stylized women on hemispheres on globe,
addressed to Manchester NH, I.O.O.F. from Pan American
Committee, edge flaws, F.-V.F. Scott 294.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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U.S. POSTAL HISTORY: Exposition Covers

480

)
1901 Pan-American Exposition cover, 2¢ tied
by Oct 17 1901 International Machine cancel, Bomar type
B01-07A, on multicolored illustrated Exposition cover
showing buffalo on globe with electric tower, addressed to
Allegheny PA, by H.D. Dunston Buffalo NY, Very Fine.
Scott 279B.
Estimate $200 - 300

483

)
1901 Pan-American Exposition cover, 2¢ tied
by Dec 1 1900 Buffalo NY duplex on multicolor illustrated
Exposition cover showing lady electric on globe, addressed
to East Aurora NY, with ad for Pratt & Letchworth Company,
adhesion on reverse, F.-V.F. Scott 279B.
Estimate $150 - 200

481

)
1901 Pan-American Exposition cover, 1¢ and
pair 2¢ tied by Oct 18 1901 duplex, on multicolored illustrated Exposition cover showing buffalo on globe with electric tower, addressed to Germany, by H.D. Dunston Buffalo
NY, reduced at top, ink stains, light overall toning, F.-V.F.
Scott 294, 295.
Estimate $200 - 300

484

)
1901 Pan-American Exposition, McKinley
Assassination commemorative cover, 1¢ tied by Sep 7
1901 Barry Machine cancel, Bomar type B-01-15C, with
portrait of McKinley at left, these were thought to have been
produced at a later date, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott
294.
Estimate $400 - 600

482

)
1901 Pan-American Exposition cover, 2¢ tied
by Nov 27 1899 Buffalo NY Barry Machine cancel, Bomar
style B01-14A, on red and blue illustrated Exposition cover
showing buffalo on globe, addressed to New Bedford
MA,with two Exposition labels tied, F.-V.F. Scott 279B.
Estimate $200 - 300

485

)
1901 Pan-American Exposition, McKinley
Death-Teddy Roosevelt inauguration cover, 1¢ tied by
Barry Machine cancel, Bomar type B-01-15C, to cover
dated Sept 14 8 AM 1901, addressed to Elliot Perry noted
stamp dealer in Buffalo NY, with original letter, gem of a
cover, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott 294. Estimate
$500 - 750

6
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U.S. POSTAL HISTORY: Exposition Covers

486

487

488

)
1901 Pan-American Exposition, 50th anniversary cover, 2¢ tied by May 1 1951 Buffalo NY Niagara
Square handcancel on multicolor illustrated cover of US
Government Building by the Niagara Envelope Co, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott 295.
Estimate $200 - 300

489

)
1901 Pan-American Exposition, two covers,
two covers showing stylized intertwined female hemispheres on globe, with advertising on reverse, the first has
2¢ tied by Apr 12 1900 Buffalo duplex on multicolor Exposition cover addressed to Keokuk IA with ad for Erie Preserving Co on front and allover illustrated ad on reverse, also 2¢
tied by May 3 1901 Buffalo Barry Machine cancel, Bomar
style B01-15C, on multicolor Exposition cover addressed to
Barrackville WV, with ad for A Hoefner & Sons Soap Manufacturer on front and ad on backflap, with illustrated
lettersheet, F.-V.F. Scott 279B, 295. Estimate $200 - 300

)
1901 Pan-American Exposition, McKinley
Death-Teddy Roosevelt inauguration cover, 2¢ tied by
Barry Machine cancel, Bomar type B-01-15C, to corner ad
cover dated Sept 14 430 PM 1901, addressed to Buffalo
NY, with folder on TR's inauguration, cover reduced at left,
F.-V.F. Scott 295.
Estimate $300 - 400

)
1901 Pan-American Exposition, with earliest
known Railway Post Office cancel, steel duplex
handstamp, Bomar type B01-03, with "May 18/630
PM/1901" date slug, on facing slip with illustration of US
Govt Building affixed to partial envelope, Bomar states
"…Their scarcity seems to indicate that they were employed as origin cancels only by special request…", Bomar
lists EKU as 18 May 1901, rare item, Very Fine. Estimate
$500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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U.S. POSTAL HISTORY: Exposition Covers

490

491

8

)
1901 Pan-American Exposition, two covers,
two covers, pair 1¢ tied by Jun 16 1901 Barry Machine cancel, Bomar style B01-15C, on green embossed expo cover,
addressed to Boston MA, with expo label, second cover 2¢
tied by May 20 1901 Barry Machine cancel, Bomar style
B01-15C, on green embossed expo cover, addressed to
Pentwater MI, both with repaired lower right corner, F.-V.F.
Scott 294, 295.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
1901 Pan-American Exposition, two covers,
two covers, the first has machine cancel ties 2¢ to cover
with black & white illustration of Electric Tower at Night, by
the Pan American Exposition Co addressed to Chillicothe
OH, the second has machine cancel ties 2¢ to cover with
multicolor illustration of Electric Tower at Night, by Niagara
Envelope Mftg addressed to Chicago IL, F.-V.F. Scott
279B.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

492

)
1901 Pan-American Exposition, two covers,
two covers, 2¢ tied by Jul 25 1900 Buffalo NY Barry machine cancel, Bomar style B01-14C, to multicolor illustrated
Exposition cover, addressed to East Aurora NY, with corner
ad for Frank Williams & Co Coal, second cover with 2¢ tied
by May 2 1900 Buffalo NY Barry machine cancel, Bomar
style B01-14C, to multicolor illustrated Exposition cover,
addressed to Canandaigua NY, with corner ad for Pierce &
Stevens, F.-V.F. Scott 279B.
Estimate $200 - 300

493

)
1901 Pan-American Exposition, two covers,
two covers, the first 2¢ tied by Aug 15 1900 Barry Machine
cancel, Bomar style B01-14C, to green illustrated Exposition cover, addressed to Batavia NY, ad for Wm. Hengerer
Co, second first 2¢ tied by Mar 5 1901 Barry Machine cancel, Bomar style B01-15A, to black illustrated Exposition
cover, addressed to Watertown NY, ad for Becker &
Wickser Co Fine Harness, F.-V.F. Scott 279B.
Estimate $200 - 300

info@kelleherauctions.com
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U.S. POSTAL HISTORY: Exposition Covers

494

495

)
1901 Pan-American Exposition, two covers,
two covers, 1¢ tied by 1899 Buffalo NY Barry Machine cancel, Bomar style B01-13C, on red and blue illustrated Exposition cover, addressed to Columbus OH,with ad for Wm
Hengerer Co, also 2¢ tied by Jul 26 1901 Chataeugua NY
duplex, on maroon and blue illustrated Exposition cover,
addressed to Edgewood RI, F.-V.F. Scott 279, 295.
Estimate $200 - 300

496

)
1901 Pan-American Exposition, two covers,
two covers, first 2¢ tied by Dec 6 1899 Boston MA flag cancel on multicolor expo cover addressed to Lee MA with
Schoellkopf Aniline & Chemical Co ad, also 2¢ tied by Mar
24 1900 Barry Machine cancel, Bomar style B01-14, on
multicolor expo cover addressed to Aurora NY, ad for Empire Lumber Co, F.-V.F. Scott 279B. Estimate $200 - 300

497

)
1901 Pan-American Exposition cover group,
twelve covers, ten are multicolor Exposition covers with
corner advertising, includes The R. Ovens Bakery, H.
Messersmith Furniture, The Ione, The German Bank, Wm
K Walker & Co, Heathfield & Washburn, Heywood Brothers
& Wakefield Co, Buffalo Dental Mfg Co, The Enos & Sanderson Co, and The McLennan French Paint Co, there is
also a multcolor Exposition cover with no ad and a blue Exposition cover, mixed condition, ten with Exposition
cancels, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

)
1901 Pan-American Exposition, two covers,
two covers, first 2¢ tied by Apr 2 1901 Buffalo NY duplex on
multicolor expo cover addressed to Lee MA with Buffalo
Specialty Mfg ad, also 2¢ tied by Sep 26 1899 Barry Machine cancel, Bomar style B01-14A, on multicolor expo
cover addressed to Southington CT, ad for Beals & Company, repaired lower right, F.-V.F. Scott 279B.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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U.S. POSTAL HISTORY: Exposition Covers

498

)
1901 Pan-American Exposition cover group,
ten covers, all showing different embossed stylized women
on hemispheres on globe, with six colors-red, maroon, pink,
blue dark green and light green, one light green a different
size, eight used, six with Exposition cancels, five with corner ads, lovely group for the specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

500

)
1901 Pan-American Exposition cover group,
nine covers with corner advertising on Exposition covers,
includes Pittsburg & Buffalo Company Coal & Coke with
Pan Am label, 786 Ellicott Square with Pan Am label, H.D.
Taylor Heavy Hardware, Hotel Washington, The Stafford,
Flint & Kent, Edward T Danahy Fresh & Salt Meats,
Cling-Surface Mfg Co, seven with Exposition cancels,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

499

)
1901 Pan-American Exposition cover group,
seven covers with corner advertising showing stylized intertwined female hemispheres on globe, includes Butts & Adams, O.P. Ramsdell, Sweet & Co, Buffalo Loan, Trust &
Safe Deposit, Lancaster Machine & Knife Works, The Wm
Hengerer Co, Beals & Co, and Heywood Brothers &
Wakefield Company, on multicolor illustrated Exposition
covers, six with Exposition cancels, excellent lot for the
specialist, F.-V.F. Scott 279B.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

501

)
1901 Pan-American Exposition cover group,
three different multicolor expo covers by the Niagara Envelope Manufactory Co, includes Ethnology Building, Albright
Art Gallery and US Government Building, two have expo
cancels, US Gov Bldg is missing backflap and has nick at
right side, F.-V.F. Scott 279B, 294. Estimate $400 - 600

10

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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U.S. POSTAL HISTORY: Exposition Covers

502

503

)
1901 Pan-American Exposition cover group,
four different ad covers with multicolor design showing stylized intertwined female hemispheres on globe, includes
Zabel Bros Fine Meats, Bill & Caldwell Hats & Straw Goods,
Charles A Orr, and John C Lutz & Bro Wallpaper, last three
covers faulty, nice lot for the specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

504

H)
1901 Pan-American Exposition postcard
group, set of 20 multicolor Exposition cards published by
the Niagara Envelope Co, all mint and fresh as the day they
were printed, a gem quality set fit for the finest collection,
Extremely Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

505

H)
1901 Pan-American Exposition postcard
group, complete set of ten Midway Scenes, with Alt
Nurnberg, Streets of Mexico and Streets of Cairo, a gorgeous full color mint set, published by the Niagara Envelope Co., scarce complete and this nice, inspection invited,
Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

)
1901 Pan-American Exposition picture post
card, 2¢ tied by Barry Machine Pan Am cancel on
multicolor picture postcard addressed to Italy, F.-V.F. Scott
295.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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U.S. POSTAL HISTORY: Exposition Covers - Fancy Cancels

506

H)
1901 Pan-American Exposition postcard
group, eight of twelve cards showing black & white photo
views, includes Stadium, Triumphal Bridge, Government
Building, Machinery Hall, In Front of the Government Building, Electric Tower and Machinery Hall, Entrance to the
Midway and Fountain of Nature, beautiful condition, please
investigate, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

508

)
1911 Appalachian Expo, Knoxville TN, 2¢
Washington tied by 1911 Knoxville TN machine cancel,
with blue allover illustrated ad on reverse for the Exposition,
shows crowds alighting from trolleys and autos, buildings in
background and an early aeroplane overhead, toning top
edge and edge flaws, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

509

)
1893-1964 Exposition card & cover collection, 160+ picture postcards and covers, includes 1893
Chicago World's Fair, 1899 Philadelphia National Export
Expo, 1901 Pan Am Expo, 1904 Trans Miss Expo, 1905
Portland World's Fair, 1907 Jamestown Expo, 1915 Pan
Pacific Expo, 1933 Chicago World's Fair, includes many official picture post cards, with a nice range of expo cancels,
examination is necessary to ascertain this lot true value,
F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

Fancy Cancels

510

507

12

)
Black Diamond W.T., negative solid star, 2¢
postal entire (U277) cancelled by fancy cancel with "Black
Diamond W.T./Apr/13/1886" cds addressed to South
Bancraft ME, reduced at left, scattered toning, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

1901 Pan-American Exposition, full booklet
of passes, for the month of October to the Exposition,
booklet has illustrated cover and red serial number, conditions listed inside back cover, light toning to covers, a
scarce item complete, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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Civil War Postal History

511

)
Newburyport MA, fancy crossroads, 2¢ tied
by socked-on-the-nose cancel with Newburyport Mass
double circle cds on printed circular addressed to
Newburyport MA, lovely and attractive, Very Fine. Scott 73.
Estimate $100 - 150

512

m
Shield solid at top, 2¢ with fancy cancel
socked-on-the-nose, few short perfs at right, F.-V.F. Scott
73.
Estimate $100 - 150

513

)
West Winsted CT, stylized leaf & circular
geometric, two postal cards, bold stylized leaf cancel, and
a circular geometric cancel on a slightly toned card with a
spindle hole at left, F.-V.F. Scott UX1.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

514

)
Department of the Gulf Cover Addressed to
Captain Charles W Lowell, 3¢ tied by "Memphis
TN/Jan/18/1862" double circle cds on official cover addressed to "Capt C.W. Lowell/Corps d'Afrique", and in the
lower left corner "*N****R Capt", Capt Lowell was commander of United States Colored Troops (which was formerly known as the Corps d'Afrique or The Native Guards),
formed in Louisiana in 1863, scarce and historic cover,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

515

)
Illustrated Lettersheet "Union" with Flags &
Shield, red and blue design with"Union", two flags and
shield in star, with list of US states, letter gives congratulations on impending nuptials, a few small edge tears, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

www.kelleherauctions.com
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U.S. POSTAL HISTORY: Civil War - Misc.

Patriotic Covers

516

14

517

)
"Stand By The Flag" (65), 3¢ tied by bold strike
of blue "Burlington VT/Sep/4" cds on patriotic cover with red
and blue design at left, addressed to West Burlington VT,
an exceptionally fresh patriotic cover, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

518

)
1898 Spanish American War patriotics from
Camp Poland Knoxville TN, nine different Spanish American War patriotic covers, all posted from Knoxville TN, includes soldier reading newspaper, American Flag, soldier
holding flag and sword, cannon and flag, Uncle Sam "Santiago Ours", and Uncle Sam with letter, attractive group,
small faults, please examine, F.-V.F. Estimate $500 - 750

)
Illustrated Lettersheet "Where Liberty
dwells there is my Country", blue design of Ben Franklin
with quote beneath, letter expressing regrets at not being
able to attend wedding, patriotic cover with embossed eagle and shield on backflap, "Washington DC/Dec/1861" cds
and congressional free frank, F.-V.F. Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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Misc. Documents, Correspondence and
Ephemera

519

)
Address of VP Breckinridge on the Senate's
Move to New Chambers, illustrated four page document
on VP Breckinridge speech celebrating the move of the
Senate from the old to their new chambers, with cover addressed to Newburgh NY, with ms free frank, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

521

)
Ten Different F A Busch Poster Seal Cards,
ten multicolor cards with drawings of different views of the
exposition grounds and buildings contained within simulated stamps, difficult to find, beautiful condition, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

522

1936 Communist Party Election Campaign
Fund Booklet, amazing intact booklet with thirty certificates inside for contributions to the 1936 election campaign, each in color with vignettes of the candidates,
Lincoln, Bunker Hill Battle, a terrific item, worth many times
our low estimate, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

Postal History by Issue

520

)
Black & White Photo Views with Rainbow,
nine cards, published by Arthur Strauss, black & white photos with colored rainbow in background, includes Electric
Tower Court of the Fountains, The Pan American as viewed
from the Hotel Alcazar, Ethnology Building, Graphic Arts,
Alt Nurnberg, Horticultural Building, Temple of Music, Pergola & Horticultural Building and Group in the Court of
Fountains, minor wear at corners, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

523

www.kelleherauctions.com

)
New York, N.Y., 1845, 5¢ black on bluish
(9X1), 5¢ with four generous margins, very attractively tied
by two strikes of red "New York/5 cts/Feb 27" cds with
matching "PAID" in arc, on folded letter sheet addressed to
Portsmouth NH, with 2010 PF certificate, an immaculate
cover without the typical ms cancellations, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Sale 632 - Oct. 11, 2012
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Rare Saint Louis "Bear"

524

16

525

)
1847, 5¢ red brown (1var), exceptionally rich
color, neatly tied by red circular grid cancel on blue outer
folded letter sheet addressed to Salem MA, with matching
"Boston/15/Mar/5 cts" cds, four ample margins with partial
sheet margin at right, and a small part of the adjoining
stamp at top, the double transfer is particularly noticeable at
the lower left, with 1998 PF certificate stating "double transfer of top and bottom frame lines", Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

526

)
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), decent horizontal pair
tied on 1850 folded cover to New York, by blue grid cancellation, with adjacent "Philadelphia" cds, vertical file fold
through left stamp of pair, adheasives with brilliant fresh
color, Fine; 2003 A.P.S. certificate, Scott $1,250.
Estimate $300 - 400

)
St. Louis, Mo., 1845, 5¢ black on greenish
(11X1), extremely scarce Saint Louis Bear on 1845 folded
envelope to Louisville, KY, light manuscript cancellation,
plus adjacent red "St. Louis, Dec. 12" cds, and matching red
"PAID" cancel, nice overall quality, notwithstanding the
small corner repair on the adhesive, small repair at lower
left corner of the adhesive, a small portion of a photo has
been neatly added to lower left corner of stamp, Fine, Scott
$17,500.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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527

)
1847, 5¢ dark brown (1a), lovely example of
this desirable color shade, tied on 1848 folded letter to
Cooperstown, NY, by red grid cancellation, with adjacent
matching red "New York, Apr. 22" cds, trivial tear on
backflap from wax sealing, F.-V.F., Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600

529

)
1847, 10¢ black (2), absolutely gorgeous example on folded letter to Rochest, N.Y., fancy red "Scarab"
sock on the nose cancellation, and adjacent red matching
"St. Johnsbury, Vt., Aug 28" cds, a scarce fancy cancel on a
GEM quality 10c 1847, rare thus, trivial light waterstain a
very bottom of folded letter, Extremely Fine to Superb; 1996
P.F. certificate, Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

528

)
1847, 10¢ black (2), pair, just cutting to large
margins, tied to folded letter by orange grid cancels, Boston
Mar 31 Express Mail cancel, addressed to Lulow Beebee,
Philadelphia, Fine to Very Fine and attractive,
ex-Sampson; 1975 PF certificate, Scott $4,400.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

530

)
1847, 10¢ black (2), four excessively large margins showing portions of adjoining copy at top, tied to folded
letter by red grid cancel, New York Jun 18 (1849) postmark
also in red, to Baltimore, an Extremely Fine choice stamp
and cover.; signed A D(iena) at left, Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com
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U.S. POSTAL HISTORY: By Issue

531

)
1847, 10¢ black (2), four large margins, tied to
folded letter by Philadelphia 10 cts Jun 1 (1848) cds in blue,
to New York, Extremely Fine; 1992 PF certificate, Scott
$1,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

532

)
1847, 10¢ black (2), four large margins, tied to
envelope by brilliant red grid cancel alongside, Cincinnati
Jan 30 postmark, to North Bridgewater, Mass., Extremely
Fine and attractive, ex-Knapp, Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

533

18

)
1847, 10¢ black (2), four ample to large margins, tied to folded letter by red grid cancel, Rochester Mar 9
(1848) cancel in red, to New York, lovely cover, fresh, Very
Fine, ex-Morganthau, Bister, Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

534

)
1847, 10¢ black (2), four margins with additional
portion of adjoining stamp at top, tied to folded letter by red
grid cancel, alongside New York Feb 9 (1850) cancel in red,
to New Orleans, Very Fine, Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

535

)
1847, 10¢ black (2), four clear margins, tied to
folded letter by red grid cancel, alongside Boston 1 Apr
(1851) postmark in red, to Philadelphia, vert. fold not affecting stamp, attractive, F.-V.F.; 1990 PF certificate, Scott
$1,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

536

)
1847, 10¢ black (2), four evenly balanced large
margins, tied to folded letter by red town cancel, alongsiide
St. Louis, Aug 9 (1850) postmark, to Philadelphia, horiz.
fold not affecting stamp, fresh, Very Fine, ex-Baron du
Plussis; 1981 PF certificate, signed Stanley B Ashbrook,
Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

info@kelleherauctions.com
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537

)
1847, 10¢ black (2), four nicely balanced margins, tied to folded letter by red grid cancels, datelined Baltimore April 22, 1850, light blue cds on reverse, to Somerset,
OH, vert fold through cover not affecting stamp, attractive,
Very Fine, ex-Elliot Perry, Scott $1,500. Estimate $1,000 1,500

538

)
1847, 10¢ black (2), four pleasing to large margins, tied to small envelope by red grid cancels, Baltimore
Nov 14 cancel in blue, to Old Cambridge, Mass, attractive
small sized cover, Very Fine, Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

539

)
1847, 10¢ black (2), four ample to huge margins
including adjoining copy at top, tied to folded letter by black
grid cancel, alongside Boston 25 Jan (1851) postmark in
red, to Altair, IL, attractive, F.-V.F.; 1991 PF certificate,
Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

540

)
1847, 10¢ black (2), four clear margins, right
side quite large, tied to envelop by red grid cancel, Boston 2
Mar cancel in red, to Hanover, N.H., interesting backflap
seal "Home Sweet Home", fresh, Very Fine, Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

541

)
1847, 10¢ black (2), four close to large margins,
tied to envelope by red grid cancel, Washington City Aug 20
cancel, to Salem, Mass., oily spot on cover, fresh, F.-V.F.,
ex-Brown, Scott $1,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

www.kelleherauctions.com
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545

)
1852, 3¢ dull red, type II (11A), attractive wide
right sheet margin single tied on buff cover to Maryland, by
light black "Canton, O." town cancellation, scarce part imprint and plate number "3" in wide sheet margin, cover with
light spot in center, and minor creases along left edge, Fine;
2011 Weiss certificate, Scott $18.
Estimate $300 - 400

542

)
1851, 1¢ blue, types II and IV (7, 9), #7 tied by
Boston MA cds on YMCA circular addressed to North
Scituate, and #9 tied by Boston large "Paid" grid with stamp
recut once at bottom and twice at top, with PF certificate,
excellent pair of covers, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

543

)
1851, 1¢ blue, type II (7), with full to large margins, tied by blue "Madison Wis/17/Jun" cds, on cover addressed to Madison, drop rate usages of this stamp are
considerably scarcer than used on circulars, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

546

)
1857, 1¢ blue, type IIIa (22), position 31L4,
wonderfully centered stamp tied by Boston Paid cds on
printed circular addressed to Chateaugay NY, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; 1997 PSE certificate.Estimate $400 - 600

544

)
1851, 3¢ orange brown, type I (10), pen
cancelled with red "New Haven VT/Oct/31" on cover addressed to Orwell VT, redirected to Brandon VT with second 3¢ tied by blue "Orwell VT/Nov/1" cds, rare usage,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

547

)
1857, 1¢ blue, type IV (23), beautiful stamp tied
on printed circular by partial town cancel, addressed to
Richmond VA, Very Fine, Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

20
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548

551

)
1857, 10¢ green, type II (32), tied by "San Francisco Cal/Jul/25/1859" cds on cover addressed to Medford
MA, with manuscript "Overland Via Los Angeles" upper left,
Very Fine; with 2010 PF certificate. Estimate $400 - 600

552

)
1861, 5¢ buff and 10¢ green (67, 68), tied by
red paint circular grids on 1861 folded letter sheet, with red
New York exchange handstamp, red French entry, proper
backstamps, a gem!! Very Fine, ex-Noel.
Estimate $500 - 750

553

)
1861, 12¢ black + 10¢ green + 3¢ rose + 1¢
blue (69, 68, 65, 63), magnificent four color franking paying 25¢ rate to England, tied by blue Chicago four bar circular grids with matching "Chicago IL/Feb/28/'64" double
circle cds on cover, with red Boston Br Pkt transit and red
London receiver, minor edge toning, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

)
1857, 1¢ blue, type V (24), two covers, first is
single tied on U10 by New York cds on cover addressed to
West Troy NY, the second is a strip of three pen cancelled
with curl of shoulder variety, positions 57-58-59 R7, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

549

)
1857, 1¢ blue, type V (24), three covers and a
front, includes front with single tied by double circle Boston
AM cds, single tied by red carrier with "US Mail/4 PM/Delivery handstamp, single with captured partial imprint tied by
New York cds, and cover with two pairs tied by New York
cds, great lot for the specialist, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

550

)
1857, 3¢ rose (25, 26), three covers, includes
#25 tied by New York cds on cover addressed to
Wallingford CT, 25 position 100 showing full frame lines tied
by West Point NY cds on cover to Nashville TN, and 26 tied
by blue MD cds on cover to Wooster IN, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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Rare Bank Note Cover to Saigon
554

)
1863,
2¢
black
(73),
tied
by
socked-on-the-nose circular grid on lovely blue enameled
envelope addressed to Erieville NY, possibly Valentine usage, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

556

555

22

)
1869, 6¢ ultramarine (115), tied by circle of
wedges with New York cds, on outer folded letter sheet addressed to The Naugatuck Railroad Co Bridgeport CT, two
vertical filefolds, Very Fine, Scott $500.
Estimate $100 - 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

)
1871, 7¢ vermilion (149), horizontal pair and
two singles (pair with small faults and nick as it saddles the
edge of the cover) originating Winchester, Mass, 3/8/1872
postmark alongside cork cancels on small envelope addressed to Singapore by British Mail, via Southampton (4 x
7¢ = 28¢ rate), red 1872 London transit postmark, singapore arrival postmark and docketting at Saigon 5/14/72 all
on reverse side, additional non-contemporary pencil notations, Very Fine and very rare; 2012 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
Saigon a Very rare Destination for Banknotes.

info@kelleherauctions.com
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557

559

)
1893, $3 Columbian (243), eye catching example with spectacular deep rich color, neatly tied on philatelic
cover to New York City by black "New York, Dec. (18)93"
cds, a pretty little cover in a wonderful state of preservation,
V.G.-Fine, Scott $2,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

558

)
1893, $4 Columbian (244), extraordinary GEM
quality example tied on 1893 Philatelic cover to Washington, D.C. by neat black "Washington, D.C., Dec. 20, 1893"
machine cancellation, a select well centered stamp with
gorgeous rich color, simply magnificent, Extremely Fine;
1996 P.F. certificate, Scott $4,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

)
1893, $5 Columbian (245), gorgeous example tied on 1894 philatelic cover to Washington, D.C. by black target and
"Marion, Mass., Sep. 18, 1894" cds, a fabulous fresh stamp with great cover, very scarce on cover, Fine, Scott $4,750.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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560

561

24

)
1917, 2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), 2¢ tied by
RPO duplex, on Agnes Scott College corner ad cover addressed to Marion VA, cover with a few wrinkles, Very Fine,
Scott $650.
Estimate $150 - 200
562

)
Airmail, 1918, first flight cover from Boston
to New York, 24¢ tied by "Boston/To/ New York"
handcancel with circular "Boston Mass/Air Mail/June 8
918/First Trip" cachet, on cover Boston to New York, AAMC
#105, with pencil notation bottom right "Left Saugus Mass in
Aeroplane/June 11 1918-10:21 AM" and "Delivered at New
York address/June 11 1918-6:40 PM", scarce cover,
F.-V.F. Scott C3.
Estimate $300 - 400

563

)
Airmail, 1918, first flight cover from Washington to New York, 24¢ tied by "Air Mail Service Wash NY
Phila/Washington,May/17/9 AM/1918" handcancel on
cover Washington to New York, with contents discussing
air mail, F.-V.F. Scott C3.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
Airmail, 1918, first trip cover from Washington to New York, 24¢ tied by "Air Mail Service Wash NY
Phila/Washington,May/15/1918/First Trip" handcancel
reoeated on reverse, on small cover Washington to New
York, AAMC #101, light toning at top, F.-V.F. Scott C3.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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564

)
Airmail, 1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), large
margined right sheet margin single tied on 1930 First Flight
"Dr. Hugo Eckener" postcard to Allentown, Pa. a "better"
postcard featuring picture of Dr. Eckener with his blimp, Extremely Fine, Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

565

)
Airmail, 1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14),
handsome example tied on 1930 First Flight postcard to
New York, NY, gorgeous rich shade, F.-V.F., Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400

566

)
Airmail, 1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15),
lovely example tied on Round Flight cover to Newark, NJ by
black "Varick Station, NY, Apr. 30, 1930" slogan cancellation, with green "Lakehurst, NJ, May 31, 1930" postmark on
reverse, F.-V.F., Scott $625.
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

567

)
Offices in China, 1906, cover from Shanghai
China, 10¢ (307) tied by target cancel on registered cover
with purple "Registered/Apr 3 1906/U.S. Postal
Agency/Shanghai China" addressed to Tiffin OH, manuscript "per first mail", San Francisco transit on reverse, vertical crease center, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

568

)
Offices in China, 1906, cover from Shanghai
China, 4¢(303) and 6¢(306) tied by U.S. Postal Dept
Shanghai China R.D" oval on registered cover with purple
"Registered/Feb 5 1909/U.S. Postal Agency/Shanghai
China" addressed to Tiffin OH, red Tiffin OH registered
handstamp, redirected to Columbus OH, proper
backstamps, staple holes at left, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

www.kelleherauctions.com
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569

)
Postal Savings, 1941, 10¢ rose red (PS11),
two handsome First Day covers, dated May 1, 1941, from
Concord, Mass, and Brooklyn, New York, immaculate condition, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

End of the Second Session

Please Visit Our Web Site!
http://www.kelleherauctions.com
Every lot is shown, many with additional photos
not found in the printed catalog.
The lots are fully searchable by a variety of
criteria: text, country, Scott number and more.
And - you can bid on the sale interactively,
review your bids, check results and much more.
Our sale will also be available on Stamp Auction
Network. Go to:
http://www.stampauctionnetwork.com
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Third Session
Friday, October 12, 2012 at 10:00 A.M.
Lots 570-1208
British Commonwealth, General Foreign, and Early U.S. Stamps
New Yorker Hotel, Gramercy Suite, 481 Eighth Avenue at 34th Street, New York, NY

GREAT BRITAIN

570

)
1840, 1d Mulready envelope (U1), stereo
A175, addressed to Wonston, and datelined on May 14,
1840, some faults, including vertical fold, Fine, Scott $500.
Estimate $50 - 75

571

)
1840, 1d Mulready lettersheet (U3), stereo
A21, cancelled by black maltese cross and addressed to
Leeds, inside is a manuscript letter datelined on April 14,
1841, backstamped dispatch & receiving postmarks, vertical file fold, F.-V.F., Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

572

)
1840, 1d gray black (1b), plate 11, position J-C,
a choice example with large margins all around, used with
lightly struck black Maltese Cross cancel on an 1841 (May
26) letter (with contents), used locally in Canterbury, Very
Fine, quite handsome; with 1907 R.P.S. certificate. Cataloged as used sginle off cover. Plate 11 is the rarest of the
Penny Black plates. SG 3; £4,000 ($6,480), Scott $4,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

573

)
1864, 1d rose red plate 188, Manchester to
Natal, Africa (33), franked with two horizontal pairs & five
singles, tied by duplex postmarks with numeral "498" (Manchester), adjacent "2" marking & manuscript reading "Via
Dartmouth", backstamped Manchester May 20, 1876 dispatch, Dartmouth transit & receiving crowned datestamp,
small faults affecting stamps, F.-V.F., full of character, and
scarce destination. SG 43.
Estimate $300 - 400

www.kelleherauctions.com
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GREAT BRITAIN - BRITISH COMMONWEALTH

574

577

H
1902-11, King Edward VII, ½d to 1s (127-38),
colorful & fresh group of twelve, 3d to 5d & 9d hinge remnants, F.-V.F., Scott $629.
Estimate $200 - 300

578

HH
Booklet, 1972, £1 Wedgwood (BK144), intact
and unexploded, o.g., never hinged, minor cover abrasions, F.-V.F. SG DX1; £75 ($120), Scott $150. Estimate
$50 - 75

)
1865-76, group of six covers to U.S., including
two folded letters dispatched in 1865, each individually
franked with 1s green plate 4 (Scott 48), 1874 folded letter
with 6d gray plate 12 (60), 1876 folded letter to New York
with 1d rose red (33) & 1/2d rose x3 (58), plus two envelopes to Colorado, one franked with 3d rose plate 10 (49),
other 3d rose plate 11 (61), small faults mostly affecting
covers, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH
BERMUDA
575

)
1880, 4d gray brown plate 17, London to
Maranhao, Brazil (84), folded letter cover franked with horizontal pair, tied by two London Apr. 8, 1882 squared circular datestamps, adjacent private oval handstamp, and
manuscript at top reading "Via Southampton &
Pernambuco", backstamped Pernambuco transit, filing fold
not affecting stamps, trivial scuff affecting left stamp,
F.-V.F., scarce destination. SG 160. Estimate $200 - 300

579

576

28

H
1950, King George VI (123a//127a), group of
five with nice colors, including 2s6d & 5s (both in ordinary
paper) perf. 13.2 x 13, plus 2s, 10s & 12s6d (three in chalky
paper) perf. 14, including 10s & 12s6d with brownish gum,
Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

m
1884, Queen Victoria, £1 brown lilac (110),
Imperial Crowns watermark, and two indistinct oval
datestamps, light vertical crease across center, Very Fine.
SG 185; £2,750 ($4,460), Scott $3,250. Estimate $500 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: British Forces in Egypt - Canada

BRITISH FORCES IN EGYPT

580

Pa
1932, "Postal Seal" Issue, imperforate proof
(M1var), block of 4 with right selvage, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, scarce. SG A1var.
Estimate $200 - 300

583

)
1918 (25¢) Aero Club of Canada, Toronto-Ottawa (CLP1), tied by Aug 31 Ottawa cds on cover flown to
Toronto on Sep 4, blue-green flight cachet, Very Fine. A total of 136 covers, franked with either CLP1 or CLP2, were
carried on this flight; no record of how many of each stamp
were used was kept. Unitrade C$3,400 ($3,500), Scott
$3,400.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

584

H
1918 (25¢) Aero Club of Canada, Toronto-Ottawa (CLP2), o.g., fresh and well centered, small thin spot,
Extremely Fine appearance. Unitrade C$550 ($570), Scott
$500.
Estimate $150 - 200

585

H
1918 (25¢) Aero Club of Canada, Toronto-Ottawa, tête-bêche pair (CLP2a), o.g., unusually fresh and
well centered, minor reinforced separation top & bottom,
Extremely Fine and choice, Scott $1,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

CANADA

581

582

m
1868, Large Queen, 1¢ brown red, laid paper
(31), with light cancel, irregular perforations, Fine, rare paper variety, exceeded in rarity only by the 2¢ green on laid
paper of which there are only two used examples known.
SG 55a. Unitrade 31; C$5,000 ($5,150), Scott $7,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

(H)
1918 (25¢) Aero Club of Canada, Toronto-Ottawa (CLP1), unused, small, light creases at bottom, Very
Fine appearance. Only were 194 issued, of which 167
were used on covers, leaving only 27 mint examples in
existence. Unitrade C$1,500 ($1,540), Scott $1,300.
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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586

587

586

H
1919, $1 Aero Club of Canada, Toronto-New
York (CLP3), somewhat glazed o.g., bright and fresh, couple minor flaws, otherwise Very Fine. Unitrade C$350
($360), Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200

587

H
1919, $1 Aero Club of Canada, full offset of
red on reverse (CLP3 var.), glazed o.g., deep, rich color,
horizontal crease, F.-V.F. appearance. Unitrade C$350
($360), Scott $350+.
Estimate $100 - 150

588

30

)
1924 ($1) Estevan-Winnipeg, type I (CLP5),
tied by oval Oct 1 datestamp on special first flight envelope,
3¢ Admiral tied by a second strike of the datestamp,
backstamped Winnipeg the same day, Very Fine. Only 514
were sold, about half of which were used on covers.
Unitrade C$300 ($310), Scott $300. Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

589

)
1924 ($1) Estevan-Winnipeg, type I (CLP5),
on special first flight envelope (tied by offset of Winnipeg
backstamp) with 1¢ & 2¢ Admirals tied by Oct 1 oval
datestamp, backstamped Winnipeg the same day, Very
Fine. Unitrade C$300 ($310), Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200

590

)
1924 ($1) Estevan-Winnipeg, type II (CLP5b),
tied by oval Oct 1 datestamp, along with a 3¢ Admiral on
special first flight envelope, backstamped Winnipeg the
same day; vertical file fold not affecting stamp, otherwise
Very Fine. Unitrade CLP5i; C$300 ($310), Scott $300.
Estimate $100 - 150

info@kelleherauctions.com
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591

592

593

HH
1924 (25¢) Laurentide Air Service, 2nd issue
(CL2), o.g., never hinged, fresh and Very Fine. Unitrade
C$240 ($250), Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
1924 (25¢) Laurentide Air Service, 2nd issue
(CL2), postmarked Rouyn Lake, Dec 20, 1924 on reverse
of commercial cover to noted collector/dealer, Gordon
Crouch, in Toronto, 3¢ Confederation canceled same day
on front, F.-V.F., Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

)
1924 (25¢) Laurentide Air Service, 2nd issue
(CL2), postmarked Rouyn Lake, “3/24” cds on reverse of
commercial cover to Montreal, 3¢ Admiral canceled same
day on front, Fine, Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

594

H
1924 (25¢) Laurentide Air Service, 2nd issue,
complete booklet (CL2a), o.g., four panes of 2, printing on
front & back covers (2nd printing), interleaving lightly stuck
to stamps, otherwise fresh and Very Fine. Unitrade
C$1,900 ($1,960), Scott $1,800. Estimate $750 - 1,000

595

)
1924 (25¢) Laurentide Air Service, 4th issue
(CL3), postmarked Rouyn Lake, “3/24” cds on reverse of
commercial cover to Montreal, 3¢ Admiral canceled same
day on front, Very Fine, Scott $500. Estimate $300 - 400

596

)
1924 (25¢) Laurentide Air Service, 4th issue
(CL3), tied by purple Three Rivers oval flight cachet on reverse of cover to Rouyn Lake, backstamped Rouyn Lake
cds's, Jan 22, front with, 3¢ Admiral tied by Jan 3 Three
Rivers machine cancel with datestamp crossed out and replaced with a Jan 12 strike at lower left, F.-V.F., Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

www.kelleherauctions.com
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597

598

599

32

)
1924 (25¢) Laurentide Air Service, 4th issue
(CL3), tied by purple Three Rivers oval flight cachet on reverse of cover to Rouyn Lake, backstamped Rouyn Lake
cds's, Jan 22, front with, 1¢ & 2¢ Admirals tied by Jan 3
Three Rivers machine cancel with datestamp crossed out
and replaced with a Jan 12 strike at lower left, Very Fine,
Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

600

)
1925, 25¢ Northern Air Service (CL5), canceled Rouyn Lake P.O., Jun 27, tied by “First Flight”
handstamp on reverse of cover franked with 3¢ Admiral tied
by Haileybury cds on the same date, Very Fine. Unitrade
C$175 ($180), Scott $175.
Estimate $100 - 150

601

H
1925, 25¢ Northern Air Service, tête-bêche
pair (CL5a), o.g., lightly hinged, exceptionally fresh, F.-V.F.
Unitrade C$700 ($720), Scott $700. Estimate $300 - 400

602

)
1926 (25¢) Jack V. Elliot Air Service, swastika background (CL7), two different types, each on reverse of a commercial, canceled Red Lake, Apr 8, with a 3¢
Admiral on the front tied by the same cds, both
backstamped Rolling Portage, one Apr 9, the other Apr 12,
Very Fine; addressed to A.C. Roessler, Scott $450.
Estimate $250 - 350

)
1924 (25¢) Laurentide Air Service, 5th issue
(CL4), booklet stamp with full tab at top tied by green boxed
“Trans-Canada Flight/ 1925/ Vancouver-Montreal” abandoned flight cachet on reverse of cover to Montreal, front
franked with a 10¢ Admiral tied by grid with “Via Air Mail”
handstamp alongside; small scuff at bottom of front, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

HH
1925, 25¢ Northern Air Service (CL5), o.g.,
never hinged, beautifully centered, fresh and Very Fine.
Unitrade C$263 ($270), Scott $260. Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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603

604

605

HHa
1926 (25¢) Elliot-Fairchild Air Service (CL9),
full pane of 8, upper right stamp inverted, o.g., never
hinged, fresh, small corner piece of selvage missing, Very
Fine. Unitrade C$525 ($540), Scott $275 for hinged.
Estimate $250 - 350

)
1926 (25¢) Elliot-Fairchild Air Service (CL9),
canceled Rouyn P.O., Jul 31 on front of a commercial cover
franked with a 2¢ Admiral tied by a 2nd strike of the same
cds, Very Fine; addressed to A.C. Roessler, Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

606

)
1926 (25¢) Elliot-Fairchild Air Transport Ltd.
(CL10), on reverse of two of First Flight covers, Haileybury
to Rouyn and return, each franked with a 2¢ Admiral and
signed by the pilot, Very Fine, Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300

607

)
1926 (25¢) Elliot-Fairchild Air Transport Ltd.
(CL10), on reverse of two of First Flight covers, Haileybury
to Rouyn and return, each franked with a 2¢ Admiral and
signed by the pilot, Very Fine, Scott $450 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

608

)
1926 (25¢) Elliot-Fairchild Air Transport Ltd.
(CL10), tied on reverse of a First Flight cover to Rouyn by
Haileybury cds, Apr 11, franked with a 3¢ Admiral tied by a
Haileybury duplex of the same date with a bent rim on the
cds, signed by the pilot, Very Fine, Scott $225. Estimate
$100 - 150

Ha
1926 (25¢) Elliot-Fairchild Air Service,
tête-bêche pair (CL9b), block of 4 with upper right stamp
inverted, o.g., Very Fine. Unitrade C$315 ($320), Scott
$240+.
Estimate $100 - 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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609

610

611

)
1926 (25¢) Patricia Airways (CL13), tied,
along with a pair of 1¢ Admirals, by Red Lake cds's, Mar 4
on cover addressed to A.C. Roessler, handstamped green
“Western Canda Airways, Ltd., Red Lake, Ont.”, no
backstamps, Very Fine, Scott $250. Estimate $100 - 150

612

)
1926 (25¢) Patricia Airways (CL13), tied by
“Pine Ridge P.A. & E., Ju. 7 26” cds's on reverse of a First
Flight cover to Sioux Lookout, a cds of which also tied the
stamp, franked with a 2¢ Admiral tied by the same Pine
Ridge cds, Very Fine. Unitrade C$100 ($100), Scott $125.
Estimate $75 - 100

)
1926 (25¢) Fairchild Air Transport Ltd.
(CL11), on reverse of two of First Flight covers, Haileybury
to Rouyn and return, each franked with a 2¢ Admiral and
signed by the pilot, Very Fine, Scott $180.Estimate $100 150

HH
1926 (25¢) Fairchild Air Transport Ltd.,
tête-bêche pair (CL12a), o.g., never hinged, inverted
stamp on right, Extremely Fine. Unitrade C$143 ($150),
Scott $95 for hinged.
Estimate $100 - 150

613

34

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

614

613

H
1926 (25¢) Patricia Airways, type A overprint
in red (CL14), o.g., Very Fine. Unitrade C$140 ($140),
Scott $130.
Estimate $75 - 100

614

H
1926 (25¢) Patricia Airways, type B overprint
in black (CL15), o.g., Very Fine. Unitrade C$275 ($280),
Scott $225.
Estimate $100 - 150
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615

616

617

618

HH
1926 (25¢) Patricia Airways, type B overprint
in red (CL15b), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Only 200 issued. Unitrade CL15c; C$750 ($770), Scott $650 for
hinged.
Estimate $350 - 500

619

)
1926 (50¢) Patricia Airways, type A overprint
in red (CL19), tied by Rouyn cds, Jun 23, on cover franked
with a pair of 1¢ Admirals tied by Richmond Hill duplex, Jun
17, addressed to Haileyburg (backstamped Jun 21), also
backstamped by a 2nd strike of the Jun 23 Rouyn cds, Very
Fine; an unusual routing. Unitrade C$650 ($670), Scott
$450.
Estimate $250 - 350

620

H
1926 (50¢) Patricia Airways, type A overprint
in dark red (CL19b), o.g., Very Fine. Unitrade C$350
($360), Scott $325.
Estimate $150 - 200

621

H
1926 (50¢) Patricia Airways, type A overprint
in dark red (CL19b), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine.
Unitrade C$350 ($360), Scott $325. Estimate $150 - 200

H
1926 (25¢) Patricia Airways, type B overprint
in red (CL15b), o.g., Very Fine. Only 200 issued. Unitrade
CL15c; C$500 ($520), Scott $650. Estimate $300 - 400

H
1926 (50¢) Patricia Airways (CL18), o.g., Very
Fine. Unitrade C$200 ($210), Scott $200. Estimate $100 150

H
1926 (50¢) Patricia Airways, type A overprint
in red (CL19), o.g., Very Fine. Only 770 issued. Unitrade
C$350 ($360), Scott $325.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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622

H
1926 (50¢) Patricia Airways, type B overprint
in black (CL20), o.g., F.-V.F. Only 200 issued. Michel
€750 ($980), Scott $900.
Estimate $500 - 750

626

H
1926 (50¢) Patricia Airways, type B overprint
in red (CL20b), o.g., Very Fine. Only 200 issued. Unitrade
C$750 ($770), Scott $750.
Estimate $400 - 600

623

H
1926 (50¢) Patricia Airways, type D overprint
in violet, ascending (CL20a), o.g., with right sheet margin,
Very Fine and rare. Only 16 issued. Unitrade C$1,500
($1,540), Scott $1,300.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

627

H
1926 (50¢) Patricia Airways, type B overprint
in red, descending (CL20c), o.g., Very Fine and rare.
Only 24 issued. Unitrade C$950 ($980), Scott $900.
Estimate $500 - 750

624

H
1926 (50¢) Patricia Airways, type B overprint
in red (CL20b), o.g., Very Fine. Only 200 issued. Unitrade
C$750 ($770), Scott $750.
Estimate $400 - 600

628

)
1926 (50¢) Patricia Airways, type B overprint
in black, descending (CL25), tb partial red Lake cds, Mar
9, orev of cover fw a c2 adml tb a Sioux Lookout duplex on
the same day. Unitrade C$175 ($180), Scott $185.
Estimate $100 - 150

625

36

H
1926 (50¢) Patricia Airways, type B overprint
in red (CL20b), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine. Only 200 issued. Unitrade C$750 ($770), Scott $750. Estimate $400
- 600

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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629

630

631

632

HH
1926 (50¢) Patricia Airways, type A overprint
with type D in purple (CL29d), o.g., never hinged, left
sheet margin single, Extremely Fine. Unitrade CL29a;
C$375 ($390), Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
633

HH/Ha 1926 (50¢) Patricia Airways, type D inverted
overprint in black, ascending (CL30b), plate #20 block of 4,
o.g., top stamps never hinged, lower right thin, otherwise
Very Fine. Unitrade CL30; C$1,000 as singles ($1,030),
Scott $800 as singles.
Estimate $400 - 600

634

HH
1926 (50¢) Patricia Airways, type D inverted
overprint in red, descending (CL30g), o.g., never hinged,
left sheet margin single, Extremely Fine. Unitrade CL30c
var.; C$300 ($310), Scott $225.
Estimate $100 - 150

635

HH
1926 (50¢) Patricia Airways, type D inverted
overprint in red, descending (CL30g), o.g., never hinged,
lower left corner plate #20 single, Extremely Fine. Unitrade
CL30c var.; C$300 ($310), Scott $225.
Estimate $100 - 150

H
1926 (50¢) Patricia Airways, type D inverted
overprint in black, descending (CL30b), o.g., very lightly
hinged, left sheet margin single, Very Fine. Unitrade CL30;
C$200 ($210), Scott $175.
Estimate $100 - 150

H
1926 (50¢) Patricia Airways, type D inverted
overprint in black, descending (CL30b), o.g., lightly hinged,
Very Fine. Unitrade CL30; C$200 ($210), Scott $175.
Estimate $100 - 150

H
1926 (50¢) Patricia Airways, type D inverted
overprint in black, ascending (CL30b), o.g., F.-V.F.
Unitrade CL30; C$200 ($210), Scott $175. Estimate $100
- 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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636

637

638

38

HH
1926 (50¢) Patricia Airways, type D inverted
overprint in red, ascending (CL30h), o.g., never hinged,
lower left corner plate #20 single, Extremely Fine. Unitrade
CL30c var.; C$300 ($310), Scott $225.
Estimate $100 - 150

639

HH
1926 (50¢) Patricia Airways, type D inverted
overprint in green, ascending (CL30l var.), o.g., never
hinged, corner sheet margin single, Very Fine. Not listed by
Scott. Unitrade CL30f var.; C$300 ($310).
Estimate $100 - 150

640

HH
1926 (50¢) Patricia Airways, type D inverted
overprint in green, ascending (CL30l var.), o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine. Not listed by Scott. Unitrade CL30f
var.; C$300 ($310).
Estimate $100 - 150

641

HH
1926 (50¢) Patricia Airways, type D inverted
overprint in green, descending (CL30m), o.g., never
hinged, corner sheet margin single, Extremely Fine.
Unitrade CL30f var.; C$300 ($310), Scott $225.
Estimate $100 - 150

Ha
1926 (50¢) Patricia Airways, type D inverted
overprint in red, ascending (CL30h), plate #16 block of 4,
slightly disturbed o.g., tiny thin lower right stamp, otherwise
Extremely Fine. Unitrade CL30c var.; C$800 as singles
($820), Scott $700 as singles.
Estimate $300 - 400

HH
1926 (50¢) Patricia Airways, type D overprint
in green, descending (CL30j), o.g., never hinged, corner
sheet margin single, Very Fine. Unitrade CL30f; C$113
($120), Scott $150.
Estimate $75 - 100

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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642

643

644

HH
1926 (50¢) Patricia Airways, type D inverted
overprint in green, descending (CL30m), o.g., stamp never
hinged, corner margin plate #18 single, Very Fine. Unitrade
CL30f var.; C$300 ($310), Scott $225.
Estimate $100 150

645

)
1928, 5¢ British Columbia Airways, Ltd.
(CL44), tied, along with a pair of 1¢ Admirals, by Vancouver
cds's, Aug 16, on a commercial cover to Victoria, Very Fine.
Unitrade C$175 ($180), Scott $275. Estimate $150 - 200

)
1927, 25¢ Yukon Airways & Exploration Co.,
Ltd. (CL42), five First Flight covers: Apr 13 White
Horse-Carcross, White Horse-Altin & Altin-White Horse;
Jun 23 White Horse-Champagne & Champagne-White
Horse; F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

646

)
1929, Commercial Airways, Ltd. (10¢) black
“Via Air” (CL47), tied by blue boxed “Use Air Mail” on reverse of a First Flight cover Grande Prairie-Edmonton, May
21, blue flight cachet on front, franked with a pair of 1¢
Scrolls, Very Fine.
Estimate $75 - 100

647

)
1930, Commercial Airways, Ltd. (10¢) black
“Air Fee” (CL48), tied by purple boxed “Use Air Mail” on reverse of a First Flight cover Edmonton-Fort McMurray, Jul
23, purple flight cachet on front, franked with a 2¢ Scroll issue, Very Fine. A rare franking—735 of the 772 covers carried were franked with CL49.
Estimate $200 - 300

HH
1928 (10¢) Patricia Airways, Ltd. (CL43), plate
#1 pair, o.g., stamp never hinged, Extremely Fine. Unitrade
C$120 as singles ($120), Scott $150 as singles. Estimate
$100 - 150
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648

649

40

650

)
Commercial Airways, Ltd. Flight covers,
CL48 (4): Dec 12 '30, Edmonton-Peace River; Feb 23 '31,
Athabaska-Edmonton & Fort McMurray-Athabaska; Mar 14
'31, Aklavik-Miami (no receiver); CL50 (3): Dec 10 '30, Edmonton-Fort McMurray; Feb 23 '31, Athabaska-Edmonton;
Feb 24 '31 Edmonton-Athabaska; all with appropriated
flight cachets, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

651

HHa
1932 (10¢) Canadian Airways, Ltd. (CL51),
block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $180
as singles.
Estimate $100 - 150

652

H
1934, 10¢ on (10¢) Canadian Airways, Ltd.,
double surcharge (CL52b), glazed o.g., Very Fine and exceedingly rare. Only 10 double surcharges were produced, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

Ha
1930, Commercial Airways, Ltd. (10¢) Orange (CL50a), full pane of 10, o.g., very lightly hinged,
bright, fresh and F.-V.F. Unitrade C$175 ($180), Scott
$175.
Estimate $100 - 150

H
1930, Commercial Airways, Ltd. (10¢) Orange imperforate (CL50b), left sheet margin horizontal
pair, o.g., large even margins, Extremely Fine. Unitrade
C$300 ($310), Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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653

HH
1915, 1¢ green War Tax (MR1), 1¢ block of ten,
with type "B" lathework and guide arrow lower right, natural
se at right, scarce, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. SG 228.
Unitrade C$460 ($470), Scott $600. Estimate $250 - 350

654

HH
1916, 2¢+1¢ brown War Tax, die II (MR4),
2¢+1¢ block of twelve, with type "A" lathework, scarce, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F. SG 239. Unitrade C$750 ($770),
Scott $600.
Estimate $250 - 350

655

HH
War Tax & Excise Tax, complete booklets
(MR4), three complete booklets, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine. SG 239. Van Dam FWT8e, FWT8f,
FX36b; C$360 ($370).
Estimate $150 - 200

FALKLAND ISLANDS

656

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com

HH
1898, Queen Victoria, 5s red (21), with fresh
color, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. SG 42; £250 ($400), Scott
$240 as hinged.
Estimate $150 - 200
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INDIA
657

H
1954, souvenir album issued by the Indian
Posts & Telegraph Department, on the occasion of the India Postage stamp centenary, and containing (twenty-four
plates with 206 stamps printed by the photogravure process) facsimile reproductions in original colors of all postage stamps issued during the 1854-1954 period, cover
page with small faults, otherwise Very Fine. (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

INDIAN STATES

658

42

(H)a
Bundi, 1917-41, 12a dark green (26), sheet of
4, on thin wove paper, and with position 1 corresponding to
type B, without gum, Very Fine. SG 36,44; £692 ($1,120).
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

659

HHa
Bundi, 1941-45, 4 different (39,39a,40,O51),
comprising 2a fawn, 2a brown & 4a yellow green for regular
postage, plus 1a red orange for official service, latter with
some perf. separations, sheetlets of 12, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F., Scott $810.
Estimate $200 - 300

660

E
Cochin, 1948, 1a3p essay in magenta, showing Maharaja Ravi Varma, and with upper right corner selvage, without gum, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

661

E
Cochin, 1949, 6p on 9p unissued surcharge,
showing Maharaja Ravi Varma, and with upper left corner
selvage, without gum, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

info@kelleherauctions.com
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662

HHa
Cochin, 1949, 3a4p violet (97), block of 4 with
top selvage, and corresponding to Die I, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

663

E
Cochin, 1939-41, Official, 10a essay, unissued stamp with "ON C G S" overprint and umbrella watermark, brownish original gum, F.-V.F., rare. Estimate $300
- 400

664

(H)a
Kishangar, 1945-47, 8a violet (57a), on thick
soft unglazed paper, sheet of 10, without gum, Very Fine,
Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

665

(H)a
Kishangar, 1913-16, 8a & 5r (45,48), sheets of
20, each rouletted 12, and with "D.S.W." & "K.S.G." printed
on bottom selvage, without gum, F.-V.F., Scott $1,400.
Estimate $500 - 750

666

HHa
Rajastan, 1948, 8a violet blue (13), sheet of
20, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $540. Estimate $200
- 300

www.kelleherauctions.com
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Ex 670

667

668

669

44

Ex 671

670

H
1922, ½d-10d Dollard overprints complete
(1-8), including 2½d to 10d never hinged, F.-V.F. SG 1/9;
£40 as hinged ($60), Scott $138.
Estimate $50 - 75

671

HH
1922, 2½d to 4d Dollard overprints in red or
carmine (9-11), gtoup of four, including 4d carmine overprint, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. SG 4b,6a-b,9b; £75
($120), Scott $247.
Estimate $100 - 150

672

HH
1922, 2s6d-10s Seahorses complete, Dollard
overprints (12-14), extremely fresh, including 2s6d with
left selvage, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. SG 17/21; £275
($440), Scott $800.
Estimate $400 - 600

673

HH
1922, 2s6d chocolate brown Seahorse,
Dollard overprint (12), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. SG
17; £55 ($90), Scott $125.
Estimate $50 - 75

674

HH
1922, ½d to 2d Harrison & Sons overprints
complete (19-22), including 2d Die I & II, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F. SG 26-29a; £50 ($80), Scott $124.
Estimate $50 - 75

HHa
Saurashtra, 1929, 4a dull violet & black (35),
sheet of 40, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. SG 54; £520 ($840).
Estimate $300 - 400

Pa
Travancore, 1931, 6ca Sri Padmanabha,
plate proof (24), block of 4 in issued colors, without gum,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

(H)a
Travancore, 1949, ½a on 1ch, "NANA" instead of "ANNA" (3,3b), block of 4, with surcharge variety
on bottom right stamp, without gum, small faults and slightly
soiled, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $315. Estimate $100 - 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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675

676

677

678

H
1922, ½d-1s definitives complete, Thom
overprints (23-35), including 2d Die I & II, and several low
values in never hinged condition, F.-V.F. SG 30-43; £110
($180), Scott $157.
Estimate $75 - 100

679

HH
1922, ½d-1s complete, Thom overprints
(39-43), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. SG 47-51; £55 ($90),
Scott $111.
Estimate $50 - 75

680

HH
1922-23, ½d to 1s, Thom overprints (44-55),
group of fourteen stamps, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. SG
52-63; £70 as hinged ($110), Scott $180.
Estimate $75 - 100

681

HH
1922, 4d grey-green, horizontal pair with
"accent" error (50,50a), fresh se-tenant pair with right
stamp accent omitted, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. SG
58,58a; £184 ($300), Scott $225 as hinged.
Estimate $200 - 300

682

H
1922, 2s6d-10s Seahorses complete, Thom
overprints (56-58), including 5s & 10s never hinged,
F.-V.F. SG 64-66; £302 ($490), Scott $812.
Estimate $400 - 600

683

H
1922, ½d-2d coils, Harrison & Sons overprints, tall "1" in "1922" varieties (59a-62a), horizontal
pairs, F.-V.F. SG 67a-70a; £215 ($350), Scott $165.
Estimate $100 - 150

H
1922, 2s6d chocolate brown Seahorse,
Thom overprint (36), two stamps in distinctive shades,
F.-V.F. SG 44; £450 ($730), Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400

HH
1922, 5s rose red Seahorse, Thom overprint
(37), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. SG 45; £250 ($400),
Scott $575.
Estimate $200 - 300

H
1922, 10s dull gray blue Seahorse, Thom
overprint (38), F.-V.F.; 1991 Philatelic Foundation certificate. SG 46; £950 ($1,540), Scott $1,900.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
The earliest known date of 5s & 10s Thom overprintings is
October 25, 1922, and they were replaced on December
28, so it is not surprising that the 10s is considered a very
scarce stamp.
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684

H
1923, ½d-1s definitives complete (65-76), including 1s with light bends, F.-V.F. SG 71-82; £60 ($100),
Scott $138.
Estimate $50 - 75

Ex 688

685

H
1925, 2s6d-10s Seahorses complete, narrow
overprints (77-79), including 5s & 10s never hinged,
F.-V.F.; 10s backstamped. SG 83-85; £225 ($360), Scott
$655.
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 689

Ex 690

688

HH
1937, 2s6d-10s St. Patrick complete (96-98),
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. SG 102-104; £450 ($730), Scott
$875.
Estimate $250 - 350

689

HH
1937, 2s6d-10s St. Patrick complete (96-98),
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. SG 102-104; £450 ($730), Scott
$875.
Estimate $250 - 350

690

H
1937, 2s6d-10s St. Patrick complete (96-98),
F.-V.F. SG 102-104; £450 ($730), Scott $875. Estimate
$150 - 200

MAURITIUS

686

HH
1934, ½d & 2d coil stamps, vertical pairs
(91-92), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. SG 71a,74a; £126
($200), Scott $190.
Estimate $100 - 150

691

687

46

H
1935, 2s6d-10s Re-engraved Seahorses
complete (93-95), with nice colors and extremely fresh,
F.-V.F. SG 99-101; £400 ($650), Scott $895.
Estimate
$400 - 600

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

m
1859, Sherwin re-engraved issue, 2d deep
blue on bluish (15), with clear to large margins, light barred
oval cancel, and corresponding to position 9 in the plate of
twelve subjects, Very Fine, Scarce; 1984 Behr certificate.
SG 40; £6,000 ($9,720). Yvert 7; €6,500 ($8,450), Scott
$11,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
As known the "Post Paid" plates became too worn for
further use and were re-engraved for the "Sherwin" issue.
Differences in the engraving enable every stamp to be
indentified as originating from one of the twelve positions
on the plate. The "Sherwin" plates survive in the archives
of the Royal Philatelic Society, London.
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NEW ZEALAND

TRANSVAAL
695

H
1885-1901, reprints group, group of seventeen special folders, each includes 1885-93 (123-35), 1894
(148-52), 1895 (153-61), 1896 (166-74), 1900 (202-13) &
1901 (246-51), plus some provisionals issued in the
1885-95 period, condition is Very Fine, excellent as reference. (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

TRISTAN DA CUNHA

696

692

H
1855, Queen Victoria Chalon Head 2d reprint
proof, two imperforated blocks of 50, printed on card in
black, corresponding to positions 1 to 50 & 51 to 100, and
made by Hausburg in 1906 using the 2d plate II, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

693

HHa
2001, Visits by Queen Elizabeth II, imperf
(1738-1743, 1743a), composed of a complete set of sheets
of 25 and a block of 3 strips, o.g., never hinged, fresh, Very
Fine (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150

ca 1915 (?), ½d to 1s KGV private order
postal stationery cutouts with Type I cachets, vertical
cutout tête-bêche gutter of each value, 8 items in all, each
cancelled by type I cachet struck in center. One of only two
known sets of pairs, additional 1½d, 9d and 10d were prepared and reportedly destroyed by a fire on Tristan.
Estimate $200 - 300
s

NORTH BORNEO

694

H
1888-92, 1/2¢ rose imperforate sheet of fifty
(35var), o.g., faults affecting few stamps, F.-V.F. SG 36c.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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BELGIUM

ALBANIA

697

699

HH
1948, Anseele souvenir sheet (B458a), o.g.,
never hinged, small upper left corner nick, Fine. COB Block
26; €210 ($270), Scott $200.
Estimate $50 - 75

700

HH
1958, United Nations Issue in sheets complete (516-25,C15-20), comprising seven sets (3,360
stamps), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $2,184 (no
photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

701

H
1932, Cardinal Mercier complete (B114-22),
with three high values never hinged, F.-V.F. COB 342-50;
€935 ($1,220), Scott $573 as hinged. Estimate $500 - 750

)
1913, 1pia black (20a), with rough sewing machine perforation, and tied on reverse of cover by Berat/
Shqipenie" 3-11-1913 violet circular datestamp, alongside
"Vlore/ Shqipenie" 5-11-1913 violet circular datestamp,
horizontal crease affecting stamp. A scarce stamp in reasonable condition, F.-V.F.; 2010 Sismondo certificate.
Michel 2B; €650 ($840), Scott $650. Estimate $200 - 300
The cover did not travel through the mails, the two postal
markings on reverse were applied by the respective
postmasters by favor.

BRAZIL

702

698

48

m
1937, 25th anniversary of Independence,
souvenir sheet (280), with two Tirane 26.11.37 circular
datestamps, Very Fine. Michel Block 1; €180 ($230), Scott
$150.
Estimate $75 - 100

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

H
Airmail Semi-Official, 1930, 5000r on 10,000r
Zeppelin (4CL4-5), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh, perfectly
centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300
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BULGARIA

707

703

HH/Ha 1884, Lion of Bulgaria, 3s on 10s surcharge
(19), block of 4, o.g., two stamps never hinged, with fresh
colors, F.-V.F. Michel 21I; €1,200 ($1,560), Scott $500 as
singles.
Estimate $300 - 400

P
1939-46, Young King Farouk complete,
Royal printings (234-40), printed "CANCELLED" diagonally on reverse, without gum as issued, fresh, Very Fine,
very scarce. Nile Post D147d-52a. Estimate $300 - 400

FRANCE

COLOMBIA
704

(H)a
Antioquia, 1899, General Córdoba issue, imperforate vertically, rarely offered material, including
large multiples of the ½c, 1c, 2c, 3c, 4c, 5c, 10c, 20c, 50c,
1p & 2p, plus Registration 2½c, without gum, F.-V.F. (no
photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

705

HHa
Cundinamarca, 1884, 5c blue (redrawn), several multiples in three distinctive shades, including irregular
block of 38 & regular block of 40 (top right corners), block of
40 & 50 (bottom part of the sheets), plus block of 15 & 10,
F-VF, excellent for plate student., o.g., never hinged, minor
gum disturbances as usual (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

708

m
1850, Ceres, 10c bister on yellow ish,
tête-bêche (1d), horizontal pair, cancelled with "grille sans
fin" roller obliterator, with two large to ample margins, just
touching the frameline at upper left, and cut into design at
bottom, thins affecting lower margin an center, F.-V.F. appearance; 2012 Sismondo certificate. Maury 1.tb; €22,000
($28,600), Scott $25,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

709

m
1849, Ceres, 20c black on yellow ish,
tête-bêche (3c), pair, cancelled with two strikes of the grid
postmark, with clear to large margins, two repairs, one affecting the upper part of the pair, other sealing a scissor-cut
towards the lower-middle of the inverted stamp, neither repair shows in front, F.-V.F. appearance; 2012 Sismondo
certificate. Maury 3a.tb; €11,500 ($14,950), Scott $6,600.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

EGYPT

706

E
1866, Riester Essays, non-denominated,
group of three of the four known colors, blue green, brown &
black, Very Fine, a very scarce group.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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710

711

H
1849, Ceres, 1fr light carmine (9), with clear to
ample margins at top & bottom to just touching or cutting
design on the other sides, tied on cover fragment by star of
dots cancel (Paris), F.-V.F. Maury 6c; €1,000 ($1,300),
Scott $800.
Estimate $400 - 600
)
1854, Napoleon III imperforate, 80c lake on
yellowish (19), block of eight, with ample margins on top &
right to clear or just cutting on the other two sides, tied on
trans-atlantic folded letter by multiple "DS2" (Paris branch
post office at 28, rue de Clery) cancels, adjacent red London transit datestamp &"P.P." framed handstamp, plus
Paris Dec. 31, 1861 double-circle datestamp, addressed
Veracruz, Mexico, large multiples on covers are very rare,
ex Blenis; signed Calves, and accompanied by a photocopy
from 1994 auction catalog with description, Calves embossed seal & signature. Maury 17A, Scott $2,850.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

713

)
1853, Napoleon III imperforate, 1fr lake on
yellowish (21), beautiful example with large to ample margins, and tied on folded letter cover by well-struck star of
dots cancel, adjacent Paris May 19, 1854 double-circle
datestamp, Very Fine, a rare single franking, ex Dwight.
Maury 18; €11,500 ($14,950), Scott $5,250.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

)
1849, Ceres, 1fr light carmine (9), complete to
mostly large margins, fresh & attractive color, tied by grid
cancel to January 10, 1852 folded letter sheet from Lyon to
Paris, Lyon postmark of same date and Paris arrival
backstamp of January 12th, Very Fine; signed Calves.
Maury 6c, Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
From the collection of Walkse, owner of the famed
Lafayette collection, and as he noted on the reverse, it
was purchased from Soluphil in 1996 for $1,000, in
addition it is noted by Walkse as probably "cerise"shade of
the stamp.

50

712
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714

715

)
1870, Bordeaux, 10c bister on rose (42), horizontal pair with good to ample margins, and tied on folded
letter by numeral "3981" lozenges of dots cancels, adjacent
TOULON-S-MER Apr. 18 (1871) circular datestamp, addressed to Marseille with receiving backstamp, filing fold affecting left margin only, otherwise F.-V.F. Maury 43; €250
($320).
Estimate $150 - 200

)
1870, Bordeaux, 30c brown on yellowish
(46), with good to large margins, and tied on large part of a
folded letter cover by GC "842" lozenges, adjacent
CHALON-SUR-SAONE May 8 (1871) circular datestamp
and red "PD" framed handstamp, addressed to Geneva
with Lyon transit backstamp, Very Fine. Maury 47; €500
($650), Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

716

)
1870, Bordeaux, 40c orange on yellowish
(47), with good to ample margins, and tied on cover by numeral "2240" lozenge of dots cancel and blue Hotel oval
handstamp, latter obliterated by Marseille Jul. 2 (1871) circular datestamp, adjacent "PD" framed handstamp, addressed to Madrid with French railroad & receiving
postmarks on reverse, cover with small faults not affecting
stamp, otherwise F.-V.F. Maury 48; €240 ($310), Scott
$160.
Estimate $150 - 200

717

)
1870, Bordeaux, 80c rose on pinkish and
Siege of Paris, 20c dull blue on bluish, pair (48, 57), tied
on cover by numeral "1441" star cancels and red PAID London transit circular datestamp, adjacent Etoile Jul. 23, 1871
dispatch & receiving datestamps, plus "2/ CENTS" & "PD"
framed handstamps, addressed to San Francisco, and exhibiting two French railroad postmarks on reverse, cover
and stamps with few faults, otherwise F.-V.F., a scarce
trans-atlantic cover; signed Calves. Maury 37, 49.
Estimate $300 - 400
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GERMANY

718

H
1870, Siege of Paris, 10c bister on yellow ish,
tête-bêche (54a), horizontal pair, o.g., small faults including album adhesion in the center of the left stamp and stain
in front of the right stamp, otherwise F.-V.F.; 1985 Calves &
2012 Sismondo certificates. Maury 36a.tb; €9,000
($11,700), Scott $6,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

719

())
1870, Siege of Paris, 10c bister on yellow ish,
bisected (54b), tied on address panel with 20c by numeral
"3422" cancels, adjacent Solesmes 1871 double-circle
datestamp, and addressed to Bordeaux, light file fold affecting adhesives, otherwise F.-V.F., a rare piece of postal history, ex Blenis; signed Calves and accompanied by a
photocopy from 1994 auction catalog with description,
Calves embossed seal & signature. Maury 36 tc; €6,250
($8,120), Scott $5,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

720

52

721

HH
1930, IPOSTA souvenir sheet (B33), o.g.,
never hinged, immaculate, Very Fine, unusually nice.
Michel Block 1; €1,600 ($2,080), Scott $1,200.
Estimate $400 - 600

722

)
1933, Century of Progress Flight, Berlin to
Chicago, with complete set Chicago flight overprints, tied
by well-struck "Berlin 14.10.33" datestamps on registered
flown cover to Glen Cove N.Y. and forwarded to New York
City, scarce "Deutsche Luftpost Berlin-Friedrichschafen"
cachet, Berlin registry label at bottom, neat Chicago (Oct.
26), New York (Oct. 27), Glen Cove (Oct. 28) and New York
(Oct. 30) backstamps, Very Fine. Michel 352b. Estimate
$750 - 1,000

HH/Ha 1886, Sage Type II, 25c black on pale rose
(100), pane of 25, o.g., hinge reinforcing affects 4 stamps
and file fold between second and third rows, otherwise
clean and fresh NH, F.-V.F., Scott $1,750 (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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723

724

725

)
1930,
South
America
Flight,
Friedrichshafen-Lakehurst, cover to U.S., franked with
2m single & 4m vertical pair, and tied by Friedrichshafen
18.5.30 datestamps, red flight cachet, blue & white etiquette, Lakehurst postmark on reverse, Very Fine Sieger
57N, Michel 66a. Scott C38 & C39 x2.
Estimate $300 400

)
1930, South America Flight, Friedrichshafen
- Lakehurst, cover to U.S., franked with 2m single & 4m
vertical pair, and tied by Friedrichshafen 18.5.30
datestamps, red flight cachet, blue & white etiquette,
Lakehurst postmark on reverse, crease affecting bottom
4m stamp, Very Fine Sieger 57N, Michel 66a. Scott C38 &
C39 x2.
Estimate $200 - 300
)
1930, S.S. Europa catapult covers, group of
seventeen franked with Hindenburg stamps, and addressed to Norristown, PA, carried per steamship and then
via catapult dispatch to New York, including eleven with
stamps tied by 12.8.30 "Deutsche - Amerikanische Seepost" special datestamps, other six with stamps tied by
Bremen 4.8.30 datestamps, mostly with receiving
backstamps, recommended for internet seller, Very Fine
(no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

726

)
1931, Polar Flight, two airmail covers, one with
4m tied by Friedrichshafen (Bodensee) 24.7.31 on board
bridge cancel, and backstamped with three-line violet
handstamp reading "FIRST INTOURIST/ EXPEDITION/
1931 ICE-BREAKER MALIGIN", other with 4m tied by
Berlin/ Staaken 25.7.31 bridge cancel, both with red polar
flight cachets & Brise-Glace "Malyguin"/ Arctique 27 VII 31
special postmarks, former cover with trivial tear at top, Very
Fine. Michel 204b & 204c; €1,050 ($1,360).
Estimate
$500 - 750

727

HH
German Occupation of Croatia, 1944, Storm
Trooper souvenir sheet (B76), o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine; 1960 Vladimir Fleck certificate, Scott $1,300 (no
photo).
Estimate $400 - 600

728

HH
German Occupation of Croatia, 1944, Storm
Trooper souvenir sheet (B76), o.g., never hinged, clean
and fresh, Very Fine, scarce this nice; signed AF, Scott
$1,300 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

729

HH
German Occupation of Croatia, 1944, Storm
Trooper souvenir sheet (B76), o.g., never hinged, very
fresh and clean, Very Fine, a very scarce sheet; signed AF,
Scott $1,300 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

730

HH
German Occupation of Croatia, 1944, Storm
Trooper souvenir sheet (B76), o.g., never hinged, a lovely
sheet, Very Fine, a scarce sheet; signed AF, Scott $1,300
(photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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ICELAND

734

731

German
Occupation
of
Ukraine-Alexanderstadt, 1942, 1.50r on 15k green, type
II stamp tied on cover fragment by circular datestamp, Very
Fine; 1985 Walter Zirath certificate. Michel 5; €7,000
($9,100).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

735

734

(H)
1873, 2sk ultramarine (1), without gum, a
lovely, fresh, well-centered example, Very Fine, scarce.
Facit 1; SKr 9,500 for og ($1,360), Scott $1,250 for og.
Estimate $250 - 350

735

(H)
1873, 2sk ultramarine, imperf (1a), a splendid,
wide margin example, watermarked and without gum as issued, Extremely Fine and choice, scarce. Facit 1v2; SKr
5,500 ($790), Scott $700.
Estimate $250 - 350

736

H
1873, 4sk dark carmine and 8sk brown (2, 3),
o.g., each exceptionally fresh and bright, along with beautiful centering, 8s with trivial, natural thin speck in the watermark, otherwise Very Fine, a lovely pair. Facit 2-3; SKr
4,300 ($620), Scott $600.
Estimate $150 - 200

s

HONDURAS

732

Ha
1930, 5c on 20¢ blue surcharge (C22), with
post office backstamp, block of 4, o.g., F.-V.F.; each stamp
backstamped SC. Michel 245; €520 ($680), Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

737

HUNGARY
733

54

HH
1942, Red Cross issue, imperforate & perforated sheets (B148a-50a), including eleven imperforate
sets & eight perforated sets, recommended for eBay seller,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,567 (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

738

739

737

m
1873, 4sk dark carmine (2), a splendid example of the very scarce used issue, beautifully centered with
neat cds, fresh and Very Fine, choice. Facit 2; SKr 9,000
($1,290), Scott $1,250.
Estimate $400 - 600

738

(H)
1873, 4sk dark carmine, imperf (2a), without
gum as issued, fresh with wide even margins, Very Fine,
Rare. Facit 2v2; SKr 5,500 ($790), Scott $700.
Estimate $250 - 350

739

m
1873, 8sk brown (3), an attractive, nicely centered example with neat "1" target cancel, couple slightly
roughish perfs at bottom, otherwise Very Fine, rare. Facit 3;
SKr 10,000 ($1,430), Scott $1,400. Estimate $350 - 500
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740

741

742

740

(H)
1873, 8sk brown, imperf (3a), without gum as
issued, fresh with large margins, Very Fine, scarce. Facit
3v2; SKr 3,000 ($430), Scott $400. Estimate $150 - 200

741

(H)
1873, 16sk yellow (4), without gum, vivid, bold
color coupled with nice centering, fresh and Very Fine,
Rare. Facit 4; SKr 13,000 for og ($1,860), Scott $1,800 for
og.
Estimate $300 - 400

742

m
1873, 16sk yellow (4), a lovely used example
showing neat Reykjavik cds, barely nibbed corner perf
mentioned solely for accuracy, fresh and F.-V.F., a very
Rare used stamp; 1966 Gronlund photo certificate. Facit 4;
SKr 22,000 ($3,150), Scott $3,000. Estimate $750 - 1,000

743

m
1873, 3sk-16sk complete, perf 12½ (5-7), an
attractive and very scarce used set, 3s and 4s minor perf
flaws, and more pronounced on the 16s value, F.-V.F. appearance. Facit 5-7; SKr 37,500 ($5,360), Scott $4,950.
Estimate $500 - 750

744
744

745

747
747

H
1896, 20a dull ultramarine (28a), o.g., lightly
hinged, a superior quality example of this very scarce
shade variety, Extremely Fine, a gem! Facit 28a; SKr 4,400
($630), Scott $500.
Estimate $150 - 200

748

m
1898, 50a blue & carmine (30), CTO as the
Scott price indicates, fresh, F.-V.F., a very scarce stamp.
Facit 31v2; SKr 6,000 ($860), Scott $700.
Estimate $200 - 300

749

HH
1904, 3a-50a Post Horns, Unoverprinted
Berne Printing reprints complete, the complete set of 18
values, comprised of 12 regular issues along with 6 official
issue stamps, o.g., never hinged, pristine mint in all respects, a magnificent, choice set, Extremely Fine, only 104
sets were prepared; 1960 Gronlund photo certificate. Facit
SKr 30,000 ($4,290).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

746

(H)
1873, 3sk gray, watermark inverted (5 var.),
without gum, fresh and perfectly centered, Extremely Fine,
scarce. Facit 5v1; SKr 6,000 for og ($860).
Estimate $150 - 200

745

H
1873, 4sk carmine (6), o.g., deep, rich color,
fresh and nicely centered, Very Fine, a select example of
this rare issue; 1965 Gronlund photo certificate. Facit 6;
SKr 12,500 ($1,790), Scott $1,600. Estimate $500 - 750

746

m
1876, 5a blue (8), unobtrusive cds, fresh and
nicely centered, few usual roughish perfs, otherwise Very
Fine, scarce. Facit 23; SKr 6,500 ($930), Scott $825.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

748

750

751

750

H
1897, large "þrir/3" on 5a green (31), o.g.,
lightly hinged, wonderfully fresh and near-pristine, Very
Fine, a lovely example of this difficult stamp; 1975 Gronlund
photo certificate. Facit 35; SKr 7,800 ($1,120), Scott $800.
Estimate $250 - 350

751

m
1897, large "þrir/3" on 5a green (31), position
35, neat Reykjavik cds, a splendid used example, fresh and
beautifully centered, Very Fine and choice; 1965 Gronlund
photo certificate. Facit 35; SKr 6,000 ($860), Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300
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752

753

754

752

H
1897, small "þrir/3" on 5a green (32), o.g.,
fresh, F.-V.F., scarce. Facit 34; SKr 16,000 ($2,290), Scott
$650.
Estimate $150 - 200

753

m
1897, small "þrir/3" on 5a green (32), used,
fresh, F.-V.F., scarce. Facit 34; SKr 5,000 ($720), Scott
$525.
Estimate $150 - 200

754

759
759

H
1902-03, 5a-100a,"I Gildi" overprints inverted, 8 different (45a, 46b, 47a, 48a, 51b, 54a, 58a,
68a), o.g., fresh, largely Very Fine, a scarce assemblage,
Scott $550.
Estimate $150 - 200

760

H
1902, 25a yellow brown & blue, red "I Gildi",
'03-'03 error (48b), perf 13, o.g., beautifully centered,
fresh, Extremely Fine, an exceptionally scarce variety.
Facit 62v4; SKr 4,000 ($570), Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

H
1897, small "þrir/3" on 5a green, inverted
surcharge (32a), o.g., fresh mint, F.-V.F., a splendid,
eye-arresting example of this rarity; 1995 Eldrup photo certificate. Facit 34v1; SKr 11,000 ($1,570), Scott $1,300.
Estimate $400 - 600

761

755

m
1897, small "þrir/3" on 5a green, perf 14x13½
(32b), a stunning used example of this rarity, displaying
light, face-free corner cancel along with outstanding centering, fresh, Very Fine, a beauty! 1965 Gronlund photo certificate. Facit 32; SKr 20,000 ($2,860), Scott $2,750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

756

757

762

763

761

m
1902, 3a orange, black "I Gildi" (49), perf 13,
neat, unobtrusive datestamp, Very Fine, a scarce used
stamp. Facit 48; SKr 4,500 ($640), Scott $550.
Estimate $150 - 200

762

H
1902, 3a orange, black "I Gildi" inverted
(49b), perf 13, o.g., fresh, Very Fine, a striking and scarce
variety. Facit 48v1; SKr 2,400 ($340), Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200

763

H
1902, 3a orange, black "I Gildi" inverted
(49b), perf 13, o.g., fresh and well-centered, Very Fine,
scarce. Facit 48v1; SKr 2,400 ($340), Scott $350.
Estimate $100 - 150

764

H
1902, 3a orange, black "I Gildi", without "I"
before "Gildi" (49c), perf 13, at left in horizontal pair with
normal, o.g., very lightly hinged, a striking, fresh pair, Fine,
very scarce; 1999 Moller photo certificate. Facit 48, 48v4;
SKr 6,900 ($990), Scott $660.
Estimate $200 - 300

758

756

(H)
1897, large "þrir" on 5a green (33), cleanly
regummed, fresh and perfectly centered, Extremely Fine, a
gorgeous stamp. Facit 37, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $200 - 300

757

m
1897, large "þrir" on 5a green (33), neatly
cancelled, fresh, Very Fine, scarce. Facit 37; SKr 6,800
($970), Scott $900.
Estimate $250 - 350

758

m
1897, small "þrir" on 5a green (33A), used,
fresh, F.-V.F., scarce. Facit 36; SKr 4,800 ($690), Scott
$650.
Estimate $150 - 200

56

760
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771

765

HH
1902, 4a rose & gray, black "I Gildi", without
"I" before "Gildi" (51d, 51), perf 13, top margin strip of 3,
middle stamp the error, o.g., never hinged, pristine mint,
Extremely Fine, a striking and scarce variety. Facit 50,
50v6; SKr 4,100 ($590), Scott $340. Estimate $150 - 200

766
766

767

768

767

772

773

771

H
1902, 16a brown, black "I Gildi", without "I"
before "Gildi" (55b), perf 13, o.g., fresh, F.-V.F., scarce;
1999 Moller photo certificate. Facit 54v4; SKr 2,500 ($360),
Scott $250.
Estimate $100 - 150

772

H
1902, 16a brown, black "I Gildi", 02'-'03 error
(55d), perf 13, full clean o.g., fresh, F.-V.F., an attractive
and scarce variety. Facit 54v2; SKr 5,500 ($790), Scott
$400.
Estimate $150 - 200

773

H
1902, 50a blue & carmine, black "I Gildi",
02'-'03 error (59b), perf 13, o.g., F.-V.F., scarce variety.
Facit 58v3, Scott $350.
Estimate $100 - 150

768

H
1902, 5a green, black "I Gildi" (52), perf 13, full
clean o.g., exceptionally fresh and nicely centered, Very
Fine, scarce; 1971 Gronlund photo certificate. Facit 51; SKr
3,000 ($430), Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200

774

m
1902, 5a green, black "I Gildi" (52), perf 13,
fresh and sound, Fine, an exceptionally elusive used
stamp. Facit 51; SKr 7,500 ($1,070), Scott $675.
Estimate $200 - 300

H
1902, 5a green, red "I Gildi" (60), perf 14x13½,
o.g., fresh and beautifully centered, Very Fine+, a lovely example of this Rare issue. Facit 45; SKr 18,000 ($2,570),
Scott $2,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

775

(H)
1902, 5a green, red "I Gildi" (60), perf 14x13½,
regummed, fresh and wonderfully centered, Very Fine, a
lovely example of this elusive issue; 1988 APS certificate.
Facit 45; SKr 18,000 ($2,570), Scott $2,250.
Estimate $400 - 600

776

m
1902, 5a green, red "I Gildi" (60), perf 14x13½,
neatly cancelled, fresh, F.-V.F., an exceptionally rare issue,
unpriced used in both Scott and Facit; signed Jaeger. Facit
45.
Estimate $300 - 400

777

H
1902, 6a gray, red "I Gildi" (61), perf 14x13½,
o.g., centered to top right, with a few light perf tip tones, otherwise Fine, rare. Facit 46; SKr 18,000 ($2,570), Scott
$2,250.
Estimate $350 - 500

774

H
1902, 5a green, black "I Gildi" inverted (52a),
perf 13, slightly disturbed o.g., fresh, F.-V.F., a striking and
scarce variety; signed Jaeger. Facit 51v1; SKr 3,500
($500), Scott $450.
Estimate $150 - 200

769

776

770

769

m
1902, 6a gray, black "I Gildi" (53), perf 13,
fresh, F.-V.F., an exceptionally scarce used issue. Facit 52;
SKr 9,500 ($1,360), Scott $1,100.
Estimate $300 - 399

770

H
1902, 6a gray, black "I Gildi" inverted (53a),
perf 13, o.g., fresh, nearly Very Fine, a striking and rare variety; 1995 Nielsen photo certificate. Facit 52v1; SKr 7,000
($1,000), Scott $800.
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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778

779

778

H
1902, 3a orange, black "I Gildi", double "3"
variety (63 var.), perf 14x13½, o.g., fresh, Very Fine, rare;
1990 Henrik Pollak photo certificate, which curiously omits
the "double 3" variety! Facit 38v4; SKr 15,000 ($2,140),
Scott $1,500 for normal stamp.
Estimate $500 - 750

779

H
1902, 3a orange, black "I Gildi" (63), perf
14x13½, full o.g., fresh clean example, Very Fine, a wonderful copy of this rare issue; 1964 Danske Prov. photo certificate. Facit 38; SKr 12,000 ($1,720), Scott $1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

780

781

782

780

H
1902, 16a brown, black "I Gildi" (65), perf
14x13½, full clean o.g., fresh and near-pristine, Very Fine, a
spendid example of this rarity; 1963 Danske Prov. photo
certificate. Facit 40; SKr 13,000 ($1,860), Scott $1,650.
Estimate $500 - 750

781

H
1902, 16a brown, black "I Gildi", watermark
inverted (65 var.), perf 14x13½, disturbed o.g., fresh appearance, F.-V.F., a very scarce item. Facit 40v4; SKr
16,000 ($2,290), Scott $1,650 for basic stamp.
Estimate $500 - 750

782

H
1902, 50a blue & carmine, black "I Gildi" inverted (67a), perf 14x13½, o.g., fresh and beautifully centered, Very Fine, a striking and scarce variety; 1966
Gronlund photo certificate. Facit 43v1; SKr 3,000 ($430),
Scott $200.
Estimate $150 - 200

783

58

H
1904, 3a-50a “I Gildi”, Berne Printing complete, o.g., lightly hinged, a splendid complete set of 18 values, with original "I Gildi" overprints, wonderfully fresh set,
Very Fine, scarce. Facit 44N-62N.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

784

H
1907-08, Two Kings, 1e-5kr complete
(71-85), o.g., very lightly hinged, pristine mint, a lovely, select set, Very Fine. Facit 76-90; SKr 4,500 ($640), Scott
$661.
Estimate $200 - 300

785

m
1907, Special King's Visit cancellation, lovely
pair of items comprised of 3a Two Kings issue on unmailed
picture post card, showing perfect strike in black, plus a 10a
King Christian IX issue with an outstanding strike in violet.
Rare pair of cancels, Extremely Fine. Scott 38, 72.
Estimate $200 - 300

786

787

786

H
1911-12, Embossed Kings Issues complete
(86-91, 92-98), o.g., lightly hinged, each set fresh and Very
Fine, select. Facit 108-13, 114-120; SKr 2,950 ($420),
Scott $451.
Estimate $100 - 150

787

m
1911-12, Embossed Kings Issues complete
(86-91, 92-98), neatly cancelled, fresh, a nice pair of used
sets, Very Fine. Facit 108-13, 114-120; SKr 4,200 ($600),
Scott $610.
Estimate $150 - 200

788

H
1913-18, Two Kings, 1e-20a complete
(99-107), o.g., very lightly hinged, select quality, Very Fine,
a lovely set. Facit 91-97; SKr 2,800 ($400), Scott $405.
Estimate $100 - 150
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789

790

791

792

H
1920-22, King Christian X, 1e-5kr complete
(108-128), o.g., fresh, Very Fine, a nice set. Facit 124-144;
SKr 7,500 ($1,070), Scott $1,047.
Estimate $300 - 400

793

m
1930, Parliament Millenium regular issues,
3a-10kr complete (152-166), a superb, select quality used
set, fresh, Very Fine and choice. Facit 173-187; SKr 7,960
($1,140), Scott $1,262.
Estimate $350 - 500

794

)
1930, Parliament Millennium regular issues,
3a-10kr complete (152-166), used on 1930 (June 26) registered cover from Þingvellir to Reykjavik, each tied by special Þingvellir cancels. Fresh, Very Fine, a rare and colorful
cover. Facit 173-188.
Estimate $400 - 600

795

H
1930, Parliament Millenium, 3a-10kr complete, including the airpost issue, overprinted “Specimen” (152-166, C3 vars.), o.g., very lightly hinged, fresh
and near pristine, Very Fine, Rare set. Facit 173-188 vars.
Estimate $250 - 350

796

H
1930, 20a Parliament Millennium, double impression (157a), o.g., very lightly hinged, pristine mint,
Very Fine, a striking and exceptionally scarce variety with
only 200 copies printed. Facit 178v; SKr 3,000 ($430), Scott
$400.
Estimate $150 - 200

m
1930, Parliament Millenium, 3a-10kr complete, including the airpost issue (152-166, C3), each
cancelled by matching Þingvellir cancels, 1k and 5k on
piece, fresh, Very Fine, scarce. Facit 173-188; SKr 7,500
($1,070), Scott $1,334.
Estimate $400 - 600

H
1930, Parliament Millenium regular issues,
imperforate private printing, 3a-10kr complete (152-166
vars.), o.g., fresh mint, Very Fine, an attractive and scarce
set. Facit 173-187 vars.
Estimate $200 - 300

H
1930, Parliament Millennium regular issues,
3a-10kr complete (152-166), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and
near-pristine, Very Fine, nice set. Facit 173-187; SKr 3,255
($460), Scott $471.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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Ex 797

798

797

H
1931-33, King Christian X, 1e-10kr complete
(176-187), o.g., a clean and attractive set, Very Fine. Facit
145, 147-157; SKr 7,693 ($1,100), Scott $1,118.
Estimate $250 - 350

798

H
1939, 5a on 35a Jochumsson, double surcharge (212a), o.g., very lightly hinged, fresh, Very Fine,
attractive, scarce variety. Facit 216v1; SKr 2,200 ($320),
Scott $275.
Estimate $100 - 150

799

HHa
1954, 5a on 35a Hekla Volcano, two varieties
(283 vars.), comprised of a part sheet of 29, position 11 "3
bars" variety, plus a complete sheet of 50, position. 28 "bars
omitted" variety, o.g., never hinged, fresh, Very Fine. Facit
326, 326v1-2 (no photo).
Estimate $75 - 100

800

801

60

802

H
Airmail, 1930, Parliament Millenium complete, overprinted “Specimen” (C4-C8 vars.), o.g., Very
Fine, scarce, only 500 sets prepared. Facit 189-193 vars.;
SKr 2,500 ($360).
Estimate $100 - 150

803

H
Airmail, 1933, "Hopflug Itala" complete
(C12-C14), o.g., very lightly hinged, wonderfully fresh colors, beautifully centered, a beautiful set, Very Fine; 1963
Philatelic Foundation certificate for each value. Facit
165-167; SKr 17,500 ($2,500), Scott $2,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

804

s

805

m
Official, 1873, 4sk green (O1), post-cancelled
cds, fresh, centered to right, Fine, exceptionally rare item;
1995 Eldrup photo certificate. Facit Tj1v2; SKr 20,000
($2,860), Scott $9,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

HH
1954, 5a on 35a Hekla Volcano, bars
stamped by hand (283 var.), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh, F.-V.F., scarce; 1965 Gronlund photo certificate.
Facit 326v3; SKr 3,000 ($430).
Estimate $150 - 200

HH
1954, 5a on 35a Hekla Volcano, inverted surcharge (283b), o.g., never hinged, a pristine bottom margin
single, Very Fine, striking and scarce; 1959 Gronlund photo
certificate. Facit 326v4; SKr 3,000 ($430), Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

Airmail, 1933, "Hopflug Itala" complete
(C12-C14), a lovely used set, each tied to matching small
piece, fresh, Very Fine, very scarce thus. Facit 165-167;
SKr 43,500 ($6,220), Scott $5,275.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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806

807

812

808

806

m
Official, 1873, 8sk red lilac (O2), neat,
face-free cancels, splendid pastel shade, beautifully centered, Very Fine, a Gem! 1964 Danske Prov. photo certificate. Facit Tj2; SKr 6,000 ($860), Scott $750.
Estimate $250 - 350

807

m
Official, 1873, 4sk green, perf 12½ (O3), neat
centrally struck datestamp, fresh and beautifully centered,
Very Fine, a beauty! Facit Tj3; SKr 3,500 ($500), Scott
$450.
Estimate $150 - 200

808

H
Official, 1882, 3a yellow, “I Gildi” overprint
(O4 var.), o.g., rich color and beautifully centered, Very
Fine, a beauty! 1985 Nielsen photo certificate. Facit Tj15b;
SKr 2,700 ($390).
Estimate $150 - 200

813

812

H
Official, 1902, 3a yellow, "I Gildi", overprint
inverted (O20), perf 13, o.g., fresh and beautifully centered, Very Fine, a very scarce variety. Facit Tj21v1; SKr
4,500 ($640).
Estimate $200 - 300

813

H
Official, 1902, 3a yellow, "I Gildi", 02'-'03 error (O20f), perf 13, at right in horizontal pair with normal,
fresh and F.-V.F., scarce pair. Facit Tj21v4; SKr 4,000
($570), Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200

814

809

(H)
Officials, 1876, 5a to 16a, imperforate proofs
(O5-O7 vars.), without gum as issued, a particularly choice
group of proofs, each fresh with large margins, Extremely
Fine, scarce group. Facit Tj5PT-7PT; SKr 6,600 ($940).
Estimate $250 - 350

810
810

811

814

H
Official, 1902, 10a ultramarine, "I Gildi",
02'-'03 error (O23d), perf 13, at right in horizontal pair with
normal, o.g., lightly hinged, near pristine, Very Fine, scarce.
Facit Tj24v6; SKr 3,500 ($500), Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200

815

H
Official, 1902, 5a brown, "I Gildi", '03-'03 error (O26b), perf 14x13½, o.g., fresh and Very Fine, scarce.
Facit Tj16v4; SKr 3,000 ($430), Scott $250.
Estimate $100 - 150

816

Ha
Official, 1902, 5a brown, "I Gildi", '03-'03 error (O26b, O26), perf 14x13½, block of 4, bottom left stamp
the variety, o.g. (some hinge reinforcing), fresh and well
centered, Very Fine; 1996 Eldrup photo certificate. Facit
Tj16, 16v4; SKr 3,360 ($480).
Estimate $100 - 150

811

H
Official, 1876, 10a ultramarine (O6a), o.g., a
magnificent, superior quality example of this rare shade variety, fresh and beautifully centered, Extremely Fine, a
Gem; 1985 Nielsen photo certificate. Facit Tj6a; SKr 4,000
($570), Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
(H)
Officials, 1876, 16a and 20a, imperforate
proofs (O7-O8 vars.), without gum as issued, each fresh
with good margins, Very Fine, scarce. Facit Tj7-8PT1; SKr
3,600 ($520).
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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817

H
Official, 1902, 5a brown, "I Gildi", 02'-'03 error (O26c), perf 14x13½, at right in horizontal pair with normal, full o.g., a splendid, exceptionally fresh pair, Very Fine,
striking and scarce variety; 1965 Gronland photo certificate. Facit Tj16, 16v3; SKr 3,120 ($450), Scott $259.
Estimate $100 - 150

818

819

m
Official, 1902, 10a blue, "I Gildi" (O27), perf
14x13½, neat, light unobtrusive cancel, F.-V.F., scarce
used issue; 1967 Gronlund photo certificate. Facit Tj17;
SKr 6,500 ($930), Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400

819

H
Official, 1902, 10a blue, "I Gildi" inverted
(O27b), perf 14x13½, o.g., wonderfully fresh and bright,
Very Fine, rare; 1989 Nielsen photo certificate. Facit
Tj17v1; SKr 5,500 ($790), Scott $650.
Estimate $200 - 300

820

H
Official, 1902, 10a blue, "I Gildi", '03-'03 error
(O27c), perf 14x13½, o.g., bright color, fresh, Very Fine, a
wonderful example of this rare variety. Facit Tj17v3; SKr
8,000 ($1,140), Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400

823

H
Official, 1902, 20a yellow green, "I Gildi",
'03-'03 error (O29b), perf 14x13½, o.g., a clean, attractive
mint example, fresh, Very Fine, scarce variety. Facit
Tj19v3; SKr 3,500 ($500), Scott $325.
Estimate $100 - 150

824

H
Officials, 1922, 2kr rose and 5kr brown
(O50-51, 50a), three values complete including the smaller
letter 2kr variety, o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine. Facit
Tj53, 53I,54; SKr 3,050 ($440), Scott $382.
Estimate $150 - 200

825

H
Officials, 1930, Parliament Millennium complete (O53-O67), o.g., fresh mint, a clean and lovely set,
Very Fine. Facit Tj59-74; SKr 6,500 ($930), Scott $1,010.
Estimate $300 - 400

826

m
Officials, 1930, Parliament Millennium complete (O53-O67), a select quality used set, neatly
cancelled, well centered, Very Fine, scarce thus. Facit
Tj59-74; SKr 19,000 ($2,720), Scott $2,525.
Estimate $600 - 800

827

s

822

821

H
Official, 1902, 16a carmine, "I Gildi", double
overprint, one inverted (O28c), perf 14x13½, o.g., fresh,
tiny, trivial thin speck, otherwise Very Fine, a striking and
elusive variety. Facit Tj18v2; SKr 3,500 ($500), Scott $400.
Estimate $100 - 150

822

H
Official, 1902, 16a carmine, "I Gildi", double
overprint, one inverted (O28c), perf 14x13½, small part
o.g., fresh, Very Fine, a striking and scarce variety. Facit
Tj18v2; SKr 3,500 ($500), Scott $400.
Estimate $100 - 150

62

824

820

818

821

823

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

Officials, 1930, Parliament Millennium complete (O53-O67), each cancelled by Þingvellir postmarks,
fresh, Very Fine, scarce thus. Facit Tj59-74; SKr 19,000
($2,720), Scott $2,665.
Estimate $600 - 800
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IRAN
828

HHa
1915, Coronation of Shah Ahmed, reprints of
Official and Newspaper overprints on varieties, composed of official double overprints of O52-53, Q25, inverts
of O42-44, O46, O48-51, O52-53, Q19 and double both inverted of Q27, Q29-30, sheets of 5, o.g., never hinged,
overall clean, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

ISRAEL

831

HHa
Postage Dues, 1948, 3m-50m first issue
complete (J1-J5), plate blocks of 6, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine. Bale PD1-5; $850.
Estimate $300 - 400

832

H
Revenue, 1952, 50p lilac and red, error, vertical strip of 10, bottom 2 stamps missing value, o.g., hinged
in selvage, clean and fresh, Very Fine, only 10 such known
to exist. Bale REV.25 var (no photo). Estimate $100 - 150

ITALIAN STATES

829

HHa
1948, First Coins, 250m to 1000m high values (7-9), plate blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Bale 7-9; $3,275.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

833

830

HH
1948, First Coins, 250m-1000m high values
(7-9), with attractive rich colors, including 500m with perfs
strengthened, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Bale 7-9.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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)
Neapolitan Provinces, 1861, 1g black (21),
vertical pair with good to ample margins, tied on folded letter by CHETI Aug. 21 (1861) circular datestamp, which is
repeated alongside, addressed to Solmona with receiving
backstamp, F.-V.F. Sassone 19; €325 ($420), Scott $240.
Estimate $150 - 200
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834

)
Papal/Roman States, 1852, 8b black (9), two
horizontal pairs with good to ample margins, tied on a
scarce trans-atlantic folded letter cover by multiple grill cancels, adjacent Roma May 20, 1865 circular datestamp, plus
framed "P.P." in black, "9" in red, Marseille & New York transit postmarks, addressed to New Orleans, Very Fine.
Sassone 9.
Estimate $400 - 600

835

)
Papal/Roman States, 1852, 8b black (9), two
singles with clear to ample margins, tied on folded letter by
grill cancels, adjacent "dopo la/ partenza" (too late) two-line
handstamp and light Roma Aug. 18, 1864 circular
datestamp, plus manuscript "23" on front, addressed to Vienna with Firenze transit & receiving postmarks, Very Fine.
Sassone 9.
Estimate $200 - 300

836

)
Parma, 1852, 15c black on pink (3), with good
to ample margins on three sides and just touching at top,
tied on folded letter by Parma Nov. 28 circular datestamp,
addressed to Casalmaggi with receiving backstamp, Very
Fine. Sassone 3; €400 ($520), Scott $180. Estimate $150
- 200

64
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837

)
Parma, 1854, 15c red (7), with three good margins to just touching at bottom, tied on folded letter by
"PARMA/ 20/ FEBBRAJO" three-line datestamp, addressed to Piacenza with receiving postmark, Very Fine.
Sassone 7; €750 ($980), Scott $425. Estimate $300 - 400

838

)
Sardinia, 1851, Victor Emmanuel II, 20c blue
(2), with good to just touching margins, tied on folded letter
by grid of points cancel, adjacent Genova Jan. 5, 1852 circular datestamp, addressed to Niza with receiving
backstamp, F.-V.F. Sassone 2.
Estimate $300 - 400

839

)
Tuscany, 1857-59, 4cr green on white (14),
with ample margins at top and bottom to clear or just touching on the sides, tied on folded letter by two "P.D."
handstamps, adjacent LIVORNO Feb. 8 (1855) datestamp,
addressed to Modena with receiving backstamp, F.-V.F.
Sassone 14; €1,000 ($1,300), Scott $1,000.
Estimate
$400 - 600

info@kelleherauctions.com
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ITALY AND COLONIES

840

841

Tuscany, 1851, 1cr brown-carmine on
grey-bluish (4a), horizontal strip of 3, tied on cover fragment by barred cancel & Livorno Dec. 20, 1856 circular
datestamp, large margins all around, Very Fine. Sassone
4e.
Estimate $300 - 400
s

842

)
1863, Victor Emmanuel II, 15c blue (22), with
ample margins on three sides to just touching at bottom,
tied on cover by Forli Feb. 3, 1865 circular datestamp,
which is repeated alongside, addressed to Firenze with receiving backstamp, Very Fine. Sassone 11.
Estimate
$100 - 150

843

H
Libya, 1915, "Libia" overprint on 5L Victor
Emmanuel III with shifted floral ornament (14var), Very
Fine; Signed Diena, Raybaudi & Sismondo, accompanied
by 2008 Raybaudi certificate. Sassone 11a; €1,000
($1,300).
Estimate $500 - 750

844

HH
Somalia, Parcel Post, 1931, 1L lilac brown
(Q45a), with type I black overprints, horizontal strip of 3,
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., unusual and rarely seen multiple; signed by Enzo Diena, and accompanied by 1984 certificate. Sassone 60; €1,100 ($1,430), Scott $1,750 as pair.
Estimate $500 - 750

)
Tuscany, 1857, 1q black on white (10), two
singles with ample margins at top to just touching at sides
and bottom, tied on folded letter by Firenze "2" numeral
cancel, adjacent indistict circular datestamp, addressed to
Empoli and backstamped with receiving postmark, F.-V.F.
Sassone 10, Scott $5,325.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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LIBERIA

845

)
1899-1916, Postal History grouping, two registered postal envelopes to Berlin, one 10¢ envelope
uprated with 5¢ Elephant stamp, other 10¢ envelope
uprated with 1¢ Oil Palm, 2¢ x2 Hippopotamus stamps & 5¢
x2 Elephant stamps, also postal card to Boston (O60), plus
three unused entires., F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

846

H
1892-1952, imperf pairs, proof pair and trial
color specimens (43, 94, 104, 109, 166, C68-9vars), on
five different issues; #43, 94, 104, 166 are imperf margin
pairs (#166 crease & thin); #109 card proof margin pair,
#C68-9 in four different colors including issued colors with
specimen overprints (never hinged), quite a nice selection
of specialty items with a nice range of topics, generally Very
Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

847

H
1909-12, 1¢-75¢ Pictorial Issue, proofs
(115-124), complete set of margin pairs in black print proofs
on wove paper; 25¢ single card proof brown and red; 50¢
corner margin pair trial color in brown frame only, an impressive group, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate
$200 - 300

848

HHa
1918, 5¢ + 2¢ gray blue & black, imperforate
(B5a), complete sheet of 50, o.g., never hinged, gum
slightly carmelized, minor edge flaws, otherwise fresh and
Very Fine, Scott $475 as 25 pairs.
Estimate $150 - 200

MEXICO
849

66
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HHa
1923, 1p Palace of Fine Arts, accumulation of
sheets (649,649a), about 300 sheets, including type I & II
stamps, excellent for plate student, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine, Scott $7,500 (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600
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MONACO

RAS AL KHAIMA
853

HHa
1964, Tokyo Olympics, inverted overprints
(6-8vars), sheets & blocks of four, including 1r, 2r & 5r three
sheets of 25 each & two blocks of four each, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine. SG 15-17vars (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

RUSSIA: CIVIL WAR ISSUES

850

851

HH
1971, 2fr Dürer, inscription error, unissued
(817 var.), “Albert” instead of “Albrecht”, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

855

854

E
Army of the Northwest, 1919, General
Yudenich essay, 20k on 14k blue and rose, prepared but
never placed in use, F.-V.F., scarce, only 300 prepared.
Michel V; €350 ($460).
Estimate $150 - 200

855

HH
Army of the Northwest, 1919, General
Yudenich essay, 1k orange imperforate, prepared but
never placed in use, horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, scarce, only 500 prepared. Michel I; €70 as
hinged ($90).
Estimate $75 - 100

856

H
Army of the Northwest, 1919, General
Yudenich overprints (1-14), complete set by Scott, including scarce 15k vertical gutter pair, F.-V.F.; 5k
backstamped. Michel 1-14; €440 ($570), Scott $360.
Estimate $150 - 200

HH
1971, 2fr Dürer, inscription error, unissued
(817 var.), “Albert” instead of “Albrecht”, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

NORWAY

852

854

m
1855, Coat of Arms 4sk (1), with clear margins,
and socked on the nose with Haugesund 13.7.1856 black
circular datestamp, Fine. Facit 1; SKr 1,300 ($190), Scott
$175.
Estimate $100 - 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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863

857
857

858

Pa
Army of the Northwest, 1919, General
Yudenich trial color overprint, 10k dark blue (3), with
black overprint instead of red, block of 4, F.-V.F. Michel 4.
Estimate $300 - 400

860

864

H
Far Eastern Republic, 1920, Chita issue
(General Semenov) surcharges (N1-4), complete set, 1r
on 4k couple of shorter perfs, F.-V.F. Michel 1-4; €140
($180), Scott $230.
Estimate $100 - 150

865

H
Far Eastern Republic, 1920, Vladivostok issue (2//17), group of fourteen stamps, including 2k, 3k, 4k,
4k on 70k, 7k on 15k, 10k, 10k on 3-1/2r, 14k, 15k, 20k, 20k
on 14k, 25k, 35k & 50k, F.-V.F.; 2k & 4k signed. Michel
2//11,14,15A,16A,17, Scott $332.
Estimate $150 - 200

H
Don Govt., 1918, Rostov issue, 25k on 1k orange with inverted surcharge (1a), Very Fine. Michel
1Avar, Scott $100.
Estimate $50 - 75
HH
Don Govt., 1918, Rostov issue, 25k on 1k orange imperforate with inverted surcharge (6a), o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine. Michel 1Bvar, Scott $75 as
hinged.
Estimate $50 - 75

861

H
Kuban Govt., 1918-20, Ekaterinodar issue
with inverted and double surharges (20a//31a), scarce
group of nine, including 25k on 1k, 50k on 2k, 1r on 3k, 25r
on 3k, 25r on 7k, 25r on 14k & 25r on 25k with inverted surcharges, plus 50k on 2k & 1r on 3k with double surcharges,
F.-V.F. Michel 1Avar//11Avar, Scott $725.
Estimate $350 - 500

68

H
Kuban Govt., 1918, Ekaterinodar issue, 70k
on 1k orange with double surcharge, one inverted
(46b), Very Fine; signed by Romeko. Michel 12Bvar, Scott
$100.
Estimate $50 - 75

861

860

862

865

863

Pa
Army of the Northwest, 1919, General
Yudenich trial color overprint, 10k dark blue (3), with
black overprint instead of red, block of 4, F.-V.F. Michel 4.
Estimate $300 - 400

859
859

858

864

H
Kuban Govt., 1918, Ekaterinodar issue, inverted surcharges (36b,41a), including 50k on 2k green &
25r on 3k red, F.-V.F.; 50k on 2k with Soviet Union Philatelic
Association backstamp. Michel 2B,8Bvars, Scott $150.
Estimate $75 - 100

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

866

867

866

m
Far Eastern Republic, 1920, Vladivostok issue overprints & surcharges (2-3,10,14,17), group of
five, F.-V.F. Michel 2A-3A,11,16A,17; €58 ($80), Scott $65.
Estimate $40 - 60

867

H
Far Eastern Republic, 1920, Vladivostok issue 1r pale brown, dark brown & orange (18), Very Fine,
rare stamp. Michel 12A; €900 ($1,170), Scott $750.
Estimate $400 - 600

868

H
Far Eastern Republic, 1923, Red airplane
surcharge 20k on 50k violet and green, with overprint in
cyrillic, and translating into English as "Vladivostok 1923",
few shorter perfs, F.-V.F.; 1988 Philatelic Foundation certificate. Michel 56A; €1,200 ($1,560). Estimate $500 - 750
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869

870

H
Kolchak Army, 1919-20, Kolchak Army surcharge varieties (1a//9a), scarce group of eight, including
35k on 2k (1a), 1r on 4k (4b), 3r on 7k (5b), 5r on 14k (6b)
perforated examples with inverted surcharges, 50k on 3k
(8a) & 70k on 1k (9a) imperforate examples with inverted
surcharges, plus 3r on 7k (5a) & 5r on 14k (6a) perforated
stamps with double surcharges, F.-V.F.; two stamps with
Soviet Philatelic Association backstamps. Michel
1A//6Avars,2B-3Bvars, Scott $900. Estimate $400 - 600

H
Priamur Govt., 1923, Red airplane surcharge
20k on 35k violet and green, with overprint in cyrillic, and
translating into English as "Vladivostok 1923", Very Fine,
rarely offered.; signed by H. Bloch. Michel 55A; €1,200
($1,560).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

871

H
Priamur Govt., 1921, Nikolaevsk Army surcharges (51,53-57,61), group of seven, including 10k on
4k, 15k on 14k, 15k on 15k, 15k on 35k, 15k on 50k, 15k on
70k & 20k on 3-1/2r, F.-V.F. Michel 6//18A; €820 ($1,070),
Scott $1,240.
Estimate $500 - 750

872

(H)
Priamur Govt., 1921, Nikolaevsk Army 10k
on 10k dark blue (52), without gum, F.-V.F., only nine
stated to have been surcharged. Michel 8; €1,200 ($1,560),
Scott $2,000.
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

873

H
Priamur Govt., 1921, Nikolaevsk Army 20k
on 7r dark green and pink with inverted surcharge
(63var), Very Fine; signed H. Bloch. Michel 20Avar.
Estimate $300 - 400

874

H
Priamur Govt., 1921, Nikolaevsk Army 20k
on 3k maroon, gray green and pink (64), Very Fine;
Signed Paul Buchsbayew. Michel 16; €170 ($220), Scott
$950.
Estimate $400 - 600

875

H
Priamur Govt., 1921, Nikolaevsk Army imperforates (65-67,67var), group of four, including 10k on
1k, 10k on 2k &10k on 3k x2, latter including inverted surcharge, Very Fine; three stamps with regular surcharges
backstamped Dr. Jem. Michel 3-5vars.
Estimate $200 - 300

876

H
Priamur Govt., 1921, Nikolaevsk Army 10k
on 5k claret (68), tiny scuff only mentioned for the sake of
accuracy, Very Fine. Michel 7B; €750 ($980), Scott $700.
Estimate $200 - 300
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877

H
Priamur Govt., 1921, Nikolaevsk Army imperforates (69, 71), two stamps; 15k on 1r pale brown and
red orange & 20k on 3-1/2r maroon and light green, Very
Fine; 15k on 1r signed Romeko. Michel 15B, 18B; €325
($420), Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
881

878

H
Priamur Govt., 1922, Nikolaevsk Army (General Diederichs) overprints, imperforates (100-107),
complete set by Scott, including 1r horizontal pair, F.-V.F.,
15k only 200 prepared, 20k only 400 prepared.; 15k signed
Mikulski & 20k signed Behrens, each accompanied by 2008
Ceremuga certificate. Michel 31B-35B,38B,40B-41B; €567
($740), Scott $505.
Estimate $300 - 400

H
Priamur Govt., 1922, Nikolaevsk Army overprints (78-91), complete set, Very Fine. Michel 21-24; €100
($130), Scott $100.
Estimate $50 - 75

882

879

880

70

H
Priamur Govt., 1922, Nikolaevsk Army (General Diederichs) overprints, 1k to 70k (85-99), complete
set of fifteen, F.-V.F., 1k 400 issued, 2k 200 issued, 5k & 7k
500 issued each, 14k & 20k 300 issued each; six examples
signed or backstamped, including Romeko,W. Pohl & others. Michel 31A-37A,39A-46A; €760 ($990), Scott $840.
Estimate $400 - 600

883

882

H
Priamur Govt., 1922, Nikolaevsk Army (General Diederichs) surcharges (108-109), including 35k on
2k green perforated & 70k on 1k orange imperforate,
F.-V.F., 35k on 2k 300 prepared & 60k on 1k 200 prepared;
70k on 1k signed Zumstein. Michel 47-48; €200 ($260),
Scott $220.
Estimate $100 - 150

883

H
Priamur Govt., 1922, Nikolaevsk Army (General Diederichs) 35k on 2k green imperforate with
shifted surcharge (108var), depicting "3" & "5" shifted vertically, Very Fine. Michel 47var.
Estimate $100 - 150

884

Ha
Priamur Govt., 1922, Nikolaevsk Army
(Diederichs) overprints (110-13), with left selvage, including. 2k gray green, 4k rose, 5k claret & 10k blue, blocks of 4,
Very Fine. Michel 26,28-30; €124 ($160), Scott $320.
Estimate $150 - 200

H
Priamur Govt., 1922, Nikolaevsk Army (General Diederichs) 35k red brown and green with inverted
overprint (97a), F.-V.F. Michel 44Avar, Scott $200.
Estimate $100 - 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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889

885

890

889

H
Georgia, 1923, 15,000r on 5r on 15k red
brown & blue (50), F.-V.F.; two indistinct backstamps,
Scott $200.
Estimate $100 - 150

890

H
Georgia, 1923, 75,000r on 1k orange imperforate (51a), Very Fine, Scott $150.
Estimate $50 - 75

Ha
Priamur Govt., 1922, Nikolaevsk Army
(Diederichs) surcharges (114-15), with left selvage, including 1k on 2k green & 3k on 4k rose, blocks of 4, Very
Fine. Michel 25,27; €54 ($70), Scott $160. Estimate $100
- 150

891

886

H
Priamur Govt., 1922, Nikolaevsk Army (General Diederichs) surcharges (116-18), complete set,
F.-V.F., 35k on 2k imperforate only 300 prepared. Michel
49-51; €130 ($170), Scott $110.
Estimate $75 - 100

892

891

H
Batum, 1919, 10r on 1k orange & 10r on 3k
red imperforates (7-8), Very Fine. SG 7-8; £98 ($160),
Scott $101.
Estimate $50 - 75

892

H
Batum, 1919, 10r on 5k brown-lilac (9), hinge
remnant, and gum toning, Fine; backstamped. SG 9; £400
($650), Scott $950.
Estimate $300 - 400

893

H
Batum, 1919, 5k to 7r complete (13-20), group
of ten stamps, including extra shades of the 1r pale blue &
2r salmon-pink, Very Fine. SG 11-18; £75 ($120), Scott
$81.
Estimate $40 - 60

894

H
Batum, 1919-20, 15r on 1k orange imperforate (23), Very Fine; signed Lissiuk. SG 20; £85 ($140),
Scott $100.
Estimate $50 - 75

RUSSIAN AREA

887

888

887

(H)
Azerbaijan, 1922-23, 200,000r on 25r orange-brown (68), without gum, Very Fine, Scott $80.
Estimate $40 - 60

888

(H)
Azerbaijan, 1922, Baku Province 1r to 5,000r
complete (300-309), without gum, 3000r pinhole, Very
Fine; 250r, 500r, 1000r, 2000r & 5000r signed, Scott
$1,015.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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895
895

896

897

896

897

H
Batum, 1919-20, 50r on 2k green (27), Very
Fine; 2008 Solari, Imbelloni & Jakubowicz certificate. SG
23; £750 ($1,220), Scott $975.
Estimate $400 - 600
H
Batum, 1919-20, 50r on 3k red (28), F.-V.F. SG
24; £1,300 ($2,110), Scott $1,700. Estimate $750 - 1,000

902

903

902

H
Batum, 1920, 50r on 4k rose-carmine (50),
Very Fine. SG 41; £90 ($150), Scott $100. Estimate $50 75

903

H
Batum, 1920, 25r & 50r surcharges (52-55),
group of four, including 25r on 5k with blue surcharge, 25r
on 25k x2, one black surcharge, other blue surcharge, 50r
on 50k with black surcharge, Very Fine. SG 42a,43,43a,44;
£275 ($440), Scott $455.
Estimate $200 - 300

H
Batum, 1919-20, 50r on 15k red brown (32),
Very Fine; backstamped. SG 28; £750 ($1,220), Scott
$700.
Estimate $300 - 400

SWITZERLAND
904

898

H
Batum, 1919-20, 25r & 50r surcharges
(34-36,38,4045), scarce group of eleven stamps, including
25r on 5k, 25r on 7k x2, one black surcharge, other blue, 25r
on 20k on 14k, 25r on 25k x2 with blue surcharges, 25r on
50k x2, one black surcharge, other blue, 50r on 2k, 50r on
3k & 50r on 4k, F.-V.F. SG 29//36, Scott $1,570. Estimate
$750 - 1,000

HH
1945, PAX, 5c-10fr complete (293-305), without the 5c semi-postal, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$525 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

URUGUAY
905

Sa
1897, Liberty 25¢, specimen overprints
(120), in red, and reading "Waterlow & Sons Ltd/ Specimen", sheetlet of 9, some faults, including perf. reinforcing,
otherwise F.-V.F. Michel 123 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

VATICAN
906

899
899

900

901

H
Batum, 1920, 50r on 2k green imperforate
(47), Very Fine, A scarce stamp, as only 400 examples
were made.; 2010 Sismondo certificate. SG 38; £375
($610), Scott $975.
Estimate $400 - 600

900

H
Batum, 1920, 50r on 3k carmine-red imperforate (48), Very Fine. SG 39; £475 ($770), Scott $975.
Estimate $400 - 600

901

H
Batum, 1920, 50r on 5k brown-lilac imperforate (49), Very Fine. SG 40; £1,500 ($2,430), Scott $1,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

72
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Pa
1953, Pius XII and Roman sepulcher, imperforate plate proof (159), in issued colors, block of 35, light
creases affecting several stamps, otherwise F.-V.F., it is
believed that only one sheet of 45 was made.; 1979 Enzo
Diena certificate (photo on web site). Estimate $1,000 1,500

YUGOSLAVIA
907

HH
1943, 25th Anniversary of the Union of Liberated Yugoslavia, in marked up proof sheets (1K5-10), in
perforated hole puched sheets, sometimes missing a
stamp or two, composed of sets of frame only, frame and
center as well as overprinted "1945". Some edge defects
noted otherwise overall clean, o.g., apparently all never
hinged, F.-V.F., nice lot (no photo). Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S. 19TH CENTURY STAMPS
Postmasters' Provisionals

908

E
Albany, N.Y., 1847, 5¢ essay, by Gavit & Co.
(1Xa-E1c), die on India, cut close as always in black, scarlet, and red brown shades, extremely fresh and choice examples on these elusive essays, Very Fine, Scott $750.
Estimate $500 - 750

912

(H)a
Providence, R.I., 5¢ & 10c gray black, 1898
reprint (10X1-2), handsome reprint sheet, with letters on
the back of each stamp, wonderfully fresh and choice, complete sheet of 12, without gum as issued, light corner
creases on all 4 corners, could be trimmed away, Very Fine,
Scott $1,000.
Estimate $600 - 800

Rare St. Louis "Bear"
909

m
New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish (9X1),
handsome example with brilliant fresh color and sharp
clearly etched impression, neat blue manuscript cancellation, hint on a tiny corner crease at upper left shows only in
fluid, Extremely Fine, Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

910

H
Providence, R.I., 5¢ gray black (10X1), impressive example with deep rich color, an exceptionally
fresh example, o.g., previously hinged, Extremely Fine;
2012 P.F. certificate, Scott $350.
Estimate $300 - 400

911

913

St. Louis, Mo., 10¢ black on greenish (11X2),
very choice example of this scarce and undervalued stamp,
gorgeous rich color, some trivial light creasing affects only
the piece and in no way affects the adheasive itself, tied to
piece by neat manuscript penstroke cancel with adjacent
red "St. Louis, Mo., Jun 30" cds, Fine, Scott $8,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
s

(H)
Providence, R.I., 5¢ gray black (10X1), extraordinary pre-printing paper fold, quite elusive on this
early issue, without gum, Very Fine; 2012 P.F. certificate,
Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1847 Issue

914

915

916

917

74

918

m
5¢ red brown (1), impressive example with extremely large margins and bold rich color, a wonderful appearing stamp, gorgeous red grid cancellation, small thin at
bottom, Extremely Fine, Scott $475. Estimate $200 - 300

919

s

920

m
5¢ orange brown (1b), wonderfully fresh example of this desirable color variety, choice well margined
stamp with a very elusive cancellation, scarce black Virginia town cancellation, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2012
P.F. certificate, Scott $1,350.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

921

s

5¢ red brown (1), wonderful well margined example with bold color, extremely handsome piece, tied on
piece by brilliant red grid cancellations, Extremely Fine;
2005 P.F. certificate, Scott $475.
Estimate $400 - 600
s

5¢ red brown (1), marvelous quality example
neatly tied on piece by eye catching postmark, wonderful
blue "Salem, NJ, Nov. 28" cds, Very Fine, Scott $625.
Estimate $400 - 600
s

m
5¢ red brown (1), an attractive high quality 5c
1847, with brilliant fresh color and generous margins all
around, pretty red grid cancellation, Extremely Fine, Scott
$475.
Estimate $350 - 500

5¢ red brown (1), extremely fresh example with
an extremely elusive colored town postmark, impressive
red "Cincinnati, O., Jan. 29, 5 cts" cancellation, F.-V.F.,
Scott $700.
Estimate $300 - 400
s

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

5¢ red brown (1), extraordinary quality right
sheet margin pair tied on small piece, paying the 10c over
300 maile rate, outstanding color and impression, pair, tied
to piece by light blue "Philadelphia, Pa., May 9, 10cts" cancellation, Extremely Fine; 2006 P.F. certificate, Scott
$1,100.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

5¢ orange brown, dot in "S" variety (1b),
beautiful example neatly tied to piece, the desirable ornage
brown shade is unlisted with the dot in the "S" variety, which
are usually only found in the red brown and bark brown
shades, lovely blue "PAID" in lozenge cancellation neatly
tying stamp to small piece, Very Fine; 2006 P.F. certificate,
Scott $950.
Estimate $600 - 800
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Rare 10 Cent 1847 Bisect

922

923

m
10¢ black (2), outstanding top quality example,
large margins and deep vibrant color, a flawless GEM quality stamp, light unobtrusive red grid cancellation, Extremely
Fine; 1983 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

10¢ black (2), flawless example with gorgeous
rich color and razor sharp impression, a pretty piece, light
red grid and beautiful matching red "New York, Dec. 28"
town cancellations tying stamp to small piece, Very Fine,
Scott $1,150.
Estimate $600 - 800

925

s

926

(H)
5¢ red brown, Reproduction (3), impressive
example of this tough stamp, only 4779 issued, beautiful
rich shade, without gum as issued, Extremely Fine, Scott
$825.
Estimate $600 - 800

10¢ black, diagonal bisect (2a), impressive diagonal bisect used to pay 5c rate, a true rarity that is extremely undervalued, missing from even the most
advanced collections, tied on small piece by red grid cancellation, Very Fine; 1972 and 2006 P.F. certificates, Scott
$13,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

s

827
924

m
10¢ black (2), attractive 10c 1847, with bold rich
color and four generous margins, a flawless choice stamp,
manuscript penstoke cancellation, Very Fine; 2012 P.S.E.
certificate, Scott $650.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

828

927

(H)
10¢ black, Reproduction (4), marvelous top
quality stamp, with breathatking deep rich color and razor
sharp impression, a most desirable example of this scarce
stamp, of which only 3883 were issued, without gum as issued, Extremely Fine; 1975 P.F. cefrtificate, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

928

m
10¢ black, Reproduction (4), lovely deep
shade, scarce stamp with only 3883 issued, issued in 1875,
this issue was never valid for postal purposes, dubious light
red cancellation, small thin along very top edge of stamp,
Very Fine, Scott $1,000 as unused. Estimate $500 - 750
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1851 Issue

929

m
1¢ blue, type II (7), impressive example, bight
vivid color and generous margins, lovely neat black town
cancellation, Very Fine, Scott $150. Estimate $150 - 200

930

m
1¢ blue, type II (7), gorgeous multiple, with extremely intense color, well centered with generous margins,
pair, light black town cancellation, Extremely Fine; 2004
P.F. certificate, Scott $325.
Estimate $250 - 350

931

933

m
1¢ blue, type IV (9), exemplary example with
extra large margins, dazzling color, and great eye appeal,
neat black town cancellation, Extremely Fine to Superb;
1997 A.P.S. certificate, Scott $110. Estimate $200 - 300

934

m
1¢ blue, type IV (9), outstanding GEM quality
pair, with wonderfully rich color, spectacular showpiece
worthy of placement in the finest collection, top right corner
margin pair, neat black "New York, Aug. 1" cds, Superb,
Scott $240.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

935

s

1¢ blue, type III (8), choice example with bold
color and clear impression, showing nice clear break at bottom, scarce and handsome, tied to piece by neatly struck
black "Brooklyn, NY, Jun 21" cds, Fine, Scott $3,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
s

1¢ blue, type IV (9), choice strip with vibrant rich
shade, Pos. 28-30R1L, strip of 3, tied to small piece by
fancy manuscript, possibly Kentucky cancellation, F.-V.F.,
Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200

936

932

76

m
1¢ blue, type III (8), beautiful well centered example with rich pfooflike color, a most impressive eye
catching stamp, neat black town cancellation, thin spots,
Extremely Fine; 1982 P.F. certificate, Scott $3,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

937

936

m
3¢ orange brown, type II (10A), spectacular
color and impression, a handsome well margined stamp
with a beautiful colored cancel, beautiful blue "Philadelphia"
cds, Extremely Fine; 2004 P.F. certificate, Scott $165.
Estimate $200 - 300

937

m
3¢ orange brown, type II (10A), wonderful example, nicely contracted by the colored cancel, with fantastic rich color, two strikes of straight line red "PAID"
cancellations, F.-V.F., Scott $190.
Estimate $200 - 300
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938

939

940

H
3¢ dull red, type I (11), extremely handsome
right sheet margin strip with unusually rich color, Pos.
18-20L1L, strip of 3, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears
never hinged), Very Fine, Scott $925.Estimate $400 - 600

943

s

944

m
5¢ red brown (12), extremely fresh example
with a nice light cancel, very pleasing, tied to small piece by
light black "New Orleans, La., Mar 30" town cancel plus a
pretty blue French receiving handstamp at upper right,
F.-V.F., Scott $875.
Estimate $400 - 600

945

m
10¢ green, type I (13), wonderfully well centered wample, bold rich shade, a very pleasing stamp, light
black "PAID" in grid cancellation, small crease at upper left
corner, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 1985 P.F. certificate,
Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600

5¢ red brown (12), choice example with extremely intense color, eye catching piece, tied on piece by
neat black "New Orleans, La., Mar. 16, 1857" cds, F.-V.F.,
Scott $750.
Estimate $400 - 600

H
3¢ dull red, type I (11), large margins to just in
at bottom, brilliant color, a choice multiple, strip of 6, o.g.,
hinge remnants, small manuscript mark at top left corner of
right stamp, Fine, Scott $1,950.
Estimate $400 - 600

m
3¢ dull red, type II (11A), magnificent top quality example, large margins, and intense color, pos. 31L3, a
beautiful stamp, extremely elusive ultramarine grid cancellation, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $55.
Estimate $100 - 150

941

942

941

m
5¢ red brown (12), attractive and fresh completely sound stamp, neat black cancellation, Very Fine,
Scott $750.
Estimate $500 - 750

942

m
5¢ red brown (12), lovely wide margined example, gorgeous rich shade, neat black "New Orleans, La.,
Mar. 16, 1857" cancellation, Very Fine; 1988 P.F. certificate, Scott $750.
Estimate $400 - 600

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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946

H
10¢ green, type II (14), handsome example of
this rare stamp, with gorgeous deep rich color, a choice well
margined example, disturbed o.g., trivial light crease at upper left corner shows only in fluid, Very Fine; 2012 P.S.E.
certificate, Scott $5,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

952

12¢ gray black (17), attractive example tied on
piece with scarce Hawaii cancel, scarce usage, tied on
piece by light black "San Francisco, Cal." cds, with adjacent
red "Honolulu, Jul. 15, US Postage PAID" handstamp, Fine,
Scott $260.
Estimate $300 - 400
s

1857 Issue
947

948

949

947

m
10¢ green, type II (14), handsome large
margined stamp, with sensational rich shade, very pretty,
light black cancellation, Extremely Fine; 2004 P.F. certificate, Scott $170.
Estimate $200 - 300

948

m
10¢ green, type II (14), lovely rich shade, premium quality stamp with generous margins all around, light
black "Oct. 5" cancellation, Very Fine to Extremely Fine;
1986 P.F. certificate, Scott $170.
Estimate $150 - 200

949

m
1¢ blue, type II (20), plate 2, extremely handsome copy in flawless condition, neat black "Nov. 26" cancellation, Very Fine; 2005 P.F. certificate, Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

954

s

955

HH
1¢ blue, type V (24), wonderful top quality example in immaculate mint condition with gorgeous rich
color, unlisted in Scott in never hinged condition, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $140 for hinged.
Estimate $400 - 600

m
10¢ green, type III (15), tremendous GEM quality example, with brilliant fresh color, sharp clear impression, and extremely large margins, an outstanding
showpiece, faint face free black cancellation, Extremely
Fine to Superb; 1986 P.F. certificate, Scott $170.
Estimate $300 - 400

950

1¢ blue, type II (20), plate 2, well centered example with gorgeous rich color, on small piece, black grid
cancellation with adjacent black "Jefferson Barracks, Mo.,
Jan. 17" cds, adheasive with corner fault at upper right,
Very Fine, Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

951

950

m
10¢ green, type III (15), choice example with
fabulous rich color, and extra large margins, neat black
town, probably "New Orleans" town cancellation, Extremely
Fine, Scott $170.
Estimate $200 - 300

951

m
10¢ green, type III (15), magnificent top quality
example with vibrant color showing a wonderful contrast
with the eye catching cancel, a handsome large margined
GEM, brilliant bright red grid cancellation, Extremely Fine to
Superb, Scott $195.
Estimate $200 - 300

78

953
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956

m
3¢ rose, type I (25), outstanding top quality example of this notoriously difficult stamp, perfectly centered
amid balanced margins, with gorgeous rich color, the most
impressive example we have ever had the pleasure to offer,
the ultimate Scott #25, light black town cancellation, Superb; 1999 and 2005 P.F. certificates, Scott $125.
Estimate $400 - 600

960

957

m
5¢ brown, type I (29), an exemplary example of
this difficult stamp, beautifully centered amid nicely balanced margins, with wonderfully rich color and impression,
the quintessential Scott #29, deserving placement in the
finest collection, absolutely gorgeous red "New York" Exchange Office postmark, Extremely Fine to Superb; 1981
and 2005 P.F. certificates, Scott $450.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

m
5¢ brown, type II (30A), attractive multiple, tremendous color and detailed impression, exhibition quality
showpiece, vertical strip of 3 with left side gutter margin and
natural straight edge, black "New Orleans" cds, Very Fine;
2009 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $925. Estimate $600 - 800

961

958

959

H
5¢ brown, type II (30A), extremely fresh example with vibrant color, a flawless example of this tough
stamp, o.g., very lightly hinged, V.G.-Fine; with photocopy
of 1998 P.F. certificate for block of 16, from which this
stamp was taken, this being Pos. 7 from the block, Scott
$2,200.
Estimate $400 - 600

m
5¢ brown, type II (30A), lovely rich color, a fresh
and azppealling example, faint black cancellation at lower
left corner, Very Fine, Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

962

963

961

H
10¢ green, type II (32), quite attractive example
of this extraordinarily difficult mint stamp, intense color,
o.g., previously hinged, two pulled perfs at lower left,
F.-V.F., Scott $6,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

962

H
10¢ green, type V (35), outstanding top quality
example, with scintillating deep rich color and extra large
margins, o.g., previously hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb,
Scott $225.
Estimate $300 - 400

963

H
10¢ green, type V (35), desirable well centered
example with large margins and warm rich color, o.g., previously hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300

964

m
12¢ black, plate I (36), handsome example with
warm rich color, lovely red grid cancellation, light corner
creases at upper left show only in fluid, Very Fine, Scott
$370.
Estimate $100 - 150
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965

966

965

H
12¢ black, plate III (36B), marvelous example
with extremely intense color, and unusually large margins,
o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine, Scott $700.
Estimate $500 - 750

966

m
24¢ gray lilac (37), outstanding top quality
stamp, remarkably well centered with large margins, and
beautiful rich color, a top quality stamp, especially with the
colored cancel, impressive red grid cancellation, Extremely
Fine; 2002 P.F. certificate, Scott $440.
Estimate $400 - 600

967

24¢ gray lilac (37), fresh and pleasing example
with lots of eye appeal, tied on piece by red grid cancel with
adjacent matching red "New York, 19" handstamp, F.-V.F.;
1991 P.F. certificate, Scott $440.
Estimate $200 - 300

970

H
90¢ blue (39), handsome example with incredible prooflike color and razor sharp impression, a flawless
example of this tough stamp, o.g., very lightly hinged,
F.-V.F.; 2012 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $3,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

971

(H)
90¢ blue (39), lovely fault free example, gorgeous rich color and sharp detailed impression, without
gum, F.-V.F.; 2012 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $500 - 750

972

m
90¢ blue (39), fresh and desirable appearing
scarce used stamp, with intense color, genuine New York
red grid cancellation, small thin spot, and reperforated at
left, F.-V.F., Scott $10,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

s

1875 Reprints of the 1857 Issue

968
968

969

80

969

m
30¢ orange (38), extraordinary example with an
unobtrusive cancel, scarce thus, as this stamp normally comes heavily cancelled, a flawless example with brilliant
fresh color, light octogonal black "Philadelphia" town cancellation, Very Fine; 2003 P.F. certificate, Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600
m
30¢ orange (38), extraordinary sock of the nose
cancel on a pretty stamp featuring bold rich color, bold blue
"Cincinnati, O., Aug. 14" cds, reperfoated at right, F.-V.F.,
Scott $480.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

973

974

973

(H)
1¢ bright blue, Reprint (40), handsome example of this elusive stamp, only 3846 issued, with dazzling
rich color, without gum as issued, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

974

(H)
30¢ yellow orange, Reprint (46), brilliantly colored example of this scarce 1875 reprint, of which only 479
were issued, without gum as issued, reperforated at bottom, V.G.-Fine, Scott $3,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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975

H
3¢ brown rose, First Design (56), wonderfully
fresh stamp, vibrant color and razor sharp impression, o.g.,
lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $550. Estimate $300 - 400

976
976

977

980

s

981

m
5¢ buff (67), attractive example with deep rich
color, well centered and choice, perfectly struck black San
Francisco Cogwheel cancellation, reperforated at left, Very
Fine, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $300 - 400

5¢ buff (67), impressive well centered example
with warm rich color, on pretty piece with sock on the nose
blue grid cancel, and light red "New York" transit postmark,
small hidden tear at bottom right, virtually invisible to the naked eye, Very Fine; 1996 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,130.
Estimate $400 - 600

977

m
1¢ blue (63), gorgeous example with sensational rich color and finely detailed impression, an impressive large margined stamp, neat black town cancellation,
Extremely Fine, Scott $50.
Estimate $100 - 150
m
1¢ dark blue (63b), lovely example of this elusive color variety, bold rich color printed on bright white paper, pretty red Carrier cancellation, Very Fine; 1982 P.F.
certificate, Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400

982

978

m
3¢ pink (64), lovely example of this true pink
shade, particularly fresh and choice, neat black "dots" cancellation, tiny thin spot at upper right shows only in fluid,
F.-V.F., Scott $900.
Estimate $200 - 300

979

E
1861, 3¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay,
in brown rose (65-E15h), complete design, plate on
semi-transparent stamp paper, perf'd and gummed, previously known as Scott #56, extremely well centered amid
generous margins all around, a very attractive stamp with
great color, o.g., previously hinged, Extremely Fine; 1985
P.F. certificate, Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

984

982

m
12¢ black (69), spectacular top quality example
with huge JUMBO margins, and gorgeous rich color, a very
appealing example, black target cancellation, Extremely
Fine; 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-90J, this being the
only example attaining this grade, according to PSE's population report, with 39 others currently grading higher. SMQ
$375, Scott $100.
Estimate $300 - 400

983

m
12¢ black (69), handsome well centered stamp,
with large margins and brilliant fresh color, open black grid
and partial red transit cancellations, Extremely Fine; 2012
P.F. certificate, Scott $125.
Estimate $100 - 150

984

m
12¢ black (69), fresh and desirable example
with great color, beautiful blue cancellation, small repair at
lower left corner, Very Fine, Scott $105.
Estimate $50 - 75

979

978

983
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985

986

987

990

991

985

m
24¢ red lilac (70), extremely attractive example
with outstanding color, deep blue grid cancellation, corner
crease at lower left, Very Fine, Scott $300.
Estimate $100 - 150

991

m
30¢ orange (71), premium example, vibrant rich
shade, a flawless stamp, neat black cancellation, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine; 2012 P.F. certificate, Scott $200.
Estimate $150 - 200

986

m
24¢ brown lilac (70a), wonderfully centered example with outstanding bright color, a quality 24c 1861 issue, marvelous blue duplex cancellation, Very Fine; 2007
P.F. certificate, Scott $325.
Estimate $250 - 350

992

H
90¢ blue (72), extremely attractive appearing
example with wonderfully rich color and oversized margins,
large part o.g., heavy pressed out creases, Extremely Fine,
Scott $3,250.
Estimate $500 - 750

987

m
24¢ steel blue (70b), lovely example in flawless
condition, with beautiful rich color, very scarce when found
completely sound, face free black cds and target cancellations, F.-V.F.; 2002 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $900.
Estimate $600 - 800

993

988

m
24¢ violet (70c), lovely copy of this difficult color
variety, an impressive stamp rarely found in completely
fault free condition, neat black grid, and small portion of light
red cancellation at lower left corner, F.-V.F.; 1974 P.F. certificate, Scott $2,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

989

m
24¢ pale gray violet (70d), impressive example
of this rare shade, nicely complimented by the colored cancel, very desirable, pretty red grid cancellation, hint of a tiny
tear along top margin barely visible under high powered
magnification, Fine; 1988 P.F. certificate, Scott $3,040.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

990

82

30¢ orange (71), exceptional example with bold
color, much more intense than normally found, tied on piece
by fancy black killer cancellation, along with nice red "New
York, Jul 19" cds, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 1983 P.F.
certificate, Scott $235.
Estimate $150 - 200
s

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

995

993

HH
2¢ black (73), immaculate mint example in pristine mint condition, as fresh and attractive as the first day it
was issued, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $375 for
hinged.
Estimate $500 - 750

994

m
2¢ black (73), New York Central R.R. date
stamp cancel, certificate notes revenue usage, a few short
perfs at right, Beautiful and Rare!!!, Very Fine; 2010 PF
certificate.
Estimate $400 - 600

995

m
2¢ black (73), outstanding top quality example,
with enormous margins and brilliant color, a remarkable
showpiece, neatly struck "Post Office" cancellation, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2012 P.F. certificate, Scott $65.
Estimate $200 - 300

996

m
2¢ black (73), two handsome well centered examples, very choice, light black and neat cork cancellations, example with the bold cork cancel with slight vertical
crease at bottom, Very Fine, Scott $130.
Estimate $100 - 150

989

988

994
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1867 Grilled Issues

997

998

H
3¢ scarlet (74), extraordinary GEM quality example of this rarity, with absolutely gorgeous brilliant fresh
color amd extremely large margins, among the most impressive examples we have ever offered, deserving placement in the finest collection, o.g., very lightly hinged,
Extremely Fine; 1998 P.S.E. and 2002 P.F. certificates,
Scott $7,000.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

m
3¢ scarlet (74), exceptional example of this rare
stamp, with breathtaking rich color and sharp clear impression, a very choice stamp which still retains it's full original
gum - rare thus, 4 horizontal pen strokes cancellation, faint
trace of a horizontal crease shows only in fluid, Very Fine,
Scott $5,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1001

3¢ rose, C. grill (83), lovely rich color, natural
straight edge at left, completely sound, tied on piece by
black "Richmond, Va" duplex cancellation, V.G.-Fine; 2005
P.F. certificate, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $400 - 600
s

1002 m
3¢ rose, D. grill (85), an extraordinary GEM
quality example of this tough stamp, an exemplary example
with huge JUMBO margins and gorgeous rich color, the
most remarkable example we have ever offered, deserving
placement in the finest collection, light black cancellation,
Extremely Fine; 2012 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1003

999
999

1000

m
5¢ brown (76), choice copy with bold rich color,
quite attractive with the additional colored cancels, segmented black cork, plus small portions of additional red and
blue cancellations, Very Fine, Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

1000 m
24¢ lilac (78), lovely example with finesly detailed impression, very handsome, light black grid cancellations, Very Fine; 1991 P.F. certificate, Scott $375.
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1004

1005

1003 m
1¢ blue, E. grill (86), beautiful example with
wonderfully fresh color, nicely complimented by the lovely
colored cancel, a flawless example that would please any
collector of "pretty" stamps, spectacular red town cancellation, Fine; 1986 P.F. certificate, Scott $555.
Estimate $300 - 400
1004 m
1¢ blue, E. grill (86), attractive well centered example, with strong color, neat black quartered cork
caancellation, reperforated at right, Very Fine, Scott $475.
Estimate $150 - 200
1005 m
1¢ blue, E. grill (86), well centered with bright
color, fresh and pleasing example, faint black cancellation,
light corner crease at upper right, and reperforated at left,
Very Fine, Scott $475.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1006 H
10¢ green, E. grill (89), remarkable example of
this notoriously difficult stamp, extremely well centered with
large margins and breathtaking rich color, the
qunitessential 10c E grill, as this stamp rarely comes this
nice, o.g., very lightly hinged, Extremely Fine; 1982 and
2005 P.F. certificates, Scott $5,250.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

1007

1008

1011 m
10¢ yellow green, F. grill (96), impressive
large margined stamp, extremely intense color complimented by the pretty colored cancel, gorgeous red numeral
"12" cancellation, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2007 P.S.E.
certificate graded VF-XF-85, 1 of 11 examples at this grade.
SMQ $400, Scott $295.
Estimate $350 - 500

1012 H
12¢ black, F. grill (97), remarkably fresh example of this elusive grilled stamp, with choice centering, o.g.,
previously hinged, Very Fine, Scott $3,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1007 m
10¢ green, E. grill (89), beautiful well centered
example, lively bright color, neat black quartered cork cancellation positioned so that Washington's face is clearly visible, Extremely Fine, Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300
1008 m
12¢ black, E. grill (90), premium quality well
centered stamp, wonderfully fresh and choice, neat segmented cork cancellation, couple slightly shorter perforations on right side, Extremely Fine, Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200

1009

1010

1009 m
5¢ brown, F. grill (95), very attractive, with
warm rich color, and sharp detailed impression, perfectly
struck San Francisco Cogwheel cancellation, F.-V.F., Scott
$900.
Estimate $400 - 600
1010 m
5¢ brown, F. grill (95), desirable example with
sock on the nose cancel, a flawless, sound stamp with remarkably rich color, perfectly struck black "PAID" in circle
cancellation, Very Fine; 1994 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $925.
Estimate $400 - 600

84

1013 m
24¢ gray lilac, F. grill (99), choice fault free example, with beautiful deep rich color, a very tough stamp to
find in flawless used condition, neat black cancellation,
Very Fine; 2003 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $1,600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1014

1015

1014 m
24¢ gray lilac, F. grill (99), marvelous copy of
this difficult stamp, with brilliant fresh color, and a barely discernible crease, much nicer than usually found, light black
cancellation, faint crease of little consequence, F.-V.F.;
1991 A.P.S. certificate, Scott $1,600. Estimate $400 - 600
1015 m
30¢ orange, F. grill (100), fresh and appealing
copy of this tough stamp, rarely found with such a nice cancel, with strong color, perfectly struck black negative "L"
cancellation, Fine, Scott $950.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1016 (H)
90¢ blue, F. grill (101), extremely scarce unused 90c F grill, completely sound and attractive with warm
rich color, without gum, Fine, Scott $5,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1021 m
3¢ ultramarine (114), marvelous quality example with an extraordinary cancel, well centered with brilliant
fresh color, a great stamp, boldly struck Geometric cancellation, Very Fine, Ex-Ishikawa, Scott $18.
Estimate $200 - 300

1869 Pictorial Issue

1017

1018

1022 m
3¢ ultramarine, handsome group lot (114),
atttractive group lot containing 18 singles, plus a horizontal
pair, selected for appearance, minor flaw here or there of little consequence, nice array of fancies, corks, and geometric cancellations, Fine, Scott $350. Estimate $100 - 150

1017 m
1¢ buff (112), impressive example with a spectacular cancel, fancy bold geometric cross cancellation,
small horizontal crease at upper left, Fine, Scott $150.
Estimate $200 - 300
1018 m
1¢ buff (112), well centered and choice with outstanding rich color, neat face free black cancellation, Extremely Fine; 2012 P.F. certificate, Scott $150.
Estimate $200 - 300

1023

1019

3¢ ultramarine, vertical two-thirds used as
2¢ (114c), scarce usage on small part of Tax Document
paying 2c fee, A major rarity, that catalogs for $10,000 for
genuine usage on a cover, a showpiece missing from even
the most advanced collections, tied on small part of Tax
Document by light black cancellation, Fine; 2006 P.F.
certificate.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
s

1¢ buff (112), impressive multiple neataly tied to
piece, wonderfully rich colors, quite elusive, strip of 3 tied on
piece, matching black "Cambridge, Mass., Jun 15" and
crossroads cancellations, Fine; 1991 and 2002 P.F. certificates, Scott $475.
Estimate $500 - 750
s

1024

1025

1024 H
6¢ ultramarine (115), marvelous example with
outstanding deep rich color, a lovely completely sound
stamp in a wonderful state of preservation, o.g., lightly
hinged, Fine, Scott $2,750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1020 H
2¢ brown (113), attractive and extremely fresh
well centered stamp, a beauty, o.g., very lightly hinged,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1025 m
6¢ ultramarine (115), magnificent large
margined example of this extremely tough stamp, an exemplary stamp with extra large margins and wonderful deep
rich color, just a great stamp, light black target and gorgeous red cancellations, Extremely Fine to Superb; 1999
P.F. certificate, Scott $240.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1026 (H)
10¢ yellow (116), an extraordinary GEM quality
example of this beautiful stamp, simply spectacular with
enormous JUMBO margins and scintillating rich color, an
incredible showpiece, without gum, Extremely Fine to Superb; 1998 P.F. certificate, Scott $775.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1027

1028

1027 m
10¢ yellow (116), marvelous GEM quality example with extremely large margins, and beautiful deep rich
color, just a great stamp, fancy black 8-point star cancellation, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2000 P.F. certificate, Scott
$140.
Estimate $400 - 600
1028 m
10¢ yellow (116), extraordinary top quality example with a beautifully struck star cancel, huge margins
and breathtaking rich color, a spectacular showpiece, outstanding negative 5 point star cancellation, Extremely Fine;
1988 P.F. certificate, Scott $140.
Estimate $300 - 400

1029
1029

1032 m
15¢ brown & blue, type I (118), remarkable
GEM quality example, huge boardwalk margins, and sensational deep rich colors, among the most impressive examples we have ever had the pleasure to offer, the ultimate
example, extremely light black cancellation, Extremely
Fine; 2009 P.F. certificate, Scott $800.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1030

10¢ yellow (116), choice well centered example
with rich color, tied on small piece by black stylized leaf cancellation, Very Fine; 1991 P.F. certificate, Scott $140.
Estimate $150 - 200
s

1033 m
15¢ brown & blue, type I (118), nicely centered
example with bright vivid colors, choice centering, and nice
eye appeal, neat black cancellation, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; 1998 P.F. certificate, Scott $800.
Estimate $500 - 750

1034 (H)
24¢ green & violet (120), handsome example
of this rarely offered unused stamp, with breathtaking deep
rich color, without gum, expertly reperforated at top,
F.-V.F.; 2012 P.F. certificate, Scott $3,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1030 m
10¢ yellow (116), fresh and appealing example
with wide margins, very choice, neat black grid cancellation,
Very Fine, Scott $140.
Estimate $100 - 150

1035 m
24¢ green & violet (120), fresh and pleasing example with extremely light cancel, rarely found on used 24c
Pictorials, a flawless used stamp with brilliant color, light
black cancellation, Fine, Scott $700.
Estimate $200 - 300
1031 m
10¢ yellow (116), two examples with vivid colors, sound and choice, neat black cork cancellations,
F.-V.F., Scott $280.
Estimate $100 - 150

86
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1037

1038

1037 (H)
30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), attractive
appearance, nicely centered with deep prooflike colors,
very pretty stamp, without gum, tiny perf tear in bottom margin, Very Fine; 1968 P.F. certificate, Scott $2,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Rare 1869 Pictorial Invert

1036 m
24¢ green & violet, center inverted (120b),
handsome example of this popular inverted center, extremely large margins and beautiful rich colors, only 89 examples are known to exist, and this is one of the more
attractive examples, extremely light black cancellation, tiny
corner crease at top right, small thin spot at right, and a bit of
faint toning in the top margin, Fine; 2006 P.F. certificate,
Scott $37,500.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

1038 m
30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), desirable
example with beautiful centering and fabulous rich colors,
plus generous margins all around, neat black cancellation,
Extremely Fine; 2012 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-90, 1 of
23 examples attaining this grade, with only 22 others grading higher. SMQ $1,150, Scott $500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1039

1040

1039 m
30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), extraordinary top quality example, well centered with huge margins
and bold prooflike colors, an exemplary GEM, neat black
cancellation, Extremely Fine to Superb; 1998 P.F. certificate, Scott $500.
Estimate $600 - 800
1040 m
30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), fabulous
copy with wonderful centering and deep prooflike colors,
simply gorgeous, neat black cancellation, Extremely Fine;
2006 P.F. certificate, Scott $500.
Estimate $500 - 750

1041

1042

1041 m
30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), premium
quality stamp with boardwalk margins, choice centering,
and fabulous rich colors, neat black cancellation, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine; 1991 P.F. certificate, Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600
1042 m
30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), well centered, with bold colors, and nice big margins, neat black
quartered cork cancellation, Very Fine to Extremely Fine;
2001 P.F. certificate, Scott $500.
Estimate $350 - 500
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1043

1044

1043 m
30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), a fresh and
choice example with generous margins all around, pretty,
neatly struck black rosetta cancellation, Very Fine, Scott
$500.
Estimate $200 - 300
1044 m
30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), warm rich
colors, pretty stamp with nice margins, neat segmented
cork cancellation, small thin spot at lower left, F.-V.F., Scott
$500.
Estimate $150 - 200

1045 m
90¢ carmine & black (122), flawless top quality
example with an extremely light cancel, particulalrly well
centered with vibrant color, light black cancellation, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; 1979 and 2012 P.F. certificates,
Scott $2,100.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1048

1049

1048 m
1¢ buff, Re-issue (123), lovely used example
with sharp clear impression, pretty stamp, much scarcer
used than mint, neat black duplex cancellation, F.-V.F.;
1988 P.F. certificate, Scott $400.
Estimate $250 - 350
1049 m
1¢ buff, Re-issue (123), very choice example of
this scarce used 1875 Re-Issue, much scarcer used than
mint, neat black duplex cancellation, Very Fine, Scott $400.
Estimate $250 - 350

1050

1051

1050 H
10¢ yellow, Re-issue (127), fabulous rich color,
a fresh and affordable example of this scarce stamp, only
1947 issued, o.g., hinge remnant, vertical crease, hinge
remnant covers small thin spot, Fine, Scott $1,650.
Estimate $400 - 600
1051 (H)
12¢ green, Re-issue (128), extremely fresh example with razor sharp impression, quite elusive as only
1584 were issued, choice sound example of this undervalued 1875 Re-Issue, without gum, Fine, Scott $1,025.
Estimate $500 - 750

1046 m
90¢ carmine & black (122), sensational high
quality example, with gorgeous bright colors, and excellent
centering, a flawless and choice 90c Pictorial, light face free
black cancellation, Very Fine, Scott $2,100.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1047 m
90¢ carmine & black (122), extremely attractive top value of the 1869 Pictirials with an elusive colored
cancel, a $1,000 premium for the red cancel which is quite
scarce, quite fresh and attractive stamp in faultless condition, scarce red cancellation at bottom of stamp, Fine, Scott
$3,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1052 H
15¢ brown & blue, Re-issue (129), incredibly
handsome example of this stamp, with wide margins and
brilliant fresh colors, among the freshest and choicest examples available, only 1981 issued, o.g., very lightly
hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 1978 P.F. certificate,
Scott $1,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1870-1871 National Bank Note Co. Issues

1053 H
24¢ green & violet, Re-issue (130), wonderfully fresh example of this elusive 1875 Re-Issue, fantastic
color and detailed impression, quite scarce with only 2091
issued, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $2,100.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1054 H
24¢ green & violet, Re-issue (130), handsome
example of this elusive 1875 Re-Issue, only 2091 issued,
with gorgeous rich colors, large part o.g., Very Fine, Scott
$2,100.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1055 m
24¢ green & violet, Re-issue (130), tremendous example of this scarce used 1875 Pictorial Re-Issue,
nicely centered with scintillating color, of the 2091 examples that were issued, few were ever used, thus finding a
quality used example with a colored cancel is quite a rare
accomplishment, scarce purple cancellation, Very Fine;
1989 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1056 (H)
1¢ buff, 1880 Re-issue (133), premium quality
example of this often misidentified stamp, with bright color,
without gum, Very Fine, Scott $140. Estimate $100 - 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1057

1058

1059

1057 m
7¢ vermilion, grilled (138), extremely fresh and
appealing example of this tough grilled Banknote issue,
choice centering with generous margins, black target cancellation, Very Fine; 1988 P.F. certificate, Scott $550.
Estimate $350 - 500
1058 m
15¢ orange, grilled (141), extremely well centered with oversized margins, fabulous deep rich color, and
good clear grill impression, a wonderful example of this difficult stamp, neat black and beautiful light red cancellation at
lower left, trivial light corner creasing at bottom left, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; 1982 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,550.
Estimate $500 - 750
1059 m
15¢ orange, grilled (141), choice well centered
example with easily identifiable grill, scarce stamp with brilliant fresh color, two strikes of black double circle cancellations, with a horizontal crease and a tiny laminated tear at
top, Very Fine; 2008 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $1,400.
Estimate $400 - 600

1060 m
90¢ carmine, grilled (144), scarce stamp with
clearly defined grill, beautiful rich shade, neat black cancellation, light diagonal crease not mentioned on accompanying certificate, V.G.-Fine; clear 1990 P.F. certificate, Scott
$2,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

1061 H
1¢ ultramarine (145), remarkably fresh example of this tough stamp, with fabulous rich color, much more
intense than usually found, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine;
2011 P.F. certificate, Scott $675.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1065

1062 (H)a
3¢ green (147), impressive multiple, with wonderfully rich color, natural straight edge along right 2
stamps, block of 10, without gum, 4 stamps with small part
o.g., F.-V.F., Scott $800 as singles. Estimate $300 - 400

1066

1065 m
24¢ purple (153), premium quality example with
brilliant color, a fabulous eye catching stamp, gorgeous red
NYFM cancellation, Very Fine; 1996 P.F. certificate, Scott
$245.
Estimate $250 - 350
1066 m
90¢ carmine (155), attractive example with brilliant color and excellent centering, black cancellation, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; 2012 P.F. certificate, Scott $350.
Estimate $250 - 350

1873-1875 Continental Bank Note Co. Issues

1063 m
7¢ vermilion (149), lovely example with a sock
on the nose cancel, bold rich shade, a beauty, perfectly
struck NYFM cancellation (Weiss type TR-C7), F.-V.F.;
2008 P.S.E. certificate graded F-VF-75, Scott $100.
Estimate $100 - 150

1067

1068

1067 H
2¢ brown (157), lovely example, radiant rich
color, quite elusive when found in this choice condition,
o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine; 2000 P.F. certificate,
Scott $350.
Estimate $250 - 350
1068 H
2¢ brown (157), wonderfully rich color, choice
well margined stamp, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2012 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $350.
Estimate $250 - 350

1064 (H)a
10¢ brown (150), extremely scarce multiple,
with vibrant bright color, current Scott catalog value for an
o.g. block of 4 is $10,500, unlisted in Scott as a no gum
block, block of 4, without gum, F.-V.F., Scott $3,400 as no
gum singles.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1069

1070

1069 H
3¢ green (158), outstanding top quality example
with boardwalk margins and scintillating color, an exemplary example of this stamp, o.g., previously hinged, Extremely Fine; 2007 P.F. certificate, Scott $110.
Estimate $200 - 300
1070 m
10¢ brown (161), marvelous GEM quality
stamp with enormous boardwalk margins and wonderfully
rich color, an eye catching showpiece for the perfectionist,
perfectly struck 3-ring target cancellation, Superb, Scott
$25.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1071

1072

1075

1073

1076

1077

1071 m
12¢ blackish violet (162), attractive example
with super color and impression, completely sound and
choice, bold black N.Y.F.M. cancellation (type G-13), Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; 1991 and 2012 P.F. certificates,
Scott $140.
Estimate $150 - 200

1075 m
30¢ gray black (165), remarkable top quality
example with an eye catching colored cancel, a choice
large margined stamp with fabulous deep rich color, neat
purple cancellation, Extremely Fine; 2007 P.F. certificate,
Scott $150.
Estimate $250 - 350

1072 m
15¢ yellow orange (163 var.), handsome printing variety showing "Later" impression on Intermediate paper, sound and choice stamp, neat black cancellation,
Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 1989 P.F. certificate for a
horizontal strip of 3, from which this stamp was taken, this
being the right stamp from the strip, Scott $160 as normal.
Estimate $200 - 300

1076 m
30¢ gray black (165), extremely fresh and appealing example with fabulous rich color, gorgeous deep
blue "2" in grid cancellation, Very Fine; 2012 P.F. certificate, Scott $145.
Estimate $100 - 150

1073 m
15¢ yellow orange (163), handsome example
with vivid color, rarely found with such a choice, unobtrusive
cancel that doesn't obliterate the stamp, extremely light
black "New York" cds, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2002
P.S.E. certificate, Scott $160.
Estimate $150 - 200

1077 m
90¢ rose carmine (166), gorgeous example
with warm rich color, beautifully centered amid large margins, quite elusive in this condition, nice light black cancellation, Very Fine; 1991 P.F. certificate, Scott $300.
Estimate $250 - 350

1879-1888 American Bank Note Co. Issues

1078

1079

1080

1078 H
1¢ dark ultramarine (182), choice example with
incredibly rich color, very fresh, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F.;
1984 P.F. certificate, Scott $225.
Estimate $100 - 150

1074 ma
15¢ yellow orange (163), nicely centered with
brilliant color, a scarce and undervalued used block, block
of 4, light black cancellations, reperforated at right, bottom
right stamp with a small tear, Very Fine, Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1079 H
3¢ green (184), fabulous well margined example, with gleaming bright color and razor sharp impression,
o.g., very lightly hinged, Extremely Fine; with photocopy of
2000 P.F. certificate for a vertical pair, from which this
stamp was taken, this being the top stamp from the pair,
Scott $90.
Estimate $200 - 300
1080 H
15¢ red orange (189), magnificent example
with exceptionally large margins and wonderful deep rich
color, a GEM, o.g., previously hinged, Extremely Fine to
Superb, Scott $200.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1086
1081

1082

1081 H
15¢ red orange (189), handsome bottom sheet
margin single with small portion of imprint at right, gorgeous
bright shade, o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$200.
Estimate $150 - 200
1082 m
90¢ carmine (191), remarkable top quality example of this difficult stamp, extremely well centered with
brilliant color, neat black cancellation, Extremely Fine; 1997
P.F. certificate, Scott $375.
Estimate $400 - 600

1083 m
90¢ carmine (191), impressive multiple, wonderfully rich color, the right stamp is an extremely well centered GEM stamp, horizontal strip of 3, neat matching "New
York, Reg" cancellations, Very Fine; 2011 Weiss certificate, Scott $1,125 as singles.
Estimate $600 - 800

1087

1088

1086 HH
10¢ brown, re-engraved (209), choice wide
margined example in immaculate mint condition, a beauty,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2011
P.S.E. certificate, Scott $475.
Estimate $400 - 600
1087 H
10¢ brown, re-engraved (209), impressive example, huge boardwalk margins rarely encountered on this
issue, o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $160.
Estimate $150 - 200
1088 H
10¢ brown, re-engraved (209), choice top
sheet margin single, with letter "M" in selvage, nice big margins and brilliant color, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$160.
Estimate $100 - 150

1089

1090

1091

1089 HH
4¢ blue green (211), handsome example with
fabulous rich color, quite scarce when found in this immaculate Post Office fresh condition, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine; 2011 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-80, Scott $950.
Estimate $600 - 800
1090 H
4¢ blue green (211), wonderfully fresh example
with large margins, a beauty, o.g., previously hinged, Very
Fine; 2011 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $275.
Estimate $200 - 300

1084

1085

1091 HH
2¢ green (213), wonderfully fresh top quality example with exceptionally rich color, a choice well centered
stamp, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; 2012 P.F. certificate, Scott $130.
Estimate $200 - 300

1084 HH
5¢ yellow brown (205), immaculate never
hinged example in pristine mint condition, a choice top
sheet margin single with letter "K" in selvage, vibrant rich
color, printed on bright white paper, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F., Scott $800.
Estimate $400 - 600
1085 HH
3¢ blue green, re-engraved (207), marvelous
top sheet margin single with imprint "No." in selvage, with
extremely large margins and fabulous deep color, a gorgeous example of this tough stamp, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $240.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1097

1098

1099

1097 HH
90¢ purple (218), wonderfully fresh stamp with
deep color printed on bright white paper, quite scarce in
pristine mint condition, o.g., never hinged, Fine, Scott
$2,750.
Estimate $500 - 750

1092 HHa
2¢ green (213), outstanding multiple, beautifully
centered in pristine condition, as fresh and choice as the
first day is was issued, block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $520 as singles. Estimate $400 - 600

1098 H
90¢ purple (218), handsome example with the
deepest and richest color imaginable, as fresh as the first
day it was issued, o.g., previously hinged, F.-V.F., Scott
$900.
Estimate $400 - 600
1099 m
90¢ purple (218), extraordinary well centered
example with beautiful rich color, a beauty, light black
registery cancellation, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with
photocopy of 2000 p.f. certificate for a pair, from which this
stamp was taken, this being the right stamp from the pair,
Scott $250.
Estimate $200 - 300

1890 Issue

1093

1094

1095

1093 HH
3¢ vermilion (214), immaculate post office
fresh stamp, beautiful vivid color printed on bright white paper, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $200.
Estimate $200 - 300
1094 HH
3¢ vermilion (214), attractive bottom margin
plate no. 421 single, bold color and oversized margins, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $200.
Estimate $100 - 150
1095 HH
4¢ carmine (215), lovely top margin plate no.
542 single, a Post Office fresh example with finely detailed
impression, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

1100

1101

1102

1100 HH
1¢ dull blue (219), impressive well centered
stamp in a marvelous state of preservation, with beautifully
fresh color, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; 1996 P.F.
and 2005 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-90. SMQ $260,
Scott $65.
Estimate $200 - 300
1101 HH
1¢ dull blue (219), desirable bottom margin letter "F" and imprint "No." single, extremely large margins,
dazzling color, a pretty stamp, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $65.
Estimate $100 - 150
1102 HH
1¢ dull blue (219), outstanidng top quality
stamp, immense JUMBO margins and dazzling rich color,
the ultimate example of this stamp, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $65. Estimate $100 - 150

1096 HH
30¢ orange brown (217), extremely attractive
JUMBO in immaculate mint condition, vibrant rich shade, a
beauty, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; 1999 P.F. certificate,
Scott $1,000.
Estimate $600 - 800
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1108

1109

1103 HH
2¢ carmine (220), outstanding GEM copy, perfectly centered with gorgeous rich color, a great stamp deserving placement in the finest collection, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $60.
Estimate $150 - 200

1108 HH
5¢ chocolate (223), wonderfully fresh example
in immaculate condition, a beautiful top quality stamp, o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine; 2007 P.S.E. certificate
graded XF-90, 1 of 7 at this grade. SMQ $650, Scott $220.
Estimate $500 - 750

1104 m
2¢ carmine (220), impressive GEM quality
stamp, with warm rich color, a beautiful large margined example, neat black cancellation, Extremely Fine to Superb;
2012 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP-95J, 1 of 22 at this
grade, with only 9 others grading higher. SMQ $115, Scott
$1.
Estimate $100 - 150

1109 H
5¢ chocolate (223), large margins and beautiful
fresh color, looks never hinged at first glance, o.g., barest
trace of hinge (appears never hinged), Extremely Fine,
Scott $70.
Estimate $100 - 150

1105 HH
2¢ carmine, cap on left “2” variety (220a), impressive right sheet margin part imprint single featuring immense margins and dazzling bright color, a fabulous copy
of this tough stamp, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $400.
Estimate $400 - 600

1110

1111

1110 HH
6¢ brown red (224), lovely large margined example, with vivid rich color, Post Office mint state, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 1996 and 2008
P.F. certificates, the latter graded VF-XF-85, Scott $200.
Estimate $200 - 300
1111 HH
6¢ brown red (224), gorgeous top margin partial imprint single, vibrant rich color, very pretty, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $200.
Estimate $150 - 200

1106

1107

1106 HH
2¢ carmine, cap on left “2” variety (220a), an
extraordinary example of this elusive printing variety - the
cap on left "2", being a top sheet margin example with part
imprint, huge boardwalk margins and deep prooflike color,
just a great stamp, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$400.
Estimate $400 - 600
1107 HH
4¢ dark brown (222), wonderful bottom margin
partial imprint single in flawless mint condition, with beautiful rich color, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine, Scott $275.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1112

1113

1112 HH
8¢ lilac (225), marvelous top quality example
featuring presice centering and deep prooflike color, a
matchless GEM that would please the most quality conscious collector, o.g., never hinged, Superb; 1984 P.F. certificate, Scott $150.
Estimate $300 - 400
1113 H
8¢ lilac (225), wonderfully fresh top quality example, appears to be never hinged, very pretty, o.g., barest
trace of hinge (appears never hinged), Extremely Fine,
Scott $50.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1114

1115

1119 HH
90¢ orange (229), handsome example with
wonderfully fresh color, a marvelous never hinged stamp,
as fresh as the first day it was issued, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine; 1990 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,450.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1114 HH
8¢ lilac (225), lovely bottom margin double letter "Z" single, intense color and sharp impression, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $150.
Estimate $100 - 150
1115 HH
10¢ green (226), wonderfully fresh top margin
part imprint single with outstanding color, an extremely
fresh and handsome example, o.g., stamp never hinged,
hinged in selvage only, F.-V.F., Scott $525.
Estimate $350 - 500

1120 HH
90¢ orange (229), immaculate mint example in
remakable mint condition, with deep rich color, o.g., never
hinged, V.G.-Fine, Scott $1,450.
Estimate $250 - 350

1893 Columbian Issue

1116

1117

1116 HH
10¢ green (226), dessirable wide margined example with vivid color, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; 2000
A.P.S. certificate, Scott $525.
Estimate $300 - 400
1117 HH
15¢ indigo (227), immaculate mint example
with JUMBO margins, beautiful deep rich color, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300

1118 H
30¢ black (228), lovely bottom margin part imprint single, with bold rich color and exceptional centering,
o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine, Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1121 HH
1¢ Columbian (230), tremendous large
margined stamp with bold prooflike color, a true GEM, o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $40.
Estimate $100 - 150

1122 HH
1¢ Columbian (230), wonderfully fresh multiple
in immaculate mint condition, the second stamp in the strip
is a Superb GEM with oversized margins, that would sell for
a pretty penny if broken from the strip, bottom margin strip
of 4 with plate number 153, double letter "M", and imprint,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $160
as N.H. singles.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1123 HHa
1¢ Columbian (230), wonderfully fresh example with rich color, printed on bright white paper, Post Office
fresh, bottom left plate block of 10 with plate number 160,
letters "O O" and imprint, o.g., never hinged, trivial light natural gum crease in bottom center stamp, F.-V.F., Scott
$1,130.
Estimate $500 - 750

1124 HH
2¢ Columbian (231), magnificent left sheet
margin single, perfectly centered amid large margins, with
radiant rich color, a flawless GEM quality stamp, o.g., never
hinged, Superb; 2011 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $40.
Estimate $200 - 300

1127 HH
3¢ Columbian (232), lovely left sheet margin
single, extremely large margins and wonderful centering, a
great stamp, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; 2011
P.S.E. certificate graded XF-90. SMQ $235, Scott $110.
Estimate $200 - 300

1128 HH
3¢ Columbian (232), marvelous wide left sheet
margin single, with breathtaking rich color, incredibly well
centered amid huge margins, a great stamp, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2000 P.F. certificate,
Scott $110.
Estimate $200 - 300

1129

1130

1129 HH
4¢ Columbian (233), large margins and deep
rich color, marcelous top quality example, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine; 2000 P.F. certificate, Scott $180.
Estimate $250 - 350

1125 HH
2¢ Columbian (231), immaculate top margin
double letter "U" single, with generous margins and dazzling color, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine,
Scott $40.
Estimate $50 - 75

1130 HH
4¢ Columbian (233), wonderfully fresh example with incredibly rich color, a most attractive stamp, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2002 P.F. certificate, Scott $180.
Estimate $150 - 200

1131

1126 HH
3¢ Columbian (232), absolutely marvelous
GEM quality example with huge baordwalk margins, and incredible deep dark color, an exemplary 3c Columbian with
tremendous eye appeal, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine
to Superb; 2001 P.F. certificate, Scott $110.
Estimate
$300 - 400
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1132

1131 H
4¢ Columbian (233), sensational GEM quality
stamp, with immense margins and bold rich color, simply
spectacular, o.g., lightly hinged, Superb, Scott $60.
Estimate $100 - 150
1132 HH
6¢ Columbian (235), handsome large
margined example, with warm rich color, o.g., never hinged,
Extremely Fine, Scott $180.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1133

1134

1133 H
8¢ Columbian (236), marvelous showpiece
featuring boardwalk margins and dazzling color, a great
stamp, o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott
$55.
Estimate $100 - 150
1134 HH
10¢ Columbian (237), wonderfuly fresh well
centered example with wide margins, and vibrant color,
Post Office fresh stamp in immaculate condition, o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine; 1995 P.F. certificate, Scott
$300.
Estimate $250 - 350

1139 Ha
30¢ Columbian (239), attractive multiple, with
brilliant color, the left 2 stamps are solid "VF" examples with
large margins, block of 4, right 2 stamps with light vertical
creases, F.-V.F., Scott $1,150.
Estimate $300 - 400

1140
1135 HH
15¢ Columbian (238), remarkable example
with huge margins and wonderful deep rich color, a pristine
stamp in a remarkable state of preservation, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine; 2012 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $700.
Estimate $600 - 800

1141

1140 H
50¢ Columbian (240), magnificent rich shade,
a choice centered 50c Columbian with nicely balanced margins, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), Extremely Fine, Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600
1141 m
50¢ Columbian (240), handsome well centered
example with boardwalk margins and deep, prooflike color,
a pretty stamp, bodely struck black "San Francisco" cancellation, Extremely Fine, Scott $200. Estimate $150 - 200

1136 HH
30¢ Columbian (239), handsome example in
perfect mint condition, well centered with wide margins, and
gorgeous rich color, as fresh as the first day it was issued,
o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; 2012 P.S.A.G. certificate, Scott $750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1137

1138

1137 HH
30¢ Columbian (239), wonderfully fresh copy
with bold color, o.g., never hinged, light gum creases,
F.-V.F., Scott $750.
Estimate $250 - 350
1138 H
30¢ Columbian (239), impressive rich shade, a
fresh and pleasing example, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $240.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1142 H
$1 Columbian (241), wonderfully fresh example with bold rich color and sharp clear impression, a choice
large margined stamp, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine; 2001
P.F. certificate, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1143 H
$1 Columbian (241), extremely fresh, a choice
sound example, o.g., previously hinged, F.-V.F.; 2012 P.F.
certificate, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1144

$1 Columbian (241), fresh and appealing copy
with gorgeous bright color, tied on small piece by neat black
cancellation, Very Fine, Scott $650. Estimate $350 - 500
s

1148

$3 Columbian (243), wonderfully fresh example with a face free cancel, beautiful deep color, neat black
"Cincinnati, Dec. 12, 1893" town cancellation, Very Fine,
Scott $900.
Estimate $500 - 750
s

1145 m
$1 Columbian (241), impressive used example
with lively color and sharp clear impression, with a desirable
cancel, completely sound and choice, neatly struck black
"Brooklyn, N.Y." town cancellation, F.-V.F., Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400
1149 m
$3 Columbian (243), visually striking wide natural straight edge at top example, in it's natural state, among
the few that has escaped the reperfor's tools, a pretty stamp
with lively color, light black target cancellation, tiny thin spot
at lower right, F.-V.F., Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600

Gem $4 Columbian
1146 (H)
$2 Columbian (242), premium quality large
margined example with radiant rich color, completely sound
and very choice, expertly regummed, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600

1147 m
$2 Columbian (242), the ultimate used $2 Columbian, extremely well centered with large balanced margins, with gorgeous rich color, a flawless GEM that would
enhance any great collection, neat face free black cancellation, Extremely Fine, Scott $650. Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1150 m
$4 Columbian (244), an exemplary example
with gorgeous deep rich color, with beautiful large margins
and Superb centering, without a doubt this is the quintessential $4 Columbian, deserving placement in the finest collection, light black cancellation, Extremely Fine to Superb;
2004 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP-95, 1 of 7 examples
attaining this grade, with only 1 other currently grading
higher. SMQ $7,000, Scott $1,200.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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1894-1898 Bureau Issues

1151 m
$4 Columbian (244), extremely fresh and handsome example with gorgeous rich color, very pretty, light
black target cancellation, trivial hinge thin shows only in
fluid, F.-V.F., Scott $1,200.
Estimate $400 - 600

1155

1156

1157

1155 H
1¢ ultramarine (246), absolutely spectacular
example with massive JUMBO margins, and deep vibrant
color, the quintessential copy of this tough stamp, deserving placement in the finest collection, o.g., very lightly
hinged, Superb; 1993 P.F. certificate, Scott $30.
Estimate $300 - 400

1152 H
$5 Columbian (245), attractive large margined
example with beautiful rich color and finely detailed impression, very pretty, disturbed o.g., pinpoint thin speck at upper
right, Very Fine, Scott $2,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1156 H
1¢ blue (247), magnificent GEM quality stamp,
perfectly centered amid boardwalk margins, with lovely
deep rich color, very scarce stamp in this top condition, o.g.,
very lightly hinged, Superb, Scott $65.
Estimate $100 - 150
1157 HH
2¢ pink, type I (248), extra large margins and
deep rich color, very pleasing example, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $83.
Estimate $100 - 150

1153 (H)
$5 Columbian (245), remarkable example
showing wide natural straight edge along top margin, with
the deepest and richest color you'll ever see on a $5 Columbian, a marvelous flawless stamp, without gum, Very Fine,
Scott $1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1158 HH
2¢ carmine lake, type I (249), desirable well
centered multiple, all 3 stamps in outstanding mint condition, with lovely rich color, while a hinged imprint and plate #
strip of 3 catalogs for $625, three mint, never hinged singles
currently catalog for $1,350, top margin strip of 3 with plate
number 13 and imprint, o.g., stamps never hinged, hinge
remnant in selvage only, Very Fine, Scott $625.
Estimate $600 - 800
1154 (H)
$5 Columbian (245), handsome example with
bold color, a very pleasing example, expertly regummed,
reperforated at top, Very Fine, Scott $1,250.
Estimate $600 - 800

1159 HH
2¢ carmine, type I (250), gorgeous left margin
part imprint single, well centered with dazzling color, o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $90.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1160

1161

1162

1165

1166

1167

1160 HH
2¢ carmine, type I (250), handsome well centered example with nicely balanced margins, extremely
fresh, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $90.
Estimate $100 - 150

1165 HH
2¢ carmine, type III (252), choice top margin
part imprint single, extremely fresh, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F., Scott $375.
Estimate $150 - 200

1161 HH
2¢ carmine, type I (250), extremely attractive
top margin plate no. 30 single, extra large margins and
deep rich color, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine, Scott $90.
Estimate $100 - 150

1166 HH
3¢ purple (253), marvelous top margin plate no.
91 single, fabulous rich color, o.g., stamp never hinged,
hinged in selvage only, Very Fine, Scott $325.
Estimate $250 - 350

1162 HH
2¢ carmine, type II (251), quite attractive example of this extremely elusive never hinged stamp, a lovely
stamp with bright vivid color, conservatively graded by PSE
at F-VF-75, as most delearsd would have no qualms calling
this stamp a solid "Very Fine" grade, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F.; 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded F-VF-75, 1 of only 2
examples attaining this grade according to PSE's population report, with only 13 others grading higher. SMQ $550,
Scott $1,100.
Estimate $500 - 750

1167 HH
4¢ dark brown (254), attractive top margin
plate no. 106 single, desirable rich shade, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $525.
Estimate $250 - 350

1163

1164

1163 HH
2¢ carmine, type III (252), impressive well centered stamp, deep rich color and sharp clear impression,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $375.
Estimate $300 - 400
1164 H
2¢ carmine, type III (252), impressive well centered example with bright vivid color, a choice large
margined stamp, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never
hinged), Extremely Fine; 1993 P.F. certificate, Scott $125.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1168 HH
4¢ dark brown (254), impressive high quality
strip in immaculate mint condition, each stamp with unusually large margins and vibrant color, scarce when found like
this, right margin strip of 3 with plate number 51 and imprint,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1174 H
$1 black, type II (261A), choice example of this
tough stamp, large margins and bold rich color, o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine, Scott $2,100.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1169

1170

1169 HH
5¢ chocolate (255), choice top margin plate no.
163 single, Post Office fresh and choice example, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $325. Estimate $200 - 300
1170 H
6¢ dull brown, imperf horizontally (256a),
outstanding deep rich color, attractive example of this rarely
offered pair, vertical pair, disturbed o.g., V.G.-Fine, Scott
$3,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

1175 H
$2 bright blue (262), beautiful appearing large
margined example, with wonderfully rich color, rarely found
with such impressive centering and margins, o.g., lightly
hinged, expertly reperforated at bottom, Extremely Fine;
2010 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $2,750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1176
1171

1172

1173

1171 HH
8¢ violet brown (257), outstanding quality, well
centered with vibrant rich color, scarce and undervalued
stamp in this condition, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine;
with photocopy of 1989 p.f. certificate for pair, from which
this stamp was taken, this being the right stamp from the
pair, Scott $475.
Estimate $500 - 750
1172 H
8¢ violet brown (257), bottom margin plate no.
58 single, extremely large margins and beautiful rich color,
o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), Very
Fine, Scott $160.
Estimate $100 - 150

1177

1176 H
$2 bright blue (262), nicely centered example
of this elusive stamp, brilliant fresh color, o.g., hinge remnant, natural gum crack (gum crease), and a natural ink
spot at bottom, F.-V.F.; 2009 Weiss certificate, Scott
$2,750.
Estimate $500 - 750
1177 m
$2 bright blue (262), deep dark shade, handsome appearing copy of this elusive stamp, bold black cancellation, expertly repaired, including a sealed tear at
bottom right, Very Fine, Scott $1,250.
Estimate $200 - 300

1173 m
50¢ orange (260), handsome examaple of this
difficult stamp, well centered with vibrant color, neat black
cancellation, Extremely Fine; 2011 P.F. certificate, Scott
$160.
Estimate $100 - 150

1178 m
$5 dark green (263), magnificent example of
this rare stamp, with huge JUMBO margins and gorgeous
rich color, among the most impressive $5 Marshall imaginable, bold black cancellation, minute thin "speck" at top,
shows only when dipped in fluid, Extremely Fine, Scott
$2,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1179

1180

1179 HH
1¢ blue (264), incredible example with huge
JUMBO margins and gorgeous rich color, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine; 2012 P.S.A.G. certificate graded
XF-90J, Scott $18.
Estimate $100 - 150

1185 HH
10¢ dark green (273), extraordinary top quality
example of this tough stamp, with precise centering and
large margins, and breathtaking deep rich color, an exemplary stamp in GEM condition, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2010 P.F. certificate, Scott $280.
Estimate $600 - 800

1180 HH
2¢ carmine, type III
(267), remarkable gem quality
top margin plate no. 219 single
with huge margins, o.g., never
hinged, Superb, Scott $16.
Estimate $100 - 150
1181 HHa
2¢ carmine, type III
(267), impressive multiple with
gorgeous deep rich color, very
attractive, top margin block of 4,
o.g., never hinged, Extremely
Fine, Scott $64 as singles.
Estimate $50 - 75

1186 HH
10¢ dark green (273), choice bottom margin
part imprint single, with deep rich color, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F., Scott $280.
Estimate $100 - 150

1181

1187
1182

1183

1184

1182 HH
5¢ chocolate (270), extremely intense color, a
choice well centered stamp, top margin single with part imprint, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $105.
Estimate $100 - 150
1183 H
6¢ dull brown (271), brilliant fresh top margin
part imprint single, a choice example of this tough stamp,
o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), Very
Fine, Scott $120.
Estimate $100 - 150

1188

1187 HH
15¢ dark blue (274), impressive bottom margin
part imprint single, well centered with the deepest and richest color imaginable, a great stamp, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $625.
Estimate $500 - 750
1188 H
15¢ dark blue (274), bottom margin part imprint
single, gorgeous color and impression, o.g., lightly hinged,
F.-V.F., Scott $210.
Estimate $100 - 150

1184 HH
8¢ violet brown (272), outstanding top margin
part imprint single, well centered with balanced margins
and radiant rich color, a beauty, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; 1984 P.F. certificate, Scott $210.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1189

1195

1190

1189 H
50¢ orange (275), impressive example, gorgeous rich shade and razor sharp impression, o.g., lightly
hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $260. Estimate $250 - 350
1190 H
$1 black, type II (276A), large margins, and
deep rich color, o.g., hinged, tiny thin spot, F.-V.F., Scott
$1,250.
Estimate $300 - 400

1196

1195 HH
10¢ orange brown, type II (283), fabulous well
centered example in immaculate Post office fresh condition, with brilliant color and sharp clear impression, quite
elusive like this, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; 2007 P.F. certificate, Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600
1196 H
10¢ orange brown, type II (283), beautiful example of what was once an immaculate mint stamp, nicely
centered with deep rich color, disturbed o.g. from improper
storage, Very Fine; with 2007 P.F. certificate specifically
describing this stamp as "never hinged", Scott $150.
Estimate $100 - 150

1191 H
$2 dark blue (277a), beautiful example of the
dark blue shade, wonderfully centered amid generous margins, o.g., previously hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb,
Scott $950.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1192 H
$5 dark green (278), wonderfully fresh and
choice example with spectacular deep rich color, a flawless
sound stamp, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine; 2002 P.S.E.
certificate, Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1898 Trans-Mississippi Issue

1197 HH
1¢ Trans-Miss. (285), impressive well centered
example, fabulous rich shade, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 2010 p.S.E. certificate for
block of 4, from which this stamp was taken, this being the
lower left stamp from block, Scott $73.
Estimate $100 150

1198
1193

1194

1193 HH
5¢ dark blue (281), outstanding rich color, a
choice well margined stamp with lots of eye appeal, o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $100.
Estimate $100 - 150
1194 HH
6¢ lake (282), extremely attractive top margin
plate no. 923 single, nicely "boxed" margins, beautiful rich
color, an excellent example of this notoriously difficult
stamp, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $140.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1199

1198 HH
5¢ Trans-Miss. (288), extraordinary example
with extremely large margins, and bold rich color, an eye arresting GEM, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb;
2012 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $330. Estimate $500 - 750
1199 HH
5¢ Trans-Miss. (288), extremely handsome
large margined stamp, with rich prooflike color, a great
stamp, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $330.
Estimate $350 - 500
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1200 HH
5¢ Trans-Miss. (288), marvelous bottom margin imprint single with the deepest and richest color imaginable, an extraordinary stampin pristine mint condition, o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $330.
Estimate $300 - 400

1201 HH
10¢ Trans-Miss. (290), extremely fresh and immaculate mint example with bold rich color, a premium
quality stamp, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 2010 P.S.E. certificate for block of 10, from which
this stamp was taken, this being Pos. 4 from the block, Scott
$450.
Estimate $400 - 600

1204 HH
$1 Trans-Miss. (292), an immaculate Post Office fresh example of this popular $1 Cattle in storm, with
breathtaking rich color printed on bright white paper, an impressive position piece, bottom left corner margin single,
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $3,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1205

1206

1205 (H)
$1 Trans-Miss. (292), handsome appearing example, looks like full original gum at first glance, deep rich
color, expertly regummed, Very Fine, Scott $475.
Estimate $350 - 500
1206 H
$1 Trans-Miss. (292), choice example, with incredibly rich color and wide margins, o.g., previously
hinged, couple trivial nibbed perfs at top, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $100.
Estimate $300 - 400

1202 H
50¢ Trans-Miss. (291), remarkable example,
virtually perfectly centered amid large balanced margins,
with marvelous rich color, an extraordinary 50c Trans, o.g.,
previously hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $625.
Estimate $600 - 800

1207

1208

1207 m
$1 Trans-Miss. (292), choice example with bold
rich color, a fresh and pleasing copy of this popular stamp,
neat oval "San Francisco" cancellation, minute thin speck
only shows when dipped in fluid, Very Fine, Scott $650.
Estimate $200 - 300
1208 m
$2 Trans-Miss. (293), brilliant fresh example
with intense color, light black cancellation, faint vertical paper wrinkle shows in fluid, Fine, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $200 - 300
1203 H
50¢ Trans-Miss. (291), desirable example with
gleaming rich color, very pretty, o.g., hinge remnant, Very
Fine, Scott $625.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Saturday, October 13, 2012 at 10:00 A.M.
Lots 1209-1735
Later U.S. Stamps, Back-of-the-Book, and U.S. Possessions
New Yorker Hotel, Gramercy Suite, 481 Eighth Avenue at 34th Street, New York, NY

U.S. 20TH CENTURY STAMPS
1901 Pan-American Issue

1211 HH
2¢ Pan-American (295), outstanding position
showpiece, with extremely large margins and brilliant fresh
colors, bottom right corner margin single with "2c" and doodles in selvage, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2012 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP-95. SMQ
$325, Scott $43.
Estimate $300 - 400
1209 HH
Pan-American complete (294-299), an impressive complete matching set of top margin part arrow
singles, brilliant fresh colors throughout, quite eye catching
and difficult to duplicate, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott
$1,032.
Estimate $400 - 600

Gem 1 Cent Pan-Am Invert
1212 HH
2¢ Pan-American (295), wonderfully fresh top
quality stamp with oversized margins, very pretty, top margin single with imprint, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine;
with photocopy of 2000 P.F. certificate for strip of 3, from
which this stamp was taken, this being the center stamp
from the strip, Scott $43.
Estimate $75 - 100

1210 H
1¢ Pan-American, center inverted (294a), tremendous top quality example of this popular stamp, wonderfully well centered with balanced margins and
spectacular deep rich colors, a true GEM deserving placement in the finest collection, o.g., previously hinged, Extremely Fine; 2006 P.F. certificate, Scott $12,500.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1213 HHa
2¢ Pan-American (295), gorgeous block of 20
from the bottom of the sheet which would yield two plate
blocks, a choice plate number and imprint block of 6 at right,
and the scarcer double plate number, arrow and imprint
block of 10 at left, immaculate Post Office fresh showpiece,
bottom margin plate block of 20 with plate numbers
1098-1221, arrow, and imprint, o.g., never hinged, Fine,
Scott $1,745.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1214

1215

1214 HH
4¢ Pan-American (296), extremely fresh example showing a nice vignette shift to the right, top margin single, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $180.
Estimate $150 - 200
1215 HH
4¢ Pan-American (296), premium quality bottom margin imprint single, handsome example with vibrant
color, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $180.
Estimate $100 - 150

1217

1218

1217 HH
5¢ Pan-American (297), wonderfully centered
top margin imprint single, with extraordinary margins all
around and blazing rich color, slight gum skip across the
very top edge of the stamp, caused by "short gumming" during the gumming process, a visually striking example, o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 1991 P.F.
certificate for a strip of 3, from which this stamp was taken,
this being the center stamp from the strip, Scott $190.
Estimate $100 - 150
1218 HH
5¢ Pan-American (297), extremely fresh bottom sheet margin single showing just a small portion of the
imprint at right side of selvage, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.,
Scott $190.
Estimate $100 - 150

Rare 4 Cent Pan-Am Invert

1219

1216 H
4¢ Pan-American, center inverted, Specimen
overprint (296aS-E), exceptional example of this rarity,
with wonderful deep rich color, much nicer than normaly encountered, slightly disturbed o.g., small thin spot at bottom
right at the "EN" in "CENTS", Fine; 2006 P.F. certificate,
Scott $11,500.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

1220

1219 HH
8¢ Pan-American (298), desirable example
with beautiful rich colors, Post Office fresh and choice, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine; 1995 P.S.E. certificate for block of
4, from which this stamp was taken, this being the lower left
stamp from the block, Scott $250.
Estimate $200 - 300
1220 HH
8¢ Pan-American (298), large margins and gorgeous rich color, a beauty, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 2010 P.S.E. certificate
for block of four, from which this stamp was taken, this being
the lower left stamp from the block, Scott $250.
Estimate $200 - 300

1221 HH
8¢ Pan-American (298), choice bottom margin
sheet margin single showing small portion of imprint at
right, intense color, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1227
1222

1223

1222 HH
10¢ Pan-American (299), nicely centered with
dazzling rich colors, an immaculate mint stamp, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2003 P.S.E. certificate
graded VF-XF-85. SMQ $500, Scott $325.
Estimate $350 - 500

1228

1227 HH
5¢ blue (304), handsome example with extremely large margins and fabulous rich color, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 1999 P.F. certificate,
Scott $150.
Estimate $150 - 200
1228 HH
6¢ claret (305), exemplary top quality example
with outstanding centering and bold rich color, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $150.
Estimate $300 - 400

1223 H
10¢ Pan-American (299), desirable bottom
margin imprint single, well centered with deep rich color and
just a bare suggestion of a possible hinge mark, a stamp
that could easily pass for never hinged, o.g., barest trace of
hinge (appears never hinged), Very Fine, Scott $125.
Estimate $100 - 150

1902-1908 Regular Issues

1229

1230

1229 HH
8¢ violet black (306), a well centered example
with brilliant fresh color, very pretty, right margin single with
plate number 2804, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine,
Scott $100.
Estimate $150 - 200

1224

1225

1224 HH
1¢ blue green (300), lovely bold rich shade, an
attractive well margined stamp, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; 2001 P.F. certificate, Scott $28.
Estimate $75 - 100

1230 HH
8¢ violet black (306), handsome top quality example in a gorgeous shade, nicely centered and attractive,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 1999
P.S.E. certificate for block of 12, from which this stamp was
taken, this being position 5 from the block, Scott $100.
Estimate $100 - 150

1225 HH
2¢ carmine (301), an extraordinary GEM quality
example, perfectly centered amid large balanced margins,
the qunitessential #301, o.g., never hinged, Superb, Scott
$38.
Estimate $100 - 150

1226 HH
5¢ blue (304), spectacular GEM quality example, with perfectly balanced margins, and scintillating color
printed on bright white paper, the ultimate example in a
quality second to none, o.g., never hinged, Superb; 1999
P.S.E. certificate, Scott $150.
Estimate $400 - 600

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1231 H
13¢ purple black to 50c Washington,
"CHINA" handstamps (308/341), eleven no gum stamps,
mounted on old approval sheet each stamp overprinted
"CHINA", including Scott #'s 308, 331-38, 340-41, we believe this was done in approximately 1908, but the overprints are of unknown origin, and may have had some
legitimacy at the time, a very interesting group, hinged on
piece of glassine interleaving, Fine; 2008 P.F. certificate
specifically desribing the handstamps as counterfeit.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1232 HH
13¢ purple black (308), magnificent large
margined GEM, gorgeous deep shade and sharp clear impression, o.g., never hinged, Superb, Scott $100.
Estimate $250 - 350

1237

1238

1239

1237 H
$1 black (311), extremely fresh and choice example with sharp detailed impression, o.g., previously
hinged, Very Fine; 2012 P.F. certificate, Scott $625.
Estimate $400 - 600
1238 m
$5 dark green (313), choice, well centered example with dazzling bright color, a handsome example of
this high value Marshall, neat black cancellation, faint vertical crease, Very Fine, Scott $750.
Estimate $200 - 300
1239 H
5¢ blue, imperf (315), magnificent top quality
example with wide margins and deep dark color, a great
stamp, o.g., hinge remnant, Extremely Fine, Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200

1233 HH
15¢ olive green (309), beautiful corner copy in
immaculate condition, nicely centered with near prooflike
color, top right corner margin single, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine; 1989 P.F. certificate, Scott $475.
Estimate $400 - 600

1234

1235

1236

1234 H
15¢ olive green (309), extraordinary top quality
example, large margins and extremely intense color, o.g.,
previously hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $180.
Estimate $200 - 300
1235 H
50¢ orange (310), nicely centered with dazzling
color, a very pretty stamp, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; 2012 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400

1240 HH
2¢ carmine, type I (319g), premium quality example in immaculate mint condiiton, with bold rich color,
booklet pane of 6, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$240.
Estimate $150 - 200

1236 HH
50¢ orange (310), Post Office fresh mint stamp
with lively bright color, o.g., never hinged, Fine, Scott
$1,200.
Estimate $200 - 300

1241 HH
2¢ carmine rose, type I, imperf (320c), outstanding example with fabulous color, perfectly balanced
marghins, very scarce when found like this, pair, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $300. Estimate $200 - 300
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1904 Louisiana Purchase Issue
1242 HH
Louisiana Purchase complete (323-327), impressive well balanced mint set in immaculate mint condition, all with unusually rich colors, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine; 3c and 5c with 1996 P.S.E. certificates for block of 4,
from which these stamps were taken, Scott $865 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $600 - 800

1247 HH
2¢ Louisiana Purchase (324), outstanding top
quality example, with brilliant fresh color, spectaculat copy
of this tough stamp, o.g., never hinged, Superb, Scott $65.
Estimate $200 - 300

1243 HH
1¢ Louisiana Purchase (323), outstanding example with large margins, and bold color, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $65.
Estimate $100 - 150
1248 HHa
2¢ Louisiana Purchase (324), handsome extra
large plate block, bright vivid color and immaculate mint
condition, top left plate block of 10 with plate number and
imprint, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $810.
Estimate $500 - 750

1244 HHa
1¢ Louisiana Purchase (323), impressive full
wide top, the entire top row from the sheet, with bright color,
a handsome showpiece with great eye appeal, top right
plate block of 10 with plate number and imprint, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $810.
Estimate $500 - 750
1249 HHa
2¢ Louisiana Purchase (324), wide top margin
plate with extremely bright color, top left plate block of 10
with plate number and imprint, o.g., never hinged, Fine,
Scott $810.
Estimate $400 - 600

1245 HHa
1¢ Louisiana Purchase (323), marvelous multiple with the deepest and richest color imaginable, bottom
left plate block of 10 with plate number and imprint, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $810.
Estimate $400 - 600

1250

1251

1250 HH
3¢ Louisiana Purchase (325), absolutely gorgeous example with large margins and deep, prooflike
color, deserving placement in the finest collection, o.g.,
never hinged, Superb, Scott $185. Estimate $400 - 600
1246 HHa
1¢ Louisiana Purchase (323), extremely fresh
example with bright color, nice large multiple, bottom right
plate block of 10 with plate number and imprint, o.g., never
hinged, Fine, Scott $810.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1251 HH
3¢ Louisiana Purchase (325), choice bottom
sheet margin copy showing just a tiny part of the imprint at
right, extremely fresh, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$185.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1252 HHa
3¢ Louisiana Purchase (325), gorgeous top
quality example with several well centered GEMS along the
bottom row, immaculate Post Office fresh plate with unblemished gum, an outstanding showpiece, bottom right
plate block of 10 with plate number and imprint, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $2,490. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1255

1256

1255 HH
5¢ Louisiana Purchase (326), gorgeous bottom sheet margin single with tiny bit of imprint at right, remarkably fresh example with incredibly rich color, a beauty,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $200.
Estimate $150 - 200
1256 H
5¢ Louisiana Purchase (326), remarkably
fresh top quality stamp, with oversized margins and warm
rich color, o.g., previously hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2010 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP-95, 1 of 9 examples at this grade. SMQ $230, Scott $75.
Estimate $150 - 200

1253 HHa
3¢ Louisiana Purchase (325), impressive example with wonderfully rich color, quite scarce when found
in this large format, showing the entire bottom row from the
sheet, bottom left plate block of 10 with plate number and
imprint, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $2,490.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1257 HH
5¢ Louisiana Purchase (326), attractive wide
top sheet margin single showing a tiny bit of the imprint at
right, extremely intense color, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine; 2012 P.F. certificate, Scott $200.
Estimate $150 - 200
1254 HHa
3¢ Louisiana Purchase (325), lovely example,
being a full wide top, with sensational deep rich color, much
more intense than normally found on this issue, top left
plate block of 10 with plate number and imprint, o.g., never
hinged, Fine, Scott $2,490.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1258 HHa
5¢ Louisiana Purchase (326), unbelievably
fresh example of this eye catching full wide top, with outstanding rich color, and finely detailed impression, a scarce
multiple, top left plate block of 10 with plate number 2098,
part arrow, and imprint, o.g., never hinged, V.G.-Fine, Scott
$2,650.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1259 HHa
5¢ Louisiana Purchase (326), impressive
oversized plate block with gorgeous deep color, as fresh as
the first day it was issued over 100 years ago, bottom right
plate block of 10 with plate number 2099, part arrow, and
imprint, o.g., never hinged, Scott $2,650.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1260 HH
10¢ Louisiana Purchase (327), wonderful example with vibrant color and detailed impression, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with photocopy
of 1998 P.F. certificate for pair, from which it came, this being the right stamp from pair, Scott $350.
Estimate $300 - 400

1263 HH
10¢ Louisiana Purchase, 3 fresh examples
(327), Post Office fresh threesome, all with wide sheet margins at right, perfs barely touch on all three stamps, one a
single, the other two are an attached vertical pair, o.g.,
never hinged, V.G.-Fine, Scott $1,050.
Estimate $100 - 150

1264 HHa
10¢ Louisiana Purchase (327), extraordinary
GEM quality plate block, not only being a well centered full
wide top, but it is in immaculate mint condition, without any
skips or bends, the finest known, a striking showpiece that
would be the highlight of any great plate block collection, top
left plate block of 10 with plate number 2105, part arrow,
and imprint, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $5,400.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

1261 HH
10¢ Louisiana Purchase (327), lovely example
with breathtaking rich color, a beauty, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2002 P.F. and 2010 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF-85, Scott $350. Estimate $250 - 350

1265 HHa
10¢ Louisiana Purchase (327), extremely
fresh and desirable multiple in immaculate mint condition,
with beautiful rich color, bottom right plate block of 10 with
plate number 2108, part arrow, and imprint, o.g., never
hinged, Fine, Scott $5,400.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1262 H
10¢ Louisiana Purchase (327), nicely centered bottom sheet margin single, showing small part of imprint at right, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2012 P.F.
certificate, Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1907 Jamestown Issue

Ex 1266

1908-1911 Washington-Franklin Issues

1267
1272

1273

1266 HH
Jamestown complete (328-330), handsome
well centered set in brilliant fresh condition, an attractive
group, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; 5c with 1997 p.S.E.
certificate for block of 4, from which it was taken, being the
lower right stamp from the block, Scott $450.
Estimate $350 - 500

1272 m
2¢ carmine (332), outstanding little GEM, vivid
color and large equally balanced margins, light black cancellation, Superb; 2012 P.S.E. certificate, 1 of only 5 examples at this grade. SMQ $225, Scott $1.
Estimate $150 - 200

1267 HH
1¢ Jamestown (328), marvelous top quality example of this notoriously difficult stamp, with boardwalk
margins, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $65.
Estimate $100 - 150

1273 HH
4¢ orange brown (334), incredibly fresh example with sharp detailed impression, a very pleasing stamp,
o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; 2006 P.F. certificate,
Scott $93.
Estimate $100 - 150

1268 HHa
1¢ & 2c Jamestown wholesale lot (328-329),
desirable holding in immaculate mint condition, including
328 x (9) singles, and #329 x (12) singles and (6) fresh
blocks of 4, all with strong colors, singles and blocks of 4,
o.g., never hinged, Fine, Scott $3,285 (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1274

1269

1270

1269 HH
2¢ Jamestown (329), lovely example with
breathtaking deep rich color, well centered and exceptional, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $75.
Estimate $100 - 150

1275

1274 H
8¢ olive green (337), fabulous well centered example amid boardwalk margins, with bright vivid color, a
great stamp, o.g., lightly hinged, Superb, Scott $45.
Estimate $100 - 150
1275 H
13¢ blue green (339), outstanding GEM, huge
even margins, and bold rich color, simply spectacular, o.g.,
lightly hinged, Superb, Scott $38.
Estimate $100 - 150

1270 H
5¢ Jamestown (330), wonderful well centered
copy of this tough stamp, tremendous rich color, disturbed
o.g. from improper storage, Extremely Fine; with 2007 P.F.
and 2008 P.S.E, certificates graded XF-90, specifically
desribing this stamp as "never hinged", Scott $125 for
hinged.
Estimate $100 - 150

1276 H
15¢ pale ultramarine on experimental gray
paper (340 var.), outstanding example of this rarely offered
stamp - printing on experimental gray paper, much scarcer
than its bluish paper counterpart, extremely intense color, a
great stamp, o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine; 2011
P.S.E. certificate.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1271 HH
5¢ Jamestown (330), impressive multiple with
fabulous rich color, in pristine mint condition, bottom margin
strip of 3 with plate number 3561 and imprint, o.g., never
hinged, Fine, Scott $1,125.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1277

1278

1277 HH
15¢ pale ultramarine (340), very choice quality
stamp, unusually rich color printed on bright white paper,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 1983 and
2011 P.F. certificates, Scott $150.
Estimate $150 - 200
1278 H
50¢ violet (341), well centered with warm rich
color, premium quality example, o.g., very lightly hinged,
Extremely Fine; 1980 and 2000 P.F. certificate, along with a
2012 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-90. SMQ $500, Scott
$300.
Estimate $400 - 600

1282
1279 HH/H
$1 violet brown (342), nice multiple with bold
rich color, both end stamps are never hinged, the right
stamp with small blue ink guarantee handstamp at the bottom of the stamp itself, with plate blocks of six cataloging at
$22,500, this scarce strip makes a sensible and economical
place holder in any advanced plate block collection, bottom
right strip of 3 with plate number 4957 and imprint, o.g.,
hinge remnant (2 stamps never hinged), Fine, Scott $2,800
as singles.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1283

1282 HH/H
1¢ green coil (348), attractive well centered
strip, with the line pair in perfect never hinged condition,
with gorgeous deep rich color, guide line strip of 4, o.g.,
lightly hinged (2 center stamps never hinged), Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; 2007 P.F. certificate, Scott $670.
Estimate $500 - 750
1283 H
2¢ carmine coil (349), incredibly fresh and
choice, with strong color, guide line pair, o.g., lightly hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400

1284

1285

1286

1284 HH
4¢ orange brown coil (350), large margins and
brilliant color, an incredibly fresh coil single, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine; 2012 Weiss certificate, Scott $325.
Estimate $250 - 350

1280

1281

1280 HH
1¢ green coil (348), wonderfully fresh example
in immaculate never hinged condition, guide line pair, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine; encased and graded by P.S.E. in
the grade of VF-80. SMQ $500, Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600
1281 H
1¢ green coil (348), wonderfully fresh example
with intense color, guide line pair, o.g., hinge remnant, Extremely Fine, Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1285 m
2¢ carmine coil (353), remarkable example of
this extremely elusive genuinely used coil single, scarcer
used than mint, with extremely large margins and bright
vivid color, light wavy line black cancellation, Very Fine;
2012 Weiss certificate, Scott $220. Estimate $200 - 300
1286 H
3¢ deep violet, bluish paper (359), economy
example of this scarce stamp, intense color, disturbed o.g.,
slight perf thin, F.-V.F., Scott $1,800.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1287 H
2¢ Lincoln, Brinkerhoff type II perfs (368 B-II
& BIIa), vertical pairs, Very Fine, Scott $155.
Estimate $150 - 200

1290 HHa
2¢ Alaska-Yukon & Hudson Fulton, imperf
(371, 373), gorgeous imperf plates in pristine mint condition
without any skips or bends that usually plague these issues,
left or right margin plate blocks of 6 with plate numbers and
imprints, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $725.
Estimate $300 - 400
1288 HH
2¢ Lincoln, bluish paper (369), lovely rich
shade, a choice position piece, left margin single with plate
number 4976, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $320.
Estimate $200 - 300

1291

1292

1291 HH
3¢ deep violet (376), wonderfully fresh top margin star and plate no. 5121 single, extremely wide margins
and fabulous fresh color, o.g., stamp never hinged, hinge
remnant in selvage only, Extremely Fine, Scott $45.
Estimate $50 - 75
1292 HH
4¢ brown (377), choice example with brilliant
color, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with
photocopy of 1993 P.F. certificate for block of 12, from
which this stamp was taken, this being the lower right stamp
from the block, Scott $70.
Estimate $75 - 100

1289 HHa
2¢ Lincoln, bluish paper (369), wonderfully
fresh wide margined full top with deep rich color, very
scarce plate block when found in this remarkable condition,
top margin plate block of 6 with plate number 4978, star,
and imprint, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $4,250.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1293 HH
5¢ blue (378), remarkably fresh example with
oversized margins, and deep color, right margin single,
o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $70.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1294

1295

1296

1294 HH
8¢ olive green (380), incredibly fresh top quality
stamp, with spectacular color and impression, a great
stamp, top margin single, o.g., never hinged, Extremely
Fine; 1997 P.F. certificate, Scott $225.
Estimate $300 - 400
1295 HH
10¢ yellow (381), fantastic top quality example,
extremely large well balanced margins, deep prooflike
color, an exemplary example of this difficult stamp, o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine; 2012 P.S.E. certificate
graded XF-90, 1 of 14 at this grade, 22 others currently
grade higher. SMQ $540, Scott $220.
Estimate $500 - 750

1299

1300

1299 m
1¢ green coil (385), scarce used line pair, with
brilliant fresh color, guide line pair, faint black town cancellation, Very Fine; 2005 P.F. certificate, Scott $675.
Estimate $500 - 750
1300 m
1¢ green coil (390), gorgeous example of this
difficult line pair, with outstanding centering and bold rich
color, guide line pair, neat black cancellation, Extremely
Fine; 2012 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-90, 1 of only 5 line
pairs attaining this grade, with only 6 others currently grading higher. SMQ $280, Scott $125. Estimate $200 - 300

1296 HH
10¢ yellow (381), remarkably well centered top
quality example, bottom margin part imprint single with bold
rich color, quite elusive in this wonderful quality, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $220. Estimate $250 - 350

1301

1302

1301 HH
2¢ carmine coil (391), desirable coil single, with
deep rich color, a beauty, o.g., never hinged, Extremely
Fine; 2012 Weiss certificate, Scott $90.
Estimate $150 - 200
1297 HH
15¢ pale ultramarine (382), impressive example with nice big margins, and outstanding rich color, a select stamp, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $550.
Estimate $600 - 800

1302 m
2¢ carmine coil (391), desirable coil single with
great color, neat wavy black cancellation, Very Fine; 2012
Weiss certificate, Scott $50.
Estimate $100 - 150

1298 H
15¢ pale ultramarine, "SKID PRINT" impression (382), looks like a striking double impression, but accompanying certificate specifically describing this as a
"SKID" impression, a most impressive exhibition quality
printing variety, right margin single with plate number 4954,
o.g., hinge remnant, V.G.-Fine; 1978 P.F. certificate, Scott
$240 as normal.
Estimate $300 - 400

1303 HH
1¢ green coil (392), premium quality coil single,
showing scarce paste-up tab at right, fabulous deep rich
color, very scarce stamp in this condition, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine; 2012 Weiss certificate, Scott $60.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1304 HH
1¢ green coil (392), marvelous example with
bold rich color, in perfect mint condition, guide line pair, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 1993 P.S.E.
certificate, Scott $425.
Estimate $350 - 500

1309

1310

1309 m
2¢ carmine coil (393), maginificent GEM quality used coil single, perfectly centerd with fantastic color,
very scarce stamp when found like this, neat black cancellation, Superb; 2012 Weiss certificate, Scott $45.
Estimate $150 - 200
1310 HH
3¢ deep violet coil (394), fresh and appealing
example with the deepest and richest color imaginable,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $135.
Estimate $100 - 150

1305 H
1¢ green coil (392), absolutely gorgeous well
centered example with gleaing rich color, guide line pair,
Extremely Fine; 2007 P.F. certificate graded XF-90, Scott
$200.
Estimate $200 - 300

1311 HH
3¢ deep violet coil (394), desirable example
with bold prooflike color, an attractive example of this tough
coil, pair (3mm spacing), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott
$325.
Estimate $200 - 300
1306 H
2¢ carmine coil (393), sensational deep rich
color, a lovely multiple in Post Office fresh condition, guide
line pair, Very Fine; 2002 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $650.
Estimate $500 - 750

1312 H
3¢ deep violet coil (394), gorgeous deep rich
color, a beautiful high quality example, guide line pair, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; 1995 P.F. certificate, Scott $425.
Estimate $300 - 400
1307 H
2¢ carmine coil (393), brilliant fresh example of
this undervalued line pair, guide line pair, Very Fine; 2001
P.S.E. certificate for line strip of 4, from which this line pair
was taken, Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

1308 H
2¢ carmine coil (393), handsome example, fiery rich color, a beauty, guide line pair, o.g., previously
hinged, Very Fine; 2012 P.S.A.G. certificate, Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1313 H
3¢ deep violet coil (394), very choice example
with bright vivid shade, left stamp with Scott number noted
on reverse could easily be removed, guide line pair, Very
Fine; 2001 P.F. certificate, Scott $425.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1314 m
3¢ deep violet coil (394), lovely example of this
scarce and undervalued genuinely used line pair, with dazzling rich color, guide line pair, neat black "Glastonbury,
Conn." straight line cancellation, F.-V.F.; 1999 P.S. E. certificate, Scott $650.
Estimate $400 - 600

1319

1320

1319 HH
2¢ Panama-Pacific (398), tremendous showpiece, with large broad margins, and brilliant fresh color,
perfect GEM deserving placement in the finest collection,
o.g., never hinged, Superb, Scott $40.
Estimate $100 - 150
1320 HH
5¢ Panama-Pacific (399), wonderful large
margined example, with remarkably rich color, a gorgeous
stamp, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; 2011 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $160.
Estimate $200 - 300

1315 HH
4¢ brown coil (395), handsome wide margined
pair with lively rich color, pair (3mm spacing), o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300

1316 H
4¢ brown coil (395), impressive multiple with
brilliant color, light pencil notation on gum of little consequence, guide line pair, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$475.
Estimate $300 - 400

1321 HH
5¢ Panama-Pacific (399), impressive example
with deep rich color, right margin single with plate number
6138, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; 2012 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-90. SMQ $360, Scott $160.
Estimate $200 - 300

1317 HH
5¢ blue coil (396), immaculate example with
marvelous rich color, very choice, coil pair, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300

1318 H
5¢ blue coil (396), fabulous rich prooflike color,
as fresh and choice as the first day it was printed, guide line
pair, Very Fine; 1987 and 2003 P.F. certificates, Scott $975.
Estimate $600 - 800
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1322 HHa
5¢ Panama-Pacific (399), impressive example,
Post Office fresh, with radiant rich color, a choice intact
plate, vertical plate block of 6 with plate number 6129, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $3,200.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1323 HH
10¢ orange Panama-Pacific (400A), desirable
well centered example with vivid color, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2004 P.F. certificate, Scott
$400.
Estimate $300 - 400

1327

1328

1327 HH
2¢ carmine (406), wonderfully well centered
bottom margin part letter "A" and plate no. 5789 single, with
dazzling rich color and great eye appeal, o.g., never hinged,
Extremely Fine, Scott $15.
Estimate $50 - 75
1328 m
2¢ carmine (406), absolutely gorgeous little
GEM, with vibrant rich color, perfection, neat wavy black
cancellation, Superb; 2012 P.S.E. certificate graded
SUP-98, 1 of 12 examples attaining this lofty grade. SMQ
$185, Scott $1.
Estimate $150 - 200
1324 HH
1¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (401), magnificent
top sheet margin single, big margins and beautiful rich
color, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2001
P.S.E. certificate, Scott $60.
Estimate $200 - 300

1329

1325 H
5¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (403), impressive
large margined example featuring outstanding deep rich
color, a great stamp, o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine to
Superb; 2006 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP-95, 1 of
only 10 examples at this grade. SMQ $325, Scott $160.
Estimate $250 - 350

1330

1329 HH
7¢ black (407), impressive well margined
stamp, gorgeous rich color and sharp detailed impression,
o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; 1990 and 2004 P.F.
certificates, Scott $160.
Estimate $200 - 300
1330 HH
7¢ black (407), wonderfully centered example
in immaculate mint condition, a beauty, o.g., never hinged,
Extremely Fine; 2006 P.F. certificate graded XF-90, Scott
$160.
Estimate $200 - 300

1326 HH
10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (404), impressive
large margined example, with gorgeous bright color, an immaculate stamp, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine, Scott $1,700.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1331 HH
2¢ carmine coil (411), desirable example of
this, with superb color, guide line pair, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $125.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1332 HH
1¢ green coil (412), wonderfully fresh and
choice, with extremely large margins, coil pair, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine; 1993 P.F. certificate for strip of 4, from
which this coil pair was taken, this being the left pair from
the strip, Scott $130.
Estimate $100 - 150

1337

1338

1339

1337 H
15¢ gray (418), spectacular GEM quality example with huge JUMBO margins, and dazzling rich color, a
flawless example for the perfectionist, o.g., very lightly
hinged, Superb; 1999 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $85.
Estimate $200 - 300

1333 HH
9¢ salmon red (415), extremely fresh and
choice example in immaculate condition, right margin single with plate number 6901, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine, Scott $120.
Estimate $100 - 150

1338 HH
15¢ gray (418), extremely handsome example
with strong color, top margin single with plate number 5850
and letter "A", o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with photocopy
of 1992 P.F. certificate for plate block of 6, from which this
stamp was taken, this being the top center stamp from the
block, Scott $190.
Estimate $150 - 200
1339 HH
15¢ gray (418), desirable large margined example with brilliant fresh color, top margin single with plate
number 5755, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $190.
Estimate $150 - 200

1334 HH
10¢ orange yellow (416), impressive large
margined example with exceptionally rich color, a beauty,
left margin single with part imprint and letter "A", o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $100. Estimate $100 - 150

1340

1341

1342

1340 H
20¢ ultramarine (419), wonderful top quality
stamp, with nice big margins and extremely bright color,
o.g., hinge remnant, Extremely Fine, Scott $190.
Estimate $100 - 150
1341 H
50¢ violet (421), extremely scarce plate single,
wide margins and radiant color, bottom margin single with
plate number 7057, o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $350.
Estimate $250 - 350

1335

1336

1335 HH
15¢ gray (418), extraordinary example with
boardwalk margins, and beautiful color, bottom margin single with part imprint, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $190.
Estimate $200 - 300

1342 H
50¢ violet, DL watermark (422), attractive example, dazzling rich shade, bottom margin single with plate
number 5749, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200

1336 HH
15¢ gray (418), impressive example with extra
large margins, and warm rich color, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $190.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1343

1344

1345

1350

1351

1352

1343 H
$1 violet brown (423), extremely attractive example with nice big margins, and beautiful deep rich color,
o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine; 1979 P.F. certificate, Scott
$475.
Estimate $300 - 400

1350 HH
10¢ orange yellow (433), pristine example in
immaculate condition with glowing deep rich color, o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $105.
Estimate $100 - 150

1344 HH
3¢ deep violet (426), marvelous example with
huge margins, and dazzling color, a beauty, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $33.
Estimate $100 - 150

1351 HH
11¢ dark green (434), outstanding wide
margined stamp, with Post Office fresh color and impression, a great stamp, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to
Superb; 1993 P.F. certificate, Scott $55.
Estimate $150 - 200

1345 HH
4¢ brown (427), premium quality large
margined stamp, with great color, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; 1989 P.F. certificate, Scott $75.
Estimate $100 - 150

1346

1347

1346 HH
6¢ red orange (429), magnificnt top quality example, huge margins and brilliant fresh color, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $105.
Estimate $200 - 300
1347 HH
6¢ red orange (429), magnificent right margin
plate no. 5430 single, exceptional centering and wonderfully bright color, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; 1982
P.F. certificate, Scott $105.
Estimate $150 - 200

1348

1349

1352 HH
11¢ dark green (434), bold rich color, and unusually large margins, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; 2001
P.S.E. certificate, Scott $55.
Estimate $50 - 75

1353

1354

1353 HH
12¢ copper red (435a), remarkable example of
the elusive "pink back" variety, with extraordinary color and
large margins, a beauty, o.g., never hinged, Extremely
Fine; 2012 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-90, 1 of only 5 at
this grade, with only 5 others currently grading higher. SMQ
$195, Scott $73.
Estimate $150 - 200
1354 HH
20¢ ultramarine (438), wonderfully fresh example with lovely centering, and beautiful fresh color, an exceptional stamp, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; 2008 p.F.
certificate, Scott $430.
Estimate $300 - 400

1355

1356

1348 HH
7¢ black (430), wonderfully fresh example with
vibrant color, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with photocopy
of 2004 P.S.E. certificate for block of 16, from which this
stamp was taken, this being Pos. #7 from the block, Scott
$200.
Estimate $150 - 200

1355 H
30¢ orange red (439), magnificent large
margined GEM, with fiery bright color printed on lily white
paper, o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine; 1992 P.F. certificate and 2007 P.F. certificate graded XF-90, Scott $220.
Estimate $200 - 300

1349 HH
8¢ pale olive green (431), handsome bottom
margin plate no. 5722 single, incredible color and impression, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott
$83.
Estimate $100 - 150

1356 HH
50¢ violet (440), remakable example of this
tough stamp, with boardwalk margins, an immaculate fresh
example in flawless condition, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1357 H
1¢ green coil (443), well centered and choice
with outstanding color, much scarcer than it's modest catalog value indicates, guide line pair, o.g., very lightly hinged,
Extremely Fine; 1980 P.F. certificate, Scott $155.
Estimate $150 - 200

1362

1363

1362 m
1¢ green, rotary coil (452), magnificent top
quality example with brilliant fresh color, a most difficult
stamp to find in GEM used condition, neat wavy black cancellation, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2012 P.S.E. certificate
graded XF-SUP-95, 1 of only 5 examples at this grade, with
only 1 other currently grading higher. SMQ $210, Scott $18.
Estimate $150 - 200
1363 HH
2¢ red, type II, rotary coil (454), very choice
coil with warm rich color, post office fresh, coil pair, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $375.
Estimate $100 - 150

1358 HH
2¢ carmine coil (444), handsome example of
this most difficult coil, with fabulous deep rich color, and is in
immaculate mint condition, guide line pair, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F.; 2012 P.F. certificate, Scott $700.
Estimate $400 - 600
1364 H
2¢ red, type II, rotary coil (454), brilliant fresh
color, quite handsome, joint line pair, o.g., lightly hinged,
F.-V.F.; 1986 P.F. certificate, Scott $425.
Estimate $250 - 350

1359

1360

1359 HH
4¢ brown coil (446), dazzling rich color, impressive coil in pristine condition, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine, Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
1360 HH
4¢ brown coil (446), extremely fresh and
choice example, light pencil notation on the reverse of both
stamps, guide line pair, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; 2012
P.F. certificate, Scott $1,650.
Estimate $600 - 800

1361 HH
5¢ blue coil (447), fabulous prooflike color, a
nice quality example, coil pair, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine; 1991 P.F. certificate, Scott $240.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1365 H
3¢ violet, rotary coil (456), extremely intense
color, an elusive coil, joint line pair, o.g., previously hinged,
Fine; 1979 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,250.
Estimate $500 - 750

1366 HH
4¢ brown & 5c blue, rotary coils (457-58),
choice coil pairs with radiant rich colors, in pristine mint condition, coil pairs, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $290.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1367 HH
5¢ blue, rotary coil (458), desirable example
with outstanding deep rich color, joint line pair, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine; 2000 P.F. certificate, Scott $375.
Estimate $300 - 400

1372

1373

1374

1372 HH
9¢ salmon red (471), impressive example with
exceptionally strong color, in wonderfully fresh mint condition, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2000
P.S.E. certificate, Scott $125.
Estimate $100 - 150
1373 HH
10¢ orange yellow (472), handsome example
with outstanding rich color, a beauty, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine; 1988 P.F. certificate, Scott $230.
Estimate $150 - 200

1368

1369

1374 H
10¢ orange yellow (472), a lovely stamp with vibrant color, o.g., very lightly hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott
$100.
Estimate $100 - 150

1368 HH
2¢ carmine, imperf coil (459), marvelous GEM
quality, perfectly centered with balanced margins, scarce
thus, as these imperforate coils rarely come with this precise centering, coil pair, o.g., never hinged, Superb; 2003
P.S.E. certificate, Scott $525.
Estimate $500 - 750
1369 HH
2¢ pale carmine red, SL watermark, perf 11
(461), choice example of this tough stamp, with brilliant
color, and sharp clear impression, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine; 1979 P.F. certificate, Scott $290.
Estimate $200 - 300

1375

1376

1375 HH
15¢ gray (475), exemplary high quality example
of this difficult stamp, excellent centering with gorgeous rich
color, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 1995
P.F. and 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF-85, 1 of 6
examples at this grade. SMQ $535, Scott $400.
Estimate $400 - 600
1376 HH
50¢ light violet (477), wonderfully fresh example in immaculate mint condition, bright vivid shade, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine; 2012 P.S.E. certificate, Scott
$2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1370 H
5¢ carmine error (467), combination strip of 3,
o.g., previously hinged, wonderfully fresh example of this
tough stamp, V.G.-Fine, Scott $425. Estimate $150 - 200

1377

1378

1377 HH
$5 light green (480), impressive example with
exquisite centering, bold rich color, and extra large margins, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; 2012 p.s.E. certificate graded XF-90. SMQ $650, Scott $375.
Estimate $500 - 750
1371 HH
8¢ olive green (470), select top margin part imprint single, Post Office fresh example with outstanding
color, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $125.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1378 HH
$5 light green (480), well centered choice example with lively bright color, pristine mint condition, o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine; 2007 P.S.E. certificate
graded XF-90. SMQ $650, Scott $375.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1383 H
1¢ green, imperf between (498b), handsome
well centered pair with brilliant color, scarce and undervalued, horizontal pair, o.g., hinge remnant, Very Fine; 2009
Weiss certificate, Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

1379 ma
$5 light green (480), choice multiple with gorgeous rich color, block of 4, neat black cancellations, bottom 2 stamps with trivial light paper wrinkles, Very Fine,
Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200

1384 HH
1¢ green (498f), handsome A.E.F. booklet in
pristine mint condition, gorgeous rich color, very pretty,
A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, o.g., never hinged, Fine, Scott
$1,800.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1380 HH
3¢ violet, type I, coil (493), magnificent GEM
quality multiple, with beautiful rich color, a gorgeous showpiece, coil pair, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2012 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP-95. SMQ
$325, Scott $75.
Estimate $200 - 300

1917-1919 Washington-Franklin Issue, Perf.
11
1381 HH/H
1¢-$1 Washington-Franklins, perf 11
(498/518), extraordinary group of handpicked singles, selected for centering and freshness, including 3 examples of
#506, 4 examples of 510, and 2 choice #516's, the majority
in impressive Never Hinged condition, a great lot for and retailer of top quality stamps, o.g., mostly never hinged, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; 515 with 2002 P.S.E. certificate for
block of 4, from which this stamp was taken, this being the
top right stamp from the block, Scott $1,080 (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

1382 HH
1¢ green (498), wonderful JUMBO, with vibrant
color, an impressive showpiece, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2000 P.F. certificate, Scott $1.
Estimate $75 - 100

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1385 Ha
2¢ rose, type I (499), eye catching misperf with
the vertical perforations down the center of the stamps,
block of 4, disturbed o.g., V.G.
Estimate $100 - 150

1386 HH
5¢ rose error (505), extremely fresh example
with warm rich color, o.g., never hinged, expertly
reperforated at top, unusual since this stamp was never issued with natural straight edges, most likely reperfed to
"center" the stamp, F.-V.F., Scott $625.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1390 HH
20¢ light ultramarine (515), magificent well
margined example with deep rich color, a beauty, o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $90.
Estimate $150 - 200

1387 HHa
5¢ rose error (505), the double error in a complete sheet of 100, o.g., never hinged, spectacular full pane,
in immaculate never hinged condition, with a couple trivial
gum creases affecting the top plate number block of 6, otherwise a wonderful sheet in a beautiful state of preservation, the 5¢ carmine double errors are beautifully centered,
F.-V.F., Scott $2,066.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1388 HH
8¢ olive bister (508), immaculate top quality example with great color, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine
to Superb; 2001 P.F. certificate, Scott $28.
Estimate $75 - 100

1389 HH/Ha 10¢ orange yellow (510), impressive full wide
top with wonderfully rich color, lightly hinged on top center
stamp only, top margin plate block of 6 with plate number
10628, o.g., lightly hinged (5 stamps never hinged), Very
Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $200. Estimate $200 - 300
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1391 HH
50¢ red violet (517), pristine mint example with
prooflike color and impression, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $120.
Estimate $100 - 150

1392 HH
$1 violet brown (518), magnificent corner margin single showing full complete offset on reverse, simply
amazing, top right corner margin single, o.g., never hinged,
Extremely Fine; 1993 P.F. certificate, Scott $95.
Estimate $300 - 400

1393 HH
$1 violet brown (518), large margins and bright
vivid color, a remarkable quality stamp, o.g., never hinged,
Extremely Fine; 2000 P.F. certificate for a horizontal pair,
from which this stamp was taken, this being the left stamp
from the pair, Scott $95.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1918-1923 Issues

1394 m
2¢ carmine, DL watermark (519), impressive
example of this incredibly scarce genuinely used stamp,
with nice big margins and deep rich color, signed "Costales"
expert signature on reverse, neat black cancellation, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; 2012 Weiss certificate, Scott
$1,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1398 HH
2¢ carmine Offset, type Va (528), extraordinary top quality copy of this stamp, with huge JUMBO margins, and vivid color printed on lily white paper, simply
stunning, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb;
1995 P.F. certificate, Scott $22.
Estimate $100 - 150

1395 HH
$2 orange red & black (523), wonderfully fresh
and well centered example with nice big margins, a gorgeous stamp, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with photocopy
of 2000 P.S.E. certificate for block of 4, from which this
stamp was taken, this being the top left stamp from the
block, Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1399 HHa
2¢ carmine Offset, type VII (528B), interesting
misperfed block showing crazy perforations in right side
and bottom margins caused by pre-printing paper fold, extremely fresh, bottom right block of 4, o.g., never hinged,
Fine, Scott $200.
Estimate $150 - 200

1396 Ha
1¢ gray green, Offset (525), magnificent example with vertical perforations right down the center of each
stamp, vibrant rich color, an eye catching multiple, block of
4, o.g., hinge remnant, V.G.
Estimate $100 - 150
1400 HH
2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type V (533), marvelous pair with extremely intense color, minor gum crease
at top right corner of right stamp of little consequence, bottom margin pair with plate number 11260, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $420.
Estimate $200 - 300

1397 m
1¢ gray green, Offset (525), tremendous example with JUMBO margins, and marvelous rich color, a
great stamp, neat wavy black cancellation, Extremely Fine
to Superb; 2012 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP-95J, 1 of
only 5 at this grade, with only 3 others currently grading
higher. SMQ $90, Scott $1.
Estimate $75 - 100
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1922-1925 Regular Issue
1406 HH/H
1922-25 regular issue complete (551-573),
fabulous set, including an extra $5.00 (lightly hinged), otherwise all well centered in immaculate mint condition, a meticulously assembled group of these beautiful stamps, o.g.,
mostly never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott
$1,155 (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

1401 HH
1¢ green & 2c carmine, imperf horizontally
(538a, 540a), extremely fresh and choice examples of
these challenging issues, vertical pairs, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F., Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200

1407

1408

1407 HH
5¢ dark blue (557), extraordinary top quality example with huge margins and vibraant color, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $38.
Estimate $100 - 150
1402 m
1¢ green, rotary sheet waste (544), extremely
fresh and attractive example of this terribly difficult coil
waste issue, with brilliant color, nicely contrasting the colored cancel, one of the more attractive examples examples
aobtainable, as these stamps almost never come this
pretty, light boxed purple Pennsykvania cancellation, small
crease at upper left corner, and small corner creases at bottom, Fine; 2004 P.F. certificate, Scott $3,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1403

1404

1405

1403 HH
2¢ carmine rose, rotary coil waste (546), absolutely gorgeous GEM quality example of this terribly difficult coil waste issue, with brilliant color, an extraordinary
showpiece, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; 2005 P.F.
certificate, Scott $230.
Estimate $350 - 500

1408 HH
$5 carmine & blue (573), nicely centered with
unusually rich color, top margin single with plate number
F14327, o.g., never hinged (gum skip at top of stamp
caused by short gumming), Very Fine to Extremely Fine,
Scott $230.
Estimate $100 - 150

1923-1938 Issues

1409 H
1¢ green, imperf, Shermack type III perforations (575), fabulous well centered guide line pair, with
deep rich color, and barely touched by a light hinge mark,
an extraordinary example of this elusive line pair, o.g., very
lightly hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400

1404 HH
2¢ carmine rose, rotary coil waste (546), excellent top quality stamp, with extra large margins and warm
rich color, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine,
Scott $230.
Estimate $200 - 300
1405 HH
$2 carmine & black (547), nicely centered with
brilliant colors, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with photocopy of 1993 P.F. certificate for block of 4, from which this
stamp was taken, this being the upper left stamp from the
block, Scott $280.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1410 HH
1¢ and 2¢ rotary coil waste (578-579), interesting examples with bold rich colors, bottom margin singles, imperforate between stamps and selvage, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $330.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1411

1412

1411 HH
1¢ green, rotary (578), impressive well
margined example with gorgeous color, quite elusive in this
marvelous quality, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine;
2004 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $170. Estimate $200 - 300
1412 HH
1¢ green, rotary (578), impressive Post Office
fresh stamp with nice big margins, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $170. Estimate $150 - 200

1413

1414

Ex 1417

Ex 1418

1419

1417 HH
1923-26 rotary definitives complete, perf 10
(581-591), magnificent top quality examples forming a
beautifully balanced well centered set, quite elusive in this
marvelous condition, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $402.
Estimate $350 - 500
1418 HH
1923-26 rotary definitives complete, perf 10
(581-591), nicely centered mint set with gorgeous rich colors, o.g., never hinged, 4c, 5c, and 9c values are
reperforated at top, quite unusual as these issues never
came with straight edges, so were evidently reperfed to
"center" each respective stamp, Very Fine, Scott $402.
Estimate $100 - 150
1419 HH
1¢ green, rotary (581), well centered with dazzling bright color, a very desirable stamp, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine; 2000 P.F. certificate, Scott $23.
Estimate $50 - 75

1413 HH
1¢ green, rotary (578), wonderfully fresh example with large margins, a difficult stamp to find in this grade,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; 2007 P.F. certificate, Scott
$170.
Estimate $100 - 150
1414 HH
1¢ green, rotary (578), remarkably fresh example with brilliant fresh color, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $170.
Estimate $100 - 150

1415

1416

1415 HH
2¢ carmine, rotary (579), beautifully centered
with lively bright color, an exceptional stamp, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 1992 and 2003 P.F.
certificates, Scott $160.
Estimate $150 - 200

1420 HHa
10¢ orange, rotary (591), nicely centered,
scarce thus, with brilliant color, a quality perf 10 plate, bottom right plate block of 6 with plate number 18614, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $750. Estimate $500 - 750

1416 HH
2¢ carmine, rotary (579), handsome example
with warm rich color, a select stamp, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine; 2006 P.F. certificate, Scott $160.
Estimate $100 - 150

1421 HH
2¢ carmine coil, type II (599A), extremely
handsome coil single, with deep rich color, quite elusive in
this marvelous quality, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1422 HH
2¢ carmine coil, types I & II (599-599A), joint
line pair, o.g., never hinged, marvelous example with extremely bright color, in impeccable mint condition, F.-V.F.;
2010 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,250. Estimate $500 - 750

1423 HH
2¢ Harding, rotary (612), nicely balanced margins on three sides, partial sheet margin along top, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $50 - 75

1424 HHa
White Plains souvenir sheet (630), among the
choicest we have offered, all stamps incredibly well centered, a spectacular GEM quality sheet, top right complete
sheet of 25, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $600.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1425 HHa
White Plains souvenir sheet (630), lovely
quality sheet, brilliant fresh color, a beauty, top right complete sheet of 25, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $600.
Estimate $350 - 500

1426 HHa
White Plains souvenir sheet (630), exceptional example, incredibly bright shade, bottom left complete sheet of 25, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1430 H
2¢ carmine, type II (634A), impressive selection of these elusive plate singles, with deep rich colors, six
singles, each with plate number, o.g., lightly hinged, a few
tiny flaws, V.G.-Fine, Scott $1,950. Estimate $400 - 600

1427 ma
White Plains souvenir sheet (630), particularly handsome White Plains sheet showing wide left and
top margins, with gorgeous rich color, top left complete
sheet of 25, beautifully struck purple "New York, NY Philatelic Exposition, Oct. 18, 1926" First Day cancellations,
small thin spot affects positions 16-17 on sheet, Very Fine,
Scott $475.
Estimate $300 - 400

1431 HH
Kans. complete (658-668), attractive well centered set of 11 values, all nice never hinged examples except #'s 664-665, and 667-668 which are expertly
regummed, the elusive 8c Kansas is a high quality, large
margined example in perfect mint condition, o.g., never
hinged, 4 stamps regummed, Very Fine, Scott $320.
Estimate $150 - 200

1432 HH
7¢ Kans. (665), marvelous GEM quality example, with bold rich color, quite scarce when found in this top
condition, left sheet margin single, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF-SUP-95, 1 of 16 at this grade according to PSE's population report, with only 13 others graded higher. SMQ $375,
Scott $50.
Estimate $300 - 400

1428 ma
White Plains souvenir sheet (630), well centered and scarce genuinely used White Plains sheet with
vivid fresh color, complete sheet of 25, wavy black "New
York" cancellations, lower left stamp in sheet with trivial thin
spot, Very Fine, Scott $475.
Estimate $250 - 350
1429 HHa
1½¢ yellow brown (631), immaculate sharp
corners and including all gutters, full pane of 400, o.g.,
never hinged, fresh and Very Fine, Scott $1,591 as singles/postion pieces (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1433 HH
10¢ Kans. (668), outstanding GEM quality 10c
Kansas, with wonderfully rtich color, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $45. Estimate $100 - 150
1434 (H)a
3¢ Washington's Headquarters, imperf
(752-755), some light edge fraying and separations, complete sheets, without gum as issued, otherwise fresh and
F.-V.F. Brookman $1,265 (no photo). Estimate $200 - 300
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1435 (H)a
1¢-8¢ National Parks, imperf (756-763), complete sheets of 200, without gum as issued. Brookman
$2,175 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

Modern Errors

1436 (H)a
1¢ - 3¢ souvenir sheets (766a-770a), some
light edge fraying and separations, complete sheets, without gum as issued, otherwise fresh and F.-V.F. Brookman
$1,580 (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1437 HH
$1 Presidential, watermarked USIR (832b),
well centered multiple, with extremely large margins in brilliant fresh condition, horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 2005 P.F.
certificate for a plate block of 20, from which these two
stamps were taken, this being positions 17-18 from the
block, Scott $380.
Estimate $200 - 300

1439 HHa
2¢ Jefferson, experimental Silkote paper
(1033a), handsome multiple of this popular variety, extremely intense color, top left corner margin block of 4, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine; 1999 P.F. certificate, Scott
$1,400.
Estimate $500 - 750

1438 HHa
$2 Presidential (833), impressive multiple, the
stamps with particularly large margins, and brilliant fresh
colors, top margin plate block of 20 with plate numbers
F23479-22123F, markers, and imprints "TOP" and "$2.00",
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300
1440 HHa
1959, 8¢ Reuter, ocher, ultramarine, and all
colors missing (1137a-d), two spectacular multiples, the
horizontal block of 8, Scott #1137b,c contains two dramatic
errors, the ultramaric missing on Pos. 3, and the ultramarine and ocher missing on Pos. 4, with Positions 2 and 8 not
counted as errors but are impressive transition pieces; the
left sheet margin horizontal strip of 4, Scott #1137a,d - of
which only 3 exist, also contains two fabulously rare errors,
all colors missing on Pos. 1, and ocher missing on Pos. 2,
with positions 3-4 not counted as errors but are spectacular
transition pieces; a tremendous offering of early period errors that rarely appear at public auction, block of 8, and left
margin horizontal strip of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine;
with photocopy of 1996 P.F. certificate for sheet of 72, from
which these impressive errors were taken, Scott $14,750.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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1444 HH
1973, 10¢ Crossed Flags, imperf (1509c), vertical pair, o.g., never hinged, perfect GEM quality example
with extremely large margins in immaculate mint condition,
Superb, only 60 pairs issued. Datz $750, Scott $675.
Estimate $500 - 750

1441

1442

1441 HH
1968, 6¢ Flag over White House, imperf horizontally (1338u), extremely fresh pair with bold rich colors,
vertical pair, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., less than 50 pairs
issued, Scott $425.
Estimate $150 - 200
1442 HH
1971, 6¢ Wool, teal blue missing (1423b), eye
catching vertical pair, wonderful color shift resulting in color
missing on bottom stamp, vertical pair, bottom stamp the
error, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, only 200 issued, Scott
$350.
Estimate $150 - 200

1443 HHa
1972, 8¢ Family Planning (1455), large portion
at top left foldover after printing and gumming, which shows
guide mark at left, quite unusual and interesting, complete
sheet of 50, o.g., never hinged, trivial edge flaws that are
completely natural, Very Fine, A Spectacular Item!
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1445 HH
1975, 10¢ Pioneer-Jupiter, dark blues (engraved) omitted (1556b), sensational example of this popular color missing with wonderful eye appeal, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, only 200 issued; with Greg Manning certificate, Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300

1446 HH
1975, 10¢ Apollo Soyuz, imperf horizontally
(1570c), vertical pair, o.g., never hinged, handsome example of this popular pair, with beautiful centering, Extremely
Fine, less than 37 pairs issued. Datz $2,100, Scott $1,900.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1447 HH
1979, $1 Lamp, brown (engraved) omitted
(1610a), post office fresh, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $200.
Estimate $100 - 150

1450 HHa
1976, 31¢ Bicentennial souv. sheet, "USA
31¢" omitted (a,c,e) (1689m), marvelous example of this
scarce sheet, listed in Scott, but priced with only a dash,
very impressive, complete sheet, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1448 HHa
1976, 13¢ Bicentennial souv. sheet, "USA
13¢" omitted on "e" (1686l), marvelous example of this
eye catching, with "USA 13c" omitted from position "e", and
"USA 13c" shifted lower on positions "a-d", completely
missing the stamp on position "a", an eye catching and dramatic printing error, complete sheet, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $550.
Estimate $350 - 500
1451 HH
1979, 15¢ Will Rogers, imperf (1801a), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $150.
Estimate $100 - 154

1452 HH
1980, 1¢ Inkwell & Quill coil, imperf (1811a),
extremely well centered with lively rich color, joint line strip
of 6, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb, only 250
pairs issued, Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200

1449 HHa
1976, 24¢ Bicentennial souvenir sheet, "USA
13c" shift on pos. "a-c" (1688 var.), eye catching example
with "USA 13c" shifted up causing "USA" to be printed
above each stamp on pos. "a-c", very attractive sheet, complete sheet, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1453 HH
1980, 15¢ Bernardo de Galvez, engraved colors omitted (1826a), desirable example with warm rich colors, with normal stamp included for comparision, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, only 50 issued, Scott $575.
Estimate $250 - 350

1454 HHa
1980, 15¢ Christmas, imperf (1842a), gorgeous GEM quality plate, unlisted in Scott as a plate block,
large margins and brilliant colors, bottom margin plate block
of 20 with plate numbers 39327-39332, o.g., never hinged,
Extremely Fine, Scott $450 for 10 pairs.
Estimate $400 - 600

1455 HHa
1980, 15¢ Christmas, imperf (1843a), gorgeous GEM quality example, unlisted in Scott as a full plate
block, remarkably fresh and choice, top margin plate block
of 20 with plate numbers 39318-39320, o.g., never hinged,
Extremely Fine, Scott $500 as 10 pairs.
Estimate $400 - 600

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1456 HH
1981, 18¢ Edna St. Vincent Millay, black (engraved) omitted (1926a), dramatic color missing, extremely fresh and choice, with normal included for
comparsion, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $225.
Estimate $100 - 150

1457 HH
1985, 22¢ World War I Veterans, red omitted
(2154a), impressiveerror caused by dramatic perf shift
leaving the bottom stamp with red omitted, vertical pair, bottom stamp the error, o.g., never hinged, Fine, Scott $350.
Estimate $100 - 150

1458 HHa
1985, 22¢ Christmas, imperf (2165a), outstanding example with extra large margins, unlisted in Scott
as a plate block, Post Office fresh, bottom margin plate
block of 20 with plate number 1112, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $550 as 10 pairs.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1462 HHa
1994 (3¢) Makeup Rate stamp, double impression of red (2877b), outstanding example of this eye
catching double impression, right margin block of 4, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $760. Estimate $300 - 400

1459

1460

1459 HH
1991, 19¢ Fawn, red omitted (2479b), lovely
well centered example with large margins and brilliant color,
o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $675.
Estimate $250 - 350
1460 HH
1991, 29¢ Cole Porter, imperf horizontally
(2550a), exquisitely centered amidst near perfect margins,
vertical pair, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, only 50-75
pairs issued, Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400

1461 HH
1994, 29¢ multi, Statue of Liberty, Photolithography Tape obscures printing (2599a), on position 11,
most interesting and unusual as a large postion of the
stamp is unprinted (printed on tape) which occurred during
the printing process, booklet pane of 18, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine; 2012 PF certificate.
Estimate $400 - 600

1463 HH
1995 (32¢) Love stamp, red "LOVE" (engraved) omitted (2949c), impressive and eye catching
missing color, a very handsome example of this rarely offered color missing, booklet pane of 20, o.g., never hinged,
Extremely Fine, Scott $5,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

The first that we have seen of such an item.
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1467 HHa
1996, 32¢ Chinese New Year, imperf (3060a),
outstanding and rare complete imperforate sheet, with brilliant fresh colors, complete sheet of 20, o.g., never hinged,
Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $6,750 as 10 pairs.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
1464 HHa
1995, 32¢ Civil War, imperf (2975w), wonderful example of this popular imperforate pane, outstanding
condition, full pane of 20, o.g., never hinged, Extremely
Fine to Superb, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1465 HH
1995, 32¢ Women's Suffrage, black (engraved) omitted (2980a), gorgeous example, dazzling rich
colors, right margin sheet margin single, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F., Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200

1468 HH
1996, 32¢ Christmas Madonna, die cutting
omitted (3112c), extraordinary example of this rarely offered die cutting omitted booklet, gorgeous rich color, listed
but unpriced in Scott, booklet pane of 20, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine; 2007 P.S.E. certificate.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1466 HHa
1995, 32¢ Christmas, imperf (3007d), lovely
fresh multiple with warm rich colors, se-tenant left sheet
margin strip of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $425.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1469 HH
1996, 32¢ Christmas Madonna, die cutting
omitted (3112c), eye catching example of this, a particularly choice top quality booklet, listed but unpriced in Scott,
booklet pane of 20, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine;
2007 P.S.E. certificate.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1470 HHa
1999, 32¢ Christmas Deer, no die cutting
(3363c), wonderfully fresh multiple, listed but unpriced in
Scott, se-tenant block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

1471 HHa
2004, 37¢ James Baldwin, die cutting omitted (3871 var.), magnificent example of this rare imperf error, this being from the discovery sheet, only 1 sheet known,
unlisted in Scott, bottom left plate block of 4 with plate number P11111, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1472 HH
2008, 41¢ multi Liberty Bell, Die-Cutting
omitted (4127e var), folded between, otherwise immaculate and quite rare, complete unexploded booklet, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine; 2011 APS certificate.
Estimate $500 - 750

1473 HH
2009, 44¢ Holiday Knits, die cutting omitted
(4428), outstanding example of this scarce imperf block,
listed but unpriced in Scott, with large margins and bold rich
colors, block of 4 from booklet pane, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 500
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Airmail
1478

1474 H
1918-23 Airmail sets complete (C1-C6), nicely
balanced set, with strong colors throughout, o.g., hinge
remnants, F.-V.F., Scott $375.
Estimate $100 - 150

1479

1478 m
1918, 6¢ orange (C1), impressive well centered
stamp, with radiant rich color, quite an elusive stamp when
found in this remarkable condition, neat black cancellation,
Extremely Fine to Superb; 2012 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF-SUP-95, 1 of 7 at this grade, with only 2 others grading
higher. SMQ $225, Scott $30.
Estimate $150 - 200
1479 HH
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), beautiful
stamp with incredibly wide margins and radiant rich colors,
o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $140.
Estimate $100 - 150

1475 HH
1918 First Airmail complete (C1-C3), well balanced with outstanding colors, a pristine set, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $420.
Estimate $300 - 400

1480 HHa
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), handsome multiple, the top row being particularly well centered,
slight gum skips and gum crease in Pos. 1 - the upper left
stamp, top margin plate block of 12 with plate numbers
8493-8492, arrow and imprints "Top" in selvage, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,900. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1476 HH
1918, 6¢ orange (C1), a phenomenal example
of this stamp, a relatively common stamp in uncommon
quality, being perfectly centered amid boardwalk margins,
with fiery rich color and impression, a perfect GEM deserving placement in the finest collection, o.g., never hinged,
Superb; 2001 P.F. certificate, Scott $130.
Estimate $300 - 400
1481 HH
1923 Airmail complete (C4-C6), choice examples with wonderfully rich colors, very choice, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $330.
Estimate $250 - 350
1482 HH/Ha 1923, 8¢ dark green & 50c Baby Zepp wholesale lot (C4), fresh and attractive group of C4's x (8), and
C18's x (4), nicely centered with bright colors, two C4's and
C18's are lightly hinged, with the other 8 stamps, including
the C4 block of 4 in nice Never Hinged condition, block of 4,
and singles, o.g., mostly never hinged, one C4 with a minor
thin spot, F.-V.F., Scott $560 (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

1477 HHa
1918, 6¢ orange (C1), wonderfully fresh example in immaculate mint condition, with unusually deep rich
color, top margin plate block of 6 with arrow and plate number 9155, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,050.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1483 HH
1923, 16¢ dark blue (C5), wonderfully fresh and
choice top quality stamp with lively rich color, and beautifully balanced margins, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine
to Superb; 2003 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP-95.
SMQ $450, Scott $140.
Estimate $300 - 400

1484 HH
1923, 24¢ carmine (C6), impressive bottom
margin plate no. 14841 single, especially choice example
with bold rich color, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine,
Scott $150.
Estimate $100 - 150

1486 HHa
1930 Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15),
wonderfully fresh set of blocks in immaculate mint condition, the C13 and C14 blocks are reasonably well centered,
while the C15 block is a marvelous well centered block with
brilliant rich color, right margin blocks of 4 with plate numbers, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $7,600 for singles.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

1485 H
1930 Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15),
fresh set with beautiful rich colors, very pretty, o.g., barest
trace of hinge (appears never hinged), Very Fine, Scott
$1,155.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1488 HH
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), outstanding
GEM quality example with exceptionally large margins and
vivid fresh color, actually quite scarce when found in this
condition, bottom margin single, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2002 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $275.
Estimate $400 - 600

1489 HH
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), beautiful rich
color, pretty stamp, top margin single with plate number
F20087, o.g., never hinged (natural gum skip), F.-V.F.,
Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400

1487 m)
1930 Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15),
handsome set on individual First Flight covers and postcard
(C13), a marvelous and appealling set, Very Fine, Scott
$1,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1490 HH
1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), wonderfully
fresh example with brilliant color, a top notch stamp, top
margin single with plate number F20090, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2011 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF-XF-85, Scott $975. Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1491 HH
1938, 6¢ Eagle, ultramarine & carmine color
error (C23c), choice example in immaculate condition, outstanding rich colors, left margin single, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $150.
Estimate $100 - 150
1492 H
1943, 6¢ Transport (C25a), incredible selection
of various booklet panes and complete booklets, many with
plate numbers and marginal markings, including FDCs with
Crosby cachets, 8 sets of matched plate numbers, various
complete booklets and covers including number stamped
booklets covers, an incredible chance to obtain specialty
material, booklet pane of 3, generally F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1493 H
1949, 6¢ carmine (C39a var.), eye catching
miscut booklet pane, showing full gutter and electirc eye
marks, very scarce miscut, booklet pane of 6, slightly disturbed o.g., V.G.
Estimate $400 - 600

1495 HH
1978, 31¢ Wright Brothers (C91-C92), block of
four, dramatic shift of blue color, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

1496 HH
1988, 36¢ Sikorsky, red, dark blue & black
(engraved) omitted (C119a), incredible example of this
rarely offered color missing, wonderfully well centered
GEM, right margin single, o.g., never hinged, Extremely
Fine; 2012 P.F. certificate for block of 10, from which this
stamp was taken, this being the upper right stamp from the
block, Scott $3,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1497 HH
2012, $1.05 Airmail, die cutting omitted
(C150a), tremendous imperf pair from the unique discovery
sheet of 20, never before offered at public auction, currently
unlisted in Scott, pair, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine,
Scott $2,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1494 HHa
1969, 10¢ Moon Landing, rose red omitted, in
combination block (C76a), lower left stamp in the block of
6, a beautifully centered example of this popular color missing nicely presented in a block of 6 with five "normal" examples, top right block of 6 with Mr. Zip in selvage, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, only 250-300 issued, Scott $500.
Estimate $350 - 500
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The Rare "Buffalo Ballon"

1502 m
1894, 10¢ blue, unwatermarked (E4), sensational example of this tough stamp, almost impossible to
find well centered with such a beautiful cancel, scarce like
this, neat black "Manchester, N.H., 1894" town cancellation, Extremely Fine; 2012 P.F. certificate, Scott $80.
Estimate $100 - 150

1498 H
1877, 5¢ Buffalo Balloon (CL1), extraordinary
example of this rare stamp, exceptionally large margins and
gorgeous rich color, among the most impressive examples
you'll ever see, o.g., previously hinged, minute thin speck at
upper left, Extremely Fine, only 300 printed, Scott $7,500.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

1503 HH
1908, Two 10¢ greens (E7), two nicely centered examples, one being a left margin plate no. 4916 single, in immaculate mint condition, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine, Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200

Special Delivery

1499 m
1888, 10¢ blue (E2), magnificent top quality example with boardwalk margins and warm rich color, a
beauty, light face free black cancellation, Extremely Fine;
2012 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-90J, 1 of 2 at this grade,
only 5 others currently grade higher. SMQ $125, Scott $45.
Estimate $100 - 150

1504 HH
1908, 10¢ green (E7), desirable wide right margin part imprint single, with bold rich color, very pretty
stamp, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $150.
Estimate $100 - 150

1501
1500 HH
1893, 10¢ orange (E3), handsome example,
with gorgeous deep rich color, in Post Office fresh condition, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $675.
Estimate $350 - 500
1501 HH
1893, 10¢ orange (E3), brilliant fresh example
with nice wide margins, immaculate condition, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine; 1984 P.F. certificate, Scott $675.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1505 Ha
1908, 10¢ green (E7), attractive example with
intense color, left margin plate block of 6 with plate number
4917 and imprint, o.g., hinge remnants, Fine, Scott $1,075.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1506 HH
1911, 10¢ ultramarine, top frame line missing
variety (E8 var.), incredibly fresh example of this rarely offered variety, in immaculate Post Office fresh condition,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; 2011 P.S.E. certificate, Scott
$325.
Estimate $300 - 400

1507 HH
1911, 10¢ ultramarine (E8), choice, well centered left margin part imprint single, brilliant Post Office
state of preservation, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $240.
Estimate $200 - 300

1510 HHa
1911, 10¢ ultramarine (E8), impressive example with fabulous deep rich color and sharp detailed impression, each stamp in pristine mint condition, a nice quality
plate, right margin plate block of 6 with plate number 5514
and imprint, o.g., stamps never hinged, hinge remnant in
selvage only, F.-V.F., Scott $1,850.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1511

1512

1511 HH
1914, 10¢ ultramarine (E9), exceptionally fresh
example with intense color, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $425.
Estimate $250 - 350
1508 H
1911, 10¢ ultramarine (E8), tremendous deep
rich color, a huge margined stamp with great eye appeal,
bottom margin single with plate number 5514, o.g., lightly
hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $110. Estimate $150 - 200

1509 HH
1911, 10¢ ultramarine (E8), fresh example with
unusually rich color and sharp impression, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $240.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1512 HH
1914, 10¢ ultramarine (E9), eye catching example with gorgeous bold rich color, a lovely large
margined stamp, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; 2000 P.S.E.
certificate, Scott $425.
Estimate $250 - 350

1513 HH
1916, 10¢ pale ultramarine (E10), remarkably
fresh and choice example with radiant rich color, a very
pleasing position piece, bottom left single with engraver's
initials, o.g., stamps never hinged, hinged in selvage only,
Very Fine, Scott $700.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Registry

1514 HH
1916, 10¢ pale ultramarine (E10), bright vivid
color, immaculate example of this tough stamp, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $700.
Estimate $300 - 400

1518

1519

1518 HH
1911, 10¢ Registry (F1), gorgeous well centered example, with strong rich color, Post Office fresh and
choice, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; 2009 P.S.E.
certificate, Scott $175.
Estimate $200 - 300

1515 HH
1916, 10¢ pale ultramarine (E10), marvelous
example, with intense color, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine;
2010 P.F. certificate, Scott $320.
Estimate $200 - 300

1519 HH
1911, 10¢ Registry (F1), extremely attractive
example with the deepest and richest color we have ever
seen on this issue, absolutely gorgeous, bottom margin single with part imprint, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine,
Scott $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

Postage Due

1516 HH
1917, 10¢ ultramarine (E11), outstanding top
margin plate no. 8507 single, boardwalk margins and radiant rich color, a matchless GEM, o.g., never hinged, Superb, Scott $45.
Estimate $100 - 150

1517 HH
1917, 10¢ ultramarine (E11), An extraordinary
showpiece featuring huge boardwalk margins and vivid
color, simply outstanding, top margin single with plate number 8507, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb,
Scott $45.
Estimate $100 - 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1520

1521

1520 HH
1879, 30¢ brown (J6), extremely fresh top margin imprint "No." single in immaculate never hinged condition, scarce thus, as this stamp is over 130 years old, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 1991 P.F. certificate for imprint and plate # strip of 5, from which this stamp
was taken, this being the left stamp from the strip, Scott
$900.
Estimate $400 - 600
1521 m
1884, 10¢ red brown (J19), magnificent GEM
quality stamp, fabulous deep rich color, deserving placement in the finest collection, neat black cancellation, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF-SUP-95, 1 of only 3 examples attaining this lofty grade,
according to PSE's population report, with only 1 other example currently grading higher. SMQ $175, Scott $35.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1522

1523

1522 HH
1884, 30¢ red brown (J20), wonderfully fresh
high quality Postage Due in magnificent mint condition, with
breathtakaing rich color, a flawless top quality stamp, o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine; 1995 P.F. certificate and
2006 P.F. certificate graded XF-90, Scott $550.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1523 HH
1884, 30¢ red brown (J20), impressive well
centered example in prisitne mint condition, wonderfully
fresh and choice, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600

1528

1529

1530

1528 H
1891, 5¢ bright claret (J25), impressive bottom
margin part imprint single, large margins and fantastic rich
shade, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $110.
Estimate $100 - 150
1529 HH
1891, 10¢ bright claret (J26), large balanced
margins, and bright vivid color, an exemplary example of
this tough stamp, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott
$550.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1530 HH
1891, 10¢ bright claret (J26), brilliant color and
sharp detailed impression, a very pleasing stamp, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $550. Estimate $400 - 600

1524

1525

1526

1524 HH
1891, 1¢ bright claret (J22), wonderfully fresh
bottom margin plate no. 314 single, with nice big margins
and intense color, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $95.
Estimate $100 - 150
1525 HH
1891, 2¢ bright claret (J23), immaculate mint
top margin imprint "No." single in pristine condition, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $100.
Estimate $50 - 75
1526 HH
1891, 3¢ bright claret (J24), impressive top
margin part imprint single, with dazzling bright color, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $200.
Estimate $100 - 150

1531

1532

1533

1531 H
1891, 50¢ bright claret (J28), flawless top quality example of this difficult stamp, with beautiful rich color
printed on bright white paper, just a great stamp, o.g., lightly
hinged, Extremely Fine; 1986 P.F. and 2006 P.S.E. certificates, Scott $700.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1532 H
1894, 2¢ vermilion (J30), brilliant color, a very
impressive example of this desirable vermilion shade, slight
inconsequential pencil notations on gum, bottom margin
single with plate number 34, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F.,
Scott $850.
Estimate $400 - 600
1533 HH
1894, 1¢ deep claret (J31), immaculate bottom
margin part imprint single, extremely fresh example with
glowing rich color, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200

1527 HH
1891, 5¢ bright claret (J25), handsome example with wonderfully rich color, exceptional, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine; 2002 P.F. certificate, Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1537

1538

1539

1537 H
1894, 50¢ deep claret (J37), impressive example of this difficult stamp, with spectacular deep rich color,
much nicer than normally found, bottom margin single with
plate number 74, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F., Scott
$2,000.
Estimate $600 - 800

1534 HHa
1894, 2¢ deep claret (J32), fresh and attractive
full wide top, gorgeous rich color, top margin plate block of 6
with plate number 159 and imprint, o.g., never hinged, upper right selvage tab with small internal tear above the plate
number, could be trimmed away, Very Fine; 2010 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1538 HH
1895, 5¢ deep claret (J41), fresh and
appealling top margin part imprint single, deep prooflike
color, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
1539 HH
1895, 10¢ deep claret (J42), handsome top
margin part imprint single, with breathtaking deep rich
color, o.g., never hinged (light natural gum bend), Very
Fine, Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200

1535 H
1894, 3¢ deep claret (J33), attractive bottom
margin part imprint single, an immaculate fresh stamp with
strong color, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $220.
Estimate $150 - 200

1540

1541

1540 HH
1896, 50¢ deep claret (J44), scarce top margin
part imprint single, with fabulous color and impression, a
very elsuive stamp when found in this immaculate mint condition, o.g., never hinged, Fine, Scott $1,200.
Estimate $400 - 600
1541 H
1896, 50¢ deep claret (J44), wonderful wide
margined example with sensational deep rich color, could
easily pass as a never hinged stamp, o.g., barest trace of
hinge (appears never hinged), Very Fine; 1995 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $450.
Estimate $350 - 500

1536 H
1894, 5¢ deep claret to 30c pale rose
(J34-36b), nice trio of plate position pieces, 5c and 10c both
in the deep claret shades, while the scarce 30c is in the delicate pale rose shade, singles with plate numbers, o.g.,
hinge remnants, V.G.-Fine, Scott $1,250.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1547
1542

1543

1542 HH
1910, 1¢ deep claret (J45), brilliantly colored
bottom margin star and plate no. 5510, Post Office fresh,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $130.
Estimate $100 - 150
1543 HH
1910, 2¢ deep claret (J46), wonderfully fresh
bottom margin plate no. 5519 single, nicely centered amid
large margins, with extremely intense color, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $130.
Estimate $150 - 200

1544 HH
1914, 10¢ dull rose (J56a), choice left margin
part imprint single, in the delicate dull rose shade, extremely fresh example, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott
$250.
Estimate $150 - 200

1548

1547 m
1914, 50¢ carmine lake (J58), decent copy of
this scarce stamp, with marvelous rich c olor, neat black
cancellation, two light horizontal creases, F.-V.F.; 2012
Weiss certificate, Scott $1,500.
Estimate $400 - 600
1548 HH
1917, 5¢ deep claret (J64b), desirable example
of this impressive color variety, the deep claret shade, an
attractive left margin part imprint single, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $38. Estimate $50 - 75

1549

1550

1551

1549 HH
1917, 30¢ carmine rose (J66), lovely bottom
margin plate no. 19881 single, large margins and bright
vivid color, a premium quality stamp, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $260.
Estimate $200 - 300
1550 HH
1930, 5¢ carmine (J73), gorgeous top margin
plate no. 20210single featuring huge boardwalk margins
and bfrilliant fresh color, this Postage Due set is extremely
elusive, especially in this remarkable condition, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $45. Estimate $100 - 150
1551 HH
1930, 10¢ carmine (J74), outstanding GEM
quality bottom margin plate no. 20236 single, a fantastic
well centered stamp with great color, remarkably scarce in
this superb quality, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to
Superb, Scott $100.
Estimate $150 - 200

1545

1546

1545 HH
1914, 30¢ carmine lake (J57), magnificent well
centered example in a wonderful state of preservation, with
gorgeous rich color printed on lily white paper, top margin
single with plate number 5526, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $600. Estimate $500 - 750
1546 H
1914, 30¢ carmine lake (J57), absolutely gorgeous large margined stamp, with lively bright color, a Superb GEM that could easily pass as Never Hinged, bottom
margin single with plate number 5526, o.g., barest trace of
hinge (appears never hinged), Extremely Fine; 1983 P.F.
certificate, Scott $250.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1552 HH
1930, $5 carmine & $5 scarlet (J78, J78a),
handsome examples of these two distinct shades, fresh
and very choice, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine, Scott $165.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1557

1553

1901, Military District Station No.1, Taku
China, 1¢(279) tied to small piece by an almost complete
strike of the extremely rare May 16 1901 date stamp, with
2009 PF certificate, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
s

An exceedingly rare usage of this U.S. Military postmark in
China at the time of the Boxer Rebellion, when the
Western nations were attempting to exert ever greater
influence upon the inept and failing Imperial government.
Outstanding examples of this very rare US military
cancellation are infrequently encountered.

1558

1559

1557 HH
1919, 14¢ on 7¢ black (K7), wonderfully fresh
mint example with vivid color, o.g., never hinged, tiny natural paper inclusion spot in the lower right margin, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine; 2006 P.S.E. certificate graded
VF-XF-85. SMQ $255, Scott $225. Estimate $150 - 200
1558 HH
1919, 18¢ on 9¢ salmon red (K9), impressive
example, brilliant fresh and very choice, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2001 P.F. certificate, Scott
$170.
Estimate $150 - 200
1559 HH
1919, 60¢ on 30¢ orange red (K14), impressive
wide margined example, with lively bright color, a pretty
stamp, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine;
2004 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $280.
Estimate $200 - 300

1554 H
1919-22, 2¢-$2 complete (K1-K18), extremely
fresh complete set with gorgeous colors throughout, all very
well centered except the two top values, which are centered
only fine, nice set - front and back, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine,
Scott $2,255.
Estimate $500 - 750

1560

1555

1556

1555 HH/H
1919, 2¢ on 1¢ green to 40c on 20c deep ultramarine (K1/K13), select group of 10 different well centered
examples, with never hinged, includes K1, K3-K7, K9-K10,
and K12-K13, all with outstanding deep rich colors, o.g.,
some never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott
$1,100.
Estimate $500 - 750
1556 m
1919, 2¢ on 1¢ green (K1), well centered, with
deep rich color, an outstanding stamp, faint black cancellation, Extremely Fine; 2012 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-90,
1 of 3 at this grade, with only 6 others grading higher. SMQ
$150, Scott $70.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1561

1562

1560 HH
1919, $1 on 50¢ light violet (K15), incredibly
fresh example in pristine mint condition, scarce thus, as this
stamp is rarely found in pristine never hinged condition,
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; 1993 P.F. certificate, Scott
$1,300.
Estimate $500 - 750
1561 HH
1919, $2 on $1 violet brown (K16), immaculate
high quality example in pristine condiiton, with sensational
deep rich color, an undervalued stamp when found in this
wonderful quality, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; 2008
P.S.E. certificate graded VF-80, 1 of 5 at this grade, with 19
others currently grading higher. SMQ $875, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1562 HH
1919, $2 on $1 violet brown (K16), 1st printing,
top margin plate number single, o.g., never hinged, handsome, brilliant fresh stamp in immaculate mint condition,
V.G.-Fine, only 11,100 printed, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S. BACK-OF-THE-BOOK: Offices in China

Immensely Rare Double Surcharge

1563 HH/H
1919, $2 on $1 violet brown, double surcharge (K16a), fabulous multiple of this popular rarity showing strong, clear,
complete double overprint; right stamp in remarkably fresh never hinged condition, rare thus, as only a handful of mint examples have
appeared on the market in decades; signed "Preschold" owner's hand stamp on lower right corners of each stamp; a great rarity of the
highest order, horizontal pair, o.g., faintly hinged at left, never hinged at right, F.-V.F.; 1964 B.P.A. and 2012 Weiss certificates, Scott
$28,000.
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
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1564 HH
1922, 4¢ on 2¢ carmine (K18), immaculate
mint example with brilliant color, nicely centered, o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $230.
Estimate $150 - 200

Rare Full Sheet of the 2¢ Interior Dept.

Officials

1565

Ex 1566

1565 m
1873, 6¢ Executive Dept. (O13), extraordinary
example of this extremely elusive Official, well centered
with strong color, a lovely large margined stamp, neat black
cancellation, Very Fine; 2008 P.F. certificate, Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600
1566 H
1873, Justice and Interior issues (O20/O30),
select group of 5 different extremely fresh better Ofiicial
stamps, including O20)25, O27, and O29-O30, in a quality
much nicer than usually found, o.g., hinge remnants,
F.-V.F., Scott $1,230.
Estimate $500 - 750

1567

1568

1569 HHa
1873, 2¢ Interior Dept. (O16), impressive sheet
with brilliant color, both plate blocks are in immaculate
never hinged condition, small piece of selvage out at lower
right, and some insignificant perf seperations, otherwise a
wonderful example of this scarce Official sheet, complete
sheet of 100 with plate number 45 and imprint, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $16,000. Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

1567 H
1873, 2¢ Post Office Dept. (O48), unbelievable
example with huge boardwalk margins, sharp clear impression, and great eye appeal, left margin single, o.g., barest
trace of hinge (appears never hinged), Extremely Fine;
2012 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $30.
Estimate $200 - 300
1568 H
1879, 15¢ Interior Dept. (O102), impressive example with huge JUMBO margins, and radiant color, an
outstanding stamp, o.g., previously hinged, Extremely
Fine; 2011 Weiss certificate, Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Rare Full Sheet of the 15¢ War Dept.

Rare Full Sheet of the 90¢ War Dept.

1570 HH/Ha 1873, 15¢ War Dept. (O90), extremely scarce
complete sheet with choice quailty plate blocks at top and
bottom of the sheet, breathtaking rich color, as fresh as the
day it was issued over139 years ago, position 74 is the
"short transfer" variety, light crease affects 3 stamps in the
bottom right margin block of 4, not affecting the bottom
plate block, lighttly hinged on the top right and top left corner
margin singles, leaving 98 examples never hinged, rare
thus, complete sheet of 100 with plate number 87 and imprint, o.g., mostly never hinged, Fine, Scott $19,000.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

1571 HH/Ha 1873, 90¢ War Dept. (O93), outstanding example of the 90c War Department complete sheet of 100, believed to be unique in a full sheet, marvelous quality
showpiece with 1 stamp very lightly hinged at left, the other
99 stamps are in pristine never hinged condition, some
nicely centered examples found throughout this incredible
sheet, a rare opportunity for any collector of rare U.S.
sheets, complete sheet of 100 with plate number 89 and imprint, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $50,000.
Estimate $30,000 - 40,000
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1572 HH
1910, 2¢ to $1.00 Postal Savings Official
(O121-O125), desirable examples in immaculate mint condition, nicely centered well margined stamps, the #O125 is
a top margin part imprint single, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine, Scott $1,022.
Estimate $600 - 800

1576 HH/Ha 1910, 2¢ Postal Savings Official (O125),
handsome example of this elusive plate block, with incredibly fresh color, bottom margin plate block of 6 with plate
number 5501, star, and imprint, o.g., hinge remnant (4
stamps never hinged), Fine, Scott $700.
Estimate $200 - 300

Newspaper Stamps

1573 HHa
1910, 2¢ Postal Savings Official (O121), immaculate Post Office fresh example, right margin plate
block of 6 with plate number 5503, star, and imprint, o.g.,
never hinged, Fine, Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200

1577

1578

1579

1577 H
1875, 2¢ black (PR9), handsome well centered
example, with nice big margins, disturbed o.g., faint thin
spot, Extremely Fine; 2012 P.F. certificate, Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
1578 (H)
1875, 12¢ rose (PR16), extremely fresh example, nice wide margins, a scarce stamp, without gum, small
thin spot, Very Fine; 2007 P.F. certificate, Scott $325.
Estimate $150 - 200
1579 H
1875, 48¢ rose (PR19), marvelous quality example with bold rich color, completely sound and choice,
scarce thus, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine; 2002 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1574 H
1911, 50¢ Postal Savings Official (O122),
choice example, outstanding rich shade, o.g., previously
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $160.
Estimate $100 - 150
1575 HH/Ha 1911, 50¢ Postal Savings Official (O122), extremely fresh and choice, with sharp clear impression,
block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged (2 stamps never hinged),
Fine, Scott $1,070 as singles.
Estimate $200 - 300
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U.S. BACK-OF-THE-BOOK: Newspaper Stamps

1580

1581

1580 H
1875, 60¢ rose, stitch watermark variety
(PR20 var.), fresh and appelaing example with warm rich
color, a very unusual stitch watermark variety, o.g., previously hinged, Fine; 2011 P.S.E. certificate graded Fine-70,
Scott $1,250 for normal.
Estimate $500 - 750

1585 H
1879, $60 purple (PR79), extremely fresh and
appealing example of this notoriously difficult Newspaper
stamp, well centered with deep rich color, o.g., hinge remnant, small thin spots, Extremely Fine; 2007 P.F. certificate,
Scott $850.
Estimate $400 - 600

1581 (H)
1875, $1.92 dark brown (PR24), choice example, beautiful rich color, without gum, Fine; 2011 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400

1582

1583

1586 H
1895, $2 scarlet (PR108), impressive well
margined example, with fabulous rich color, completely
sound and choice, slightly disturbed o.g., Extremely Fine;
2012 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,500. Estimate $750 - 1,000

1582 H
1879, 84¢ red (PR69), handsome example of
this elusive Newspaper stamp, with unbelievable deep rich
color, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged),
tiny perf tear at lower left, F.-V.F.; 2007 P.F. certificate,
Scott $1,250.
Estimate $400 - 600
1583 H
1879, $9 orange (PR74), choice well centered
example, with wonderfully rich color, a pretty stamp, o.g.,
hinge remnants, tiny thin spot at top, and a trivial toned perf
tip at bottom, Very Fine; 2007 P.F. certificate, Scott $800.
Estimate $300 - 400

1587 m
1895, $5 ultramarine (PR109), extremely
handsome example of this rarely offered genuinely used
Newspaper stamp, with gorgeous rich color and finely detailed impression, Neat purple handstamp, light diagonal
crease shows only in fluid, Fine; 2007 P.F. certificate, Scott
$1,750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1584 H
1879, $48 yellow brown (PR78), desirable example, with intense color and razor sharp impression, o.g.,
previously hinged, Very Fine, Scott $900.
Estimate $600 - 800
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Parcel Post

1588 HH/H
1913, 1¢-$1 complete (Q1-Q12), extraordinary
well centered set, all with fabulous rich colors, most are
never hinged with a few exceptions, Q7 is regummed, and
the Q12 is very lightly hinged, over all a great set, o.g., many
never hinged, Very Fine; 50c with 1996 P.F. certificate,
Scott $1,907.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1591 HHa
1913, 5¢ carmine rose (Q5), extremely fresh
example in immaculate mint condition, left margin plate
block of 10 with plate number 6221, o.g., never hinged,
V.G., Scott $1,940.
Estimate $500 - 750
1589 HH/Ha 1913, 4¢ carmine rose (Q4), extremely fresh
with warm rich color, an impressive top, top margin plate
block of 6 with plate number 6347, o.g., hinge remnants (4
stamps never hinged), Fine, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $400 - 600

1590 HHa
1913, 4¢ carmine rose (Q4), eye catching oversized plate block with three extra stamps at bottom, wonderfully rich color, top margin plate block of 9 with plate
number 6346, o.g., stamps never hinged, hinged in selvage
only, Fine, Scott $1,300.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1592 HHa
1913, 5¢ carmine rose (Q5), wonderfully rich
color, Post Office fresh, left margin plate block of 10 with
plate number 6222, o.g., never hinged, V.G., Scott $1,940.
Estimate $500 - 750
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U.S. BACK-OF-THE-BOOK: Parcel Post - Carriers and Locals

Carriers and Locals

1597

s

1598

s

1599

s

1593 HH/Ha 1913, 10¢ carmine rose (Q6), handsome wide
top, brightly colored plate, pencil notation at extreme top of
upper right selvage, top margin plate block of 6 with plate
number 6168, o.g., hinge remnant (3 stamps never hinged),
Fine, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $400 - 600

1594 HH
1913, 15¢ carmine rose (Q7), bottom margin
plate no. 6261 single, with vibrant rich color, o.g., never
hinged (natural gum crease), F.-V.F., Scott $175.
Estimate $75 - 100

1595 HH
1913, 50¢ carmine rose (Q10), immaculate
Post Office fresh example, nicely centered with great eye
appeal, right margin single with plate number 6423, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $625. Estimate $400 - 600

New York, N.Y., U.S. City Despatch Post,
1842-45, 3¢ black on green (6LB5d), choice example of
this scarce stamp, large margins and rich color, tied on
small piece by red cancellation, adheasive with small diagonal crease at upper right, Very Fine; 2006 P.F. certificate,
Scott $750.
Estimate $500 - 750

Blood & Co., 1850 (1¢) bronze on black
(15L13, 1b), impressive example tied on piece with a gorgeous 4 margin #1 in the elusive orange brown shade, catalogs $2,000 for usage on a full cover, tied on small piece by
light blue town cancellation, 5c adheasive with light diagonal crease across left "5", Extremely Fine; 2006 P.F. certificate, Scott $963.
Estimate $500 - 750

Broadway Post Office, 1851 (1¢) black (26L2,
11), lovely example with 3c 1851 issue tied on piece, very
scarce item that catalogs for $2,750 on full cover, tied on
small piece by neat black "New York" cds, V.G.-Fine; 2006
P.F. certificate, Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400

1596 HH
1913, 1¢-25¢ complete (JQ1-JQ5), premium
quality mint set, all with lively rich colors, a choice matched
set for the collector wanting to obtain all five stamps in one
fell swope, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $848.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Postal Stationery

1600

1601

Floyd's Penny Post, 1860 (1¢) blue (68L1,
26), impressive example tied on piece with 3c 1857 issue,
gorgeous deep shade, scarce when found on cover - listed
but priced with only a dash for this usage on a full cover, local tied on small piece by light black "Floyd's" handstamp,
both adheasives tied by deep blue "Chicago, Nov. 4" cds
and grid cancellations, the local is lightly toned at bottom
right corner, 3c stamp with scissor trimmed perforations at
right, Very Fine; 2006 P.F. certificate, Scott $125.
Estimate $100 - 150
s

Messenkope's Union Square Post Office,
1849 (1¢) black on green (106L1, 10), eye catching piece,
with the 3c value partially covering the Local stamp, catalogs for $1,500 for this combination on a full cover, tied on
small piece by black "New York, Oct. 20" cds, the local
stamp with diagonal crease, F.-V.F.; 2006 P.F. certificate,
Scott $90.
Estimate $100 - 150
s

1602
1602

1603

1604 H
1907, 2¢ brown red on oriental buff, die 2
(U408a), attractive example, 39 x 42 mm, with super intense color, cut square, Extremely Fine, Scott $325.
Estimate $100 - 150

1605 H
1920, 2¢ on 4¢ black (U463A), marvelous example of this extremely rare entire, incredibly fresh and
choice condition, entire, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott
$2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1606 H
War Dept., 1875, 10¢ red on amber (UO60),
fresh and bright entire, tiny negligible toning spot, a true
gem worthy of the finest collection, Very Fine, Scott $1,650.
Estimate $500 - 750

Prince's Letter Dispatch, 1861, black (122L1,
65), xetremely scarce example on small piece, rarely found
on full cover, which catalogs for $8,000, rarely offered, tied
on small piece by black cancellations, 3c stamp with some
gum toning, Fine; 2006 P.F. certificate, Scott $125.
Estimate $400 - 600
s

1603 m
Wells Fargo & Co., 1861, $1 red (143L3), marvelous example with wonderfully rich color, very pleasing
example that is much scarcer used than mint, blue oval
"Wells Fargo" cancellation, small thin spot at bottom right,
Fine; 2006 P.F. certificate, Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1607 H
War Dept., 1875, 30¢ red on amber (UO68),
fresh and clean entire printed by the Plimpton company,
light wear that does not detract from this scarce item,
F.-V.F., Scott $2,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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U.S. BACK-OF-THE-BOOK: Revenues

Revenues

1610
1608 m
1862, 1¢ Telegraph, imperf (R4a), outstanding
multiple, completely sound, rare thus, extremely fresh, vertical pair, light manuscript cancellation, Superb; 1981 and
2012 P.F. certificates, Scott $1,700.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1611

1612

1610 m
1862, 5¢ Inland Exchange, imperf (R27a),
huge boardwalk margins, and vibrant color, Revenue
stamps are currently unlisted in PSE's pricing guide, neat
manuscript cancellation, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2009
P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP-95, Scott $9.
Estimate $100 - 150
1611 m
1862, 25¢ Protest, part perf (R49b), completely sound example of this scarce 25c part perf, with brilliant fresh color, scarce like this, neat manuscript
cancellation, F.-V.F.; 2012 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1612 m
1862, 25¢ Warehouse Receipt, part perf
(R50b), impressive copy of this scarce part perf, an attractive well centered example with brilliant color, neat manuscript cancellation, Very Fine; 2012 P.F. certificate, Scott
$850.
Estimate $600 - 800

1609 m
Bisect on Oversized Photo (R15c), pair and
bisect paying 5¢ rate on oversized photo of Robert Sneden
Esq, revenues ms cancelled "NB", mount has been cut
down not affecting image, unusual and scarce, F.-V.F.;
2010 PF certificate.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1613 m
1863, $1.30 Foreign Exchange, imperf
(R77a), wonderful bottom sheet margin example of this major revenue rarity, with spectacular deep rich color, Siegel
Powersearch shows only 13 examples being offered over
the past 30 years, a great rarity missing from even the most
advanced collection, neat "J.M.W., Oct. 23, 1863"
handstamp, light horizontal crease near top, and a light corner crease at upper left, Fine; 2012 P.F. certificate, Scott
$8,500.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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1614 m
1862, $15 Mortgage, blue, imperf (R97a), desirable example of this scarce stamp, with gorgeous deep
rich color, completely sound and choice, neat manuscript
cancellation, Fine; 2012 P.F. certificate, Scott $3,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1615 m
1864, $200 U.S. Internal Revenue, perf'd
(R102c), extremely attractive example of this popular
stamp, wonderfully richc colors, neat manuscript cancellation, tiny thin speck at right shows only in fluid, Very Fine,
Scott $1,000.
Estimate $200 - 300

1617 m
Proprietary, 1873, $5 green & black (RB10),
nice appearing example of this rare Proprietary stamp,
nicely centered with strong color, although repaired, this
stamp would look great in your album, light manuscript cancellation, small thin spots, and entire top right corner expertly repaired, adding a piece with design painted in at
upper right, F.-V.F., Scott $11,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1616 m
1871, $10 blue & black (R128), magnificent top
quality example, perfectly centered amid extra large margins, and wonderful fresh color, destined for the finest collection, light manuscript cancellation, Extremely Fine to
Superb; 2002 P.F. certificate, Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1618 HHa
Stock Transfer, 1949, $10 bright green
(RD302), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, trivial gum skips,
and some gum on front right margin, F.-V.F., Scott $440.
Estimate $150 - 200

1619 HH
Stock Transfer, 1950, $10 bright green,
pre-printing fold (RD328 var.), horizontal strip of 3, o.g.,
never hinged, fresh, gum bend affecting two stamps, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $525 as normal. Estimate $150 - 200

1620 HHa
Stock Transfer, 1950, $5 and $10 bright
green (RD327-RD328), blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, $5
with horizontal crease affecting bottom pair, $10 with trivial
gum disturbance, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $940.
Estimate $200 - 300

1621 (H)
Wines, 1942, 80¢ to $100 green & black
(RE142//RE202), beautiful group of 13 different values, all
with fabulous deep rich colors, includes Scott #'s RE142,
148, 156, 158, 163-165, 176, 178, 187, 189, 194, and 202,
an exceptional offering, without gum, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $2,725.
Estimate $500 - 750

1622 (H)a
Wines, 1942, 80¢ to $100 green & black
(RE142//RE202), outstanding group of blocks, 13 different,
includes Scott #'s RE142, 148, 156, 158, 163-165, 176,
178, 187, 189, 194, and 202, each block in pristine Post Office fresh condition, blocks of 4, without gum, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine, Scott $10,900. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Duck Stamps

1623 HH
1934, $1 Mallards (RW1), fabulous fresh example of this popular Duck stamp, in a remarkable state of
preservation, top left corner margin single, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $800.
Estimate $400 - 600

1624 HH
1934, $1 Mallards (RW1), beautiful fresh example with warm rich color, a handsome example, top margin
single with plate number F129200, o.g., never hinged (minor gum skips), F.-V.F., Scott $800. Estimate $300 - 400

1625 HH
1935, $1 Canvasbacks (RW2), lovely example,
with tremendous rich color, Post Office fresh and choice,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $800.
Estimate $400 - 600

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1626 HHa
1937, $1 Scaup Ducks (RW4), magnificent top
quality example of this difficult plate block, with enormous
margin at top, brilliant fresh color, and great eye appeal,
one of the choicest examples one could hope for, top right
plate block of 6 with plate number F136267, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $3,250. Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

1627 HHa
1940, $1 Black Mallards (RW7), choice example with dazzling rich color, a fresh and pleasing plate block,
bottom right plate block of 6 with plate number 143743, o.g.,
never hinged (minor gum creases), F.-V.F., Scott $2,900.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1628 HHa
1943, $1 Wood Ducks (RW10), handsome example with fiery color, trivial paper wrinkle in left side selvage, a quality plate, top left plate block of 6 with plate
number, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $800.
Estimate $600 - 800
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U.S. BACK-OF-THE-BOOK: Duck Stamps

1632 HHa
1947, $1 Snow Geese (RW14), lovely example
with extremely intense color, a very handsome plate, top
margin plate block of 8 with plate number 159463, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $470. Estimate $300 - 400
1629 HHa
1944, $1 White-Fronted Geese (RW11), desirable fresh example, the left two stamps with slightly "dry"
print, leaving them a bit lighter in color than the other examples of the plate, bottom left plate block of 6 with plate number 155590, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $825.
Estimate $300 - 400

1633 HHa
1948, $1 Buffleheads (RW15), extremely fresh
example with vivid color, bottom margin plate block of 8 with
plate number 160100, o.g., never hinged, trivial margin tear
in far corner of lower left selvage, could easily be trimmed
away, Very Fine, Scott $545.
Estimate $250 - 350

1630 Ha
1944, $1 White-Fronted Geese (RW11), exceptional quality example with wonderfully rich color, a
beauty, bottom left plate block of 6 with plate number
155590, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged),
Very Fine, Scott $825.
Estimate $300 - 400

1634 HHa
1949, $2 Goldeneye Ducks (RW16), wonderfully fresh oversized plate block with 2 extra stamps at left,
gorgeous color and impression, top margin plate block of 8
with plate number 160790, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600

1631 Ha
1945, $1 Shoveller Ducks (RW12), desirable
example with wonderful centering and vibrant rich color,
bottom right plate block of 6 with plate number 157249, o.g.,
barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), Very Fine,
Scott $675.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1635 HHa
1964, $3 Nene Geese (RW31), attractive example of this extremely elusive plate, extremely intense colors,
bottom right plate block of 6 with plate number 168630, o.g.,
never hinged (natural gum wrinkles on left two stamps),
Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1636 HHa
South Carolina, 1985 and 1987, $5.50 Duck
Stamps, wholesale lot (4,6), impressive group lot,
$126.50 face value, of better S.C. Duck Hunting permit
stamps, #4 x (12), and #6 x (11), in singles or plate block of
4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott
$1,055 (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150

1638 HHa
1911, 10¢ deep blue (PS4), Post Office fresh
example with lively rich color, right margin plate block of 6
with plate number 5504, star, and imprint, o.g., never
hinged, Fine, Scott $375.
Estimate $150 - 200

Savings Stamps

1637 Ha
1911, 10¢ orange (PS1), handsome well centered plate with dazzling bright color, undervalued, bottom
margin plate block of 6 with plate number 5507, star, and
imprint, o.g., previously hinged, hinge reinforced in selvage, Very Fine, Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1639 HHa
1936, 10¢ deep blue (PS6), choice left and right
plate # blocks of 6, plus a bottom margin block of 6 (not a
plate block) with part imprint and plate number, each block
with vivid color in immaculate mint condition, plate blocks of
6, o.g., never hinged, Fine, Scott $321.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1640 HHa
1940, 25¢ dark carmine rose (PS8), choice
plate blocks with dazzling colors, in wonderfully fresh condition, left and right margin plate blocks of 6 with plate number
22542, o.g., never hinged (minor gum skips), F.-V.F., Scott
$680.
Estimate $300 - 400
1643 HHa
1940, 50¢ dark blue green (PS9), fabulous
deep rich color, an extraordinary example of this elusive
plate, right margin plate block of 6 with plate number, o.g.,
never hinged (gum skips), F.-V.F., Scott $1,125.
Estimate $500 - 750

1641 HHa
1940, 25¢ dark carmine rose (PS8), extremely
attractive example with gorgeous deep rich color, bottom
margin plate block of 6 with plate number 22543, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $340.
Estimate $200 - 300
1644 HHa
1940, 50¢ dark blue green (PS9), wonderful
well centered example with the deepest and richest color
imaginable, a beauty, bottom margin plate block of 6 with
plate number 22544, o.g., never hinged (minor gum skips
and bends), Very Fine, Scott $1,125.
Estimate $500 - 750

1642 HHa
1940, 50¢ dark blue green (PS9), well centered
with warm rich color, an immaculate multiple, block of 4,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $320 as singles.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1645 HH/H
1941, 10¢ rose red to 25c green
(PS11b/PS12b), choice selection of booklet panes, including electric eye types I and II, includes three PS11b (2 electric eye), three PS11c (2 electric eye), and three PS12b (2
electric eye), all niely centered with exceptional colors,
booklet panes of 10, o.g., mostly never hinged, F.-V.F.,
Scott $675.
Estimate $300 - 400

1647 HH
1955, 10¢ rose red (S1a), three choice booklet
panes with bold rich colors, two are electric eye booklet
panes, types I and II, very impressive selection, booklet
panes of 10, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $480.
Estimate $200 - 300

1648 H
1955, 25¢ blue green (S2a), type II electric eye
booklet pane with fabulous rich color, quite elusive, booklet
pane of 10, o.g., very lightly hinged, Fine, Scott $825.
Estimate $350 - 500

1646 Ha
1941, $5 sepia (PS15), fresh and impressive
multiple with deep rich color, top margin plate block of 6 with
plate number 22734, o.g., hinge remnants, lower left stamp
with small thin spot, Very Fine, Scott $475.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1652 HH
1917 Kendal Stamp Affixer test stamps (TD),
exciting offering of this newly discovered Test coil stamp,
from the Kendal Manufacturing company, of Boston, Mass.,
showing illustration of stamp affixer on each test stamp, a
choice coil strip, the left stamp with adhearance on reverse
from being slightly stuck to another stamp from the test roll,
perhaps no more than a few dozen or so examples of this
scarce test coil is currently known to exist, an impressive
coil, that should gain listing in the Scott specialized catalog,
currently unlisted, strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1649 HH
1958, 25¢ dark blue & carmine (S6a), two
complete unexploded booklet panes, one with a single
pane of 10, the other containing two booklet panes of 10, a
desirable offering of these elusive unexploded booklets,
complete unexploded booklet panes of 10, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $225.
Estimate $300 - 400

1653 HH
1917 Kendal Stamp Affixer test stamps (TD),
newly discovered Test coil stamp, from the Kendal Manufacturing company, of Boston, Mass., showing illustration of
stamp affixer on each test stamp, an impressive newfound
coil, strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, left stamp with pulled perf
at left and some thinning, right two stamps completely
sound, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1650 ma
1917, $5 deep green (WS2), impressive multiple, with brilliant color, block of 4, without gum, Fine, Scott
$325.
Estimate $150 - 200
1651 HH/H
1942, 10¢ rose red to 25c green
(WS7b-WS8b), two booklet panes of each, both with and
without electric eye, not an easy group to assemble, booklet
panes of 10, o.g., lightly hinged or never hinged, F.-V.F.,
Scott $270 (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200
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1654 P
1869, 90¢ Lincoln, Atlanta trial color plate
proofs on card (132TC4), set of ten combinations of colors, each with deep luxuriant colors and impression, huge
balanced margins abound on each example, unheard of
quality for this most desirable issue, Extremely Fine to Superb likely one of if not the finest sets in existance, Scott
$5,500.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

1656 Ha
1909, 2¢ Lincoln (367), four different: wide left
side #4976; wide right side #4983; bottom #4979 & 4982,
plate blocks of 6, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $800.
Estimate $300 - 400

1657

1909, 2¢ Lincoln, with privately applied roulettes (368 var.), tied to small piece. Estimate $100 - 150
s

1658 H
1909, 2¢ Lincoln, Mail-O-Meter type I perfs
(368), pairs, o.g., hinged, Very Fine, Scott $320.
Estimate $200 - 300

1655 H
1909, 2¢ Lincoln, official government announcements for the issue (367, 368), Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1659 H
1909, 2¢ Lincoln, Mail-O-Meter type IV perfs
(368), strip of 3, o.g., vertical scissor cut at top left margin,
otherwise Very Fine; 1989 PSE certificate.
Estimate $150 - 200

1660 H
1909, 2¢ Lincoln, Schermack type II perfs
(368), pair (2mm spacing), o.g.; mekeels handstamp, Scott
$160.
Estimate $100 - 150

1663 H
1909, 2¢ Lincoln, U.S. Automatic Vending
type II perfs (368), pairs (2mm and 3mm spacing), o.g.,
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $198.
Estimate $150 - 200

1664 HH
1909, 2¢ Lincoln, bluish paper (369), bottom
margin imprint single, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine Post
Office fresh, Scott $320.
Estimate $150 - 200
1665 Hm
1909, 2¢ Lincoln, balance of collection
(367-369), singles, blocks, perfin, schermack, bluish paper,
imperfs with plate #, imprint, engravers initials, plate block
mint and used, interesting and useful, generally F.-V.F. (no
photo).
Estimate $400 - 600

1661 H
1909, 2¢ Lincoln, Schermack type III perfs
(368), strip of 4, o.g., hinged, Very Fine; with 1988 APS certificate, Scott $158.
Estimate $100 - 150

1662 H
1909, 2¢ Lincoln, U.S. Automatic Vending
type I perfs (368), pair and line pair, line pair o.g., hinged,
pair never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $128.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1666 )
1909, 2¢ Lincoln (367), tied on multiview souvenir folder from the Alaska Yukon Exposition by Jul 10
1909 Seattle WA machine cancel, addressed to Oshkosh
WI, stamp with crease, folder with small faults, otherwise
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1667 )
1909, 2¢ Lincoln (367), four 2¢ each in corner
of cover, two tied by First Day Feb 12 1909 Saint Charles IL
flag cancels, and two tied by Saint Charles cds, on first day
cover addressed to Hamilton MT, unusual and attractive,
Very Fine, Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600

1668 )
1909, 2¢ Lincoln (367), natural se at right, tied
by "Tidionte PA/Feb/12/5 PM/1909" duplex, on corner ad
First Day Cover addressed to Warren PA, edge faults from
opening, F.-V.F., Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400

1670 )
1909, 2¢ Lincoln (367), se at top tied by "San
Francisco Cal/May 11/1130 AM/1909" machine cancel on
multicolor allover illustrated 1909 Portola Festival San
Francisco ad cover, addressed to City, gorgeous art deco
style design, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

1671 )
1909, 2¢ Lincoln, group of special delivery
covers (367), four covers, includes 1909 with block of four
and single 2¢ on U411 tied by Philadelphia PA cancels addressed to Altoona PA, four singles 2¢ tied on U411 by
1915 Manchester NH cancels addressed to Boston MA,
1909 with six singles 2¢ tied by Quincy MA flag cancels on
cover addressed to West Roxbury MA, and a 2¢ and
10¢(E15) tied by Pasadena CA cancels on cover addressed to Riverside CA, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

1669 )
1909, 2¢ Lincoln, used with 10¢ Special Delivery (367, E7), tied by "N.Y. & Chic RPO ED" railroad mail
postmark duplex, on cover addressed to Rochester NY,
10¢ with natural se at bottom, F.-V.F., Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1675 )
1909, 2¢ Lincoln, group of machine cancel
covers (367), 40+ covers, with International, Doremus, Columbia, Williams, and Time Cummings machine cancels,
includes 1909 Chicago Cubs corner ad cover, excellent selection for the specialist, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1676 )
1909, 2¢ Lincoln, group of covers to foreign
destinations (367, 368), twenty four picture postcards or
covers, destinations include Australia, Austria, Belgium,
Canada, Czechoslavakia, Denmark, India, Italy, Mexico,
Nova Scotia, Palestine, Spain, Sweden, and Syria, some
better frankings, please inspect, F.-V.F. (photo on web
site).
Estimate $500 - 750
1672 )
1909, 2¢ Lincoln, group of advertising covers (367), seventeen covers, fifteen illustrated, includes
1909 Masury's Paint with Worcester MA cancel, 1909 Chas
Stolper Cooperage Co with illustrated ad on reverse and
Milwaukee WI cancel, 1909 Corbin Cabinet Lock Co allover
ad with New Britain CT cancel, 1909 Illinois Metal Ceiling &
Supply Co with Chicago IL cancel, and 1909 H.J.Heinz Co
with Newark NJ cancel, excellent lot for internet or retail
sales, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

1673 )
1909, 2¢ Lincoln, group of registered covers
(367), seven covers, 1909-1917, includes covers from East
Brownfield ME, Chicago IL, South Norfolk VA, New York
City, Schenectady NY, Rio Vista CA and Worcester MA,
better frankings, please investigate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

1674 )
1909, 2¢ Lincoln, group of perfins on covers
(367), five covers, includes American Credit Indemnity Co,
Department of Health City of Chicago, Knights of Pythias
Chicago, Simmons Hardware Co St Louis and American
Steel & Wire Co Chicago, nice group, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1677 )
1909, 2¢ Lincoln, group of unusual covers
(367), thirty two cards or covers, unusual or interesting usages, with RPOs, streetcars, 1st day on piece, first day new
10¢ rate, plate number single, pair on wrapper, two covers
with "Unclaimed"sl, mourning covers, and two unused picture postcards, worth an aggressive bid, F.-V.F. (photo on
web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

1678 )
1909, 2¢ Lincoln, group of territorial covers
(367), five covers and a front, includes 2¢ tied by USS
South Dakota at Honolulu HI handstamp, pair 2¢ tied by
Waimea HI duplex, 2¢ tied by Guam duplex, 2¢ & 10¢ tied
by Mesilla Park NM duplex, and a cover and front with 2¢
tied by Clifton AZ and Humboldt AZ respectively, excellent
lot for retail sales, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

1679 )
1909, 2¢ Lincoln, group of flag cancels on
covers (367), 23 covers, five illustrated ad covers, better includes Mitchell-Powers Hardware Bristol TN with illustrated
ad on reverse, Conley Lumber Co Nampa ID, Brockton Last
Co Brockton MA and Merchants Hotel Pensacola FL,
please review, lovely selection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1680 )
1909, 2¢ Lincoln, two different 20th century
fancy cancels (367), 2¢ and two 6¢(638) tied by purple Lincoln head fancy cancels with matching "Braceville IL/Feb
12/1931" cds, on registered cover addressed to East Lansing MI, also 2¢ tied by Lincoln fancy cancel with
"Congerville IL/Feb/12/1931" cds on cover addressed to
Chicago IL, owner notes the Braceville cancel was used for
one day only, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

1681 )
1909, 2¢ Lincoln, group of Vera Cruz covers
(367, 368), two covers, the first franked with #367 and several 2¢ red US stamps and a Mexico un real stamp tied b
Vera Cruz cds on cover addressed to Philadelphia PA with
appropriate backstamps, the second is a 368 and 344 tied
by 1914 Vera Cruz duplex on cover addressed to Pittsburgh
PA, interesting pair, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

1683 )
1909, 2¢ Lincoln, imperf, cover group (368),
eleven covers, with vertical line pair, block of four, and International Stamp Co cover with 368 and 373 horizontal line
pair, reviews invited, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

1684 H)
1909, 2¢ Lincoln, Schermack type III perfs
(368), tied by "Chicago IL/ Feb 25 700 PM 1909" machine
cancel on corner ad cover addressed to New York City, very
early usage, F.-V.F.; with 1989 PF certificate.
Estimate $300 - 400

1685 H)
1909, 2¢ Lincoln, Schermack type III perfs
(368), tied by 1922 "Chicago IL/Jul 28" duplex on corner ad
cover addressed to New York City, light overall toning,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1682 )
1909, 2¢ Lincoln, imperf (368), strip of six with
partial imprint and plate number tied by purple Sheboygan
Falls WI registered cancels on 1915 cover addressed to
Grafton WI, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1686 )
1909, 2¢ Lincoln, bluish paper (369), tied by
"Washington DC 1909/Mar 31/1 30 AM" machine cancel on
cover addressed to Baltimore MD, Very Fine, Scott $425.
Estimate $200 - 300

1689 E
Revenue, 1870, Lincoln engraved profile essay (Turner as S-2-A), with Lincoln head inserted in center,
for 1870 snuff issue, engraved head facing left, in black on
India, die sunk on extra-large full size card, with "Lincoln"
and "Pub. by E.H. Sauer Mianna St. Cor. White Plains
Road/Van Nest, N.Y.C." imprints at bottom of India paper,
unlisted in Turner, on exhibition page, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1687 )
1909, 2¢ Lincoln, bluish paper (369), tied by
"Washington DC 1909/Apr 12/2 30 PM" machine cancel on
cover addressed to Washington DC, F.-V.F., Scott $425.
Estimate $200 - 300

1688 )
1909, 2¢ Lincoln, bluish paper (369), with natural se at bottom, tied by "Washington DC 1909/Apr 2/11
AM" machine cancel on corner ad cover addressed to New
York City, F.-V.F., Scott $425.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1690 E
Revenue, 1870, Lincoln snuff essays (Turner
S-4, S-6a), Lincoln engraved profile completed "Class 32
Cents" design with thirteen stars, in black on card, and Lincoln engraved profile completed "Class 32 Cents" design
with "U.S. Inter. Rev." replacing stars, in black India, both
fine and scarce, on exhibition page, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1691 Hm
Beer,
1871,
16-2/3¢
Lincoln
(REA21-REA21c), wonderful group of all four paper types
of REA21- white silk, pinkish grey silk, grey silk and green
silk, some small faultsbut well above normal quality, rare as
set, on exhibition page, F.-V.F. for this, Scott $1,475.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1692 Hm
Tobacco Stamps, Series of 1871, 40 pounds
(Springer TF59), mechanic and Lincoln, two examples, the
used has thins and repairs, the mint has several punch cancellations, on exhibition page, scarce as pair, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1693 m
Tobacco Stamps, Series of 1883, ½lb, 1lb &
5lb (Springer TF177A, TF178A, TF182B), three series of
1883, includes ½ pound, green paper, 1 pound green paper, and 5 pound pale green paper, small faults, on exhibition page, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

1694 m
Tobacco Stamps, Series of 1891, ½lb, 1lb,
5lb (Springer TF203A, TF205A, TF208A), three series of
1891, includes ½ pound blue paper, 1 pound blue paper,
and 5 pound blue paper, small faults, on exhibition page,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1697 m
Tax Paids, 1866-71, Cigar Strips (Springer
TC41, TC60B, TC65B), three different, includes 1866 issue
100 cigar with repair, 1869 issue 100 cigar, and 1871 issue
100 cigar, mounted on exhibition page, scarce and attractive, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500

1695 m
Tobacco Stamps, Series of 1898 & 1902, ½lb
& 4lb from first and ½lb of second (Springer TF242,
TF246, TF251), two series of 1898, includes ½ pound, 4
pound, and series 1902 ½ pound, small faults, on exhibition
page, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

1698 m
Tax Paid, 1870, Tobacco Strip (Springer
TG16A), four ounces, mottled paper, surface printed pink
circles, small faults, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

1699 m
Tax Paid, 1870, Tobacco Strip (Springer
TG16B), four ounces, violet silk paper, figure "4" inserted in
oval, small faults, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

1700 m
Tax Paid, 1872, Tobacco Strip (Springer
TG49A), sixteen ounces, small faults, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

1696 Hm
Distilled Spirit Samps, 1875, 10gal to 130gal,
ten stamps with ten different values, there is a 10 gallon for
Brandy distilled from apples, peaches or grapes, the other
nine values are for distilled spirits and includes 20, 30, 40,
50, 60, 70, 80, 90 and 130 gallons, each with portrait of Lincoln, rare and unlisted in Springer, a unique opportunity to
acquire this large a holding, please take sufficient time to inspect and ascertain its true value, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1701 m
Tax Paid, 1875, Provisional Tobacco Strip
(Springer TG59C), sixteen ounces, small faults, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500
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1703 )
Federal Occupation of Cumberland Gap,
3¢(65) pen cancelled with ms "Cumb Gap Tenn/July 10/62"
town cancl on cover, addressed to Benton OH, edge faults,
F.-V.F., ex-Gallagher.
Estimate $150 - 200

1702 m
Tax Paid, 1879-82, Old Abe Tobacco Tinfoils,
manufactured tobacco tinfoil stamps, a scarce group of five
different 1879-82 "Western Steam Tobacco Works" tinfoils,
each showing a portrait of "Old Abe" as an integral part of
the blue design, mounted on four exhibition pages and well
annotated, better than average condition for these scarce
and unusual revenue stamps, Tolman #15, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

1704 )
Stampless Cumberland Gap Confederate
Occupation, ms "Cumberland Gap/Aug 18" town cancel
and ms "5" rate on cover addressed to Lyons Store East
TN, light overall wear, F.-V.F., ex-Gallagher.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1705 )
Baton Rouge, La., 1861, 5¢ green & carmine
(11X2), four margin example tied to envelope by Baton
Rouge Nov 14, 1861 postmark in black, addressed to H. M.
Favrot of the Delta Rifles 4th Volunteers to LA, various folds
not affecting stamp, Very Fine and attractive, ex-Phillips,
Ackerman, Scott $3,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1706 )
Mobile, Ala., 1861, 5¢ blue (58X2), pair tied by
two strikes "Mobile AL/Sep/6/1861" double circle cds, on
cover addressed to Huntsville AL, F.-V.F., Scott $2,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1707 )
1861, 5¢ green (1), vf four margined 5¢ tied by
VA cds in cover addressed to Cappahosic VA, ink burns in
address, stamp appears to have been placed over an attempted free frank, F.-V.F., Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1708 )
1862, 5¢ dark blue (4a), Stone 3, four margin
example, tied to envelope paying overpaid drop rate, tied by
Richmond May 25, 1862 cds in black, lovely piece, Very
Fine and attractive, Scott $400.
Estimate $400 - 600

1709 )
1862, 5¢ light blue, De La Rue printing and 5¢
blue, Archer & Daly printing (6, 7), 5¢(7) tied by Richmond VA cds on cover addressed to Mobile AL, redirected
to Hollow Square AL, with 5¢(6) tied by Mobile AL cds, "10"
rate handstamp, water stain and missing upper left corner,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

1710 )
1862, 5¢ light blue, De La Rue printing (6), 5¢
tied by "Knoxville TN/May/25" cds on cover addressed to
Cleveland East TN, small piece out of top, F.-V.F., Scott
$150.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1714
1711 )
1862, 5¢ blue, Archer & Daly printing (7 pair),
pair 5¢ tied by "Knoxville TN/Jun/27" double circle cds on
cover addressed to Montgomery AL, paper clip stain top
center, F.-V.F., Scott $95.
Estimate $100 - 150

1712 )
14th Regt KY Volunteers Patriotic From
Cumberland Gap, 3¢(65) pen cancelled with ms "Cumberland Gap Ten/July 8 1862" town cancl on blue design patriotic cover, addressed to Cuyahoga County OH, overall
wear and soiling, F.-V.F., ex-Gallagher.
Estimate $200 - 300

1714 (H)
Mobile, Ala., 1861, 5¢ blue (58X2), attractive
example with deep rich color, elusive and undervalued, expertly regummed, tiny painted over scuff at upper left, and
some gum staining at top, F.-V.F.; 2006 P.F. certificate,
Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300
1715

s

1716

s

1717

s

1713 )
CSA Patriotic Used From Savannah GA,
3¢(26¢) tied by grid and "Savannah Ga/Mar/30/1861" cds
on CSA red, white and blue flag design cover addressed to
Boston MA, bottom right corner missing and nick top right
affecting cds, scarce usage, F.-V.F. Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1715
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New Orleans, La., 1861, 5¢ brown (62X3),
handsome example, warm rich color, tied on small piece by
neat black "PAID" cancellation, Fine, Scott $200.
Estimate $150 - 200

1861, 5¢ green (1), beautiful left sheet margin
example with exceptionally strong color, quite elusive in this
condition, tied on piece by light black "Richmond, Va." cds,
Very Fine, Scott $175 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1861, 5¢ green (1), extraordinary top quality
pair with impressive rich color, pair, tied on piece by light
black "Richmond, Va" cds, Very Fine, Scott $425 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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1718

1719

1718 H
1861, 10¢ light blue (2a), extraordinary example of this tough little stamp, with lively rich color and generous margins all around, insignificant blue ink handstamp on
reverse, o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine; 2012 P.F. certificate, Scott $300 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1719

1723 HH/Ha 1862, 5¢ blue, Archer & Daly printing (7), attractive oversized multiple with wide sheet margin at top,
extremely fresh piece with 16 stamps never hinged, top
margin block of 20, o.g., many never hinged, two vertical
creases and a small corner crease at lower right, F.-V.F.,
Scott $450 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

1861, 10¢ dark blue (2b), very choice example
with sensational color, pretty, tied on piece by neatly struck
"Yorktown, Va." cds, Fine, Scott $300 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
s

1724 H
1863, 10¢ blue, “T-E-N” (9), extremely fresh
example of this scarce and undervalued stamp, with terrific
color, o.g., previously hinged, two light horizontal creases
don't affect this lovely stamp's handsome appearance,
F.-V.F., Scott $900 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

1720

1721

1720 H
1862, 2¢ green (3), marvelous example with
particularly strong color, and fresh full gum, a beauty, o.g.,
lightly hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2012 P.F. certificate, Scott $900 (photo on web site).Estimate $600 - 800
1721 m
1862, 10¢ rose (5), extraordinary example of
this tough stamp, gorgeous rich color and generous margins all around, neat black "Charleston, SC, Jul 10, 1862"
cds, tiny thin spot at upper left, Very Fine, Scott $500 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

1722 Pa
1862, 5¢ light blue, De La Rue printing, plate
proof on wove (6P5), handsome example of this elusive
proof, with gorgeous rich color, block of 4, Extremely Fine;
with photocopy of 1976 P.F. certificate for pane of 400, from
which this block was taken, this being Pos. B65-66/B75-76
from the large pane, Scott $600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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1725 m
1863, 10¢ blue, “T-E-N” (9), red grid cancellation, large margins and beautiful rich color, an eye catching
example of this popular "TEN" stamp, tiny spot of toning at
upper right and slight paper thin, Extremely Fine appearance, Scott $550 (photo on web site).Estimate $300 - 400

1726 m
1863, 10¢ blue (11, 12), nice selection of #11 x
(5), and #12, two tied to small pieces, each with neatly
struck black town cancels, a handsome group, neat black
town cancels, one with small thin spot, Very Fine, Scott
$120 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
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1727 HH/Ha 1863, 20¢ green (13), premium quality multiple,
with deep intense color, Pos. 4-5, and 7-8 are in immaculate
mint condition, a great block, block of 9, o.g., lightly hinged
(4 stamps never hinged), Extremely Fine; 2012 P.F. certificate, Scott $360 (photo on web site). Estimate $400 - 600

1728

s

1729

s

1863, 20¢ green (13), lovely example of this
scarce used stamp, lively bright color, much scarcer used
than mint, tied on small piece by blue town cancellation,
F.-V.F., Scott $400 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

1863, 20¢ green (13), attractive example of this
scarce used stamp, with beautiful rich color, tied on small
piece by light black town cancellation, F.-V.F., Scott $400
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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1730 HHa
1926, 5¢ dark blue, sharp “A”, shifted overprint (86 var.), eye catching example with a dramatically
shifted overprint downward, resulting in many stamps
showing "Zone Canal" overprinting instead of "Canal
Zone", a beautiful exhibition quality showpiece, bottom right
complete sheet of 100 with plate number 16332, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1731 m
1924, 2¢ carmine (U9), 2¢ cancelled by
1924"Ancon C.Z./Oct 10/230 PM", addressed to J.M.
Bartels Co, postal stationery expert, noted as first day
cover, earliest known usage, and rare as such, entire,
F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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1732 HH
1893, 12¢ red lilac, red overprint (63), gorgeous large margined example in immaculate mint condition, with radiant rich color, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; 2011 P.F. certificate, Scott $400 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

1734 )
1884, 10¢ black (U5), entire, uprated with US
3¢ Columbian (232) tied by Oct 30 World's Fair Station machine cancel, unaddressed, scarce and unusual, Very Fine
(photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

1735 H
1894, 20¢ red, imperf (R9a), handsome example with intense color and sharp clear impression, top margin single, o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine; 2011 P.F.
certificate, Scott $575 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

End of the Fourth Session

Please Visit Our Web Site!
http://www.kelleherauctions.com
Every lot is shown, many with additional photos
not found in the printed catalog.
1733 HHa
1893, 2¢ rose, black overprint (66), wonderfully fresh example in an attractive full sheet, extremely rich
color, complete sheet of 50 with imprints at bottom and left,
o.g., never hinged, 3 stamps at upper left with minor gum
staining and a couple light wrinkles, F.-V.F., Scott $150
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

The lots are fully searchable by a variety of
criteria: text, country, Scott number and more.
And - you can bid on the sale interactively,
review your bids, check results and much more.
Our sale will also be available on Stamp Auction
Network. Go to:
http://www.stampauctionnetwork.com
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